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AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURE

Hydroponics

Sustainability of agriculture has been the main concern of Indian agriculture. Due to climate
change and reducing land availability, it may become increasingly challenging to grow crops using
traditional methods of growing outdoors on expansive farmland. Hydroponics offers a way to
work around these constraints.

In news: Coimbatore’s hydroponic farm delivers fresh greens within three hours of harvest
Placing it in syllabus: Agriculture
Dimensions
◆ What is Hydroponics?
◆ Techniques in Hydroponics
◆ Advantages of Hydroponics
◆ Challenges for adoption in India

Content:

What is Hydroponics?
◆ Growing plants without soil is known as hydroponics.
◆ Terrestrial plants are grown with only their roots exposed to the nutritious liquid.
◆ Sometimes a special growing medium such as coconut coir, perlite, or limestone gravel is used.
◆ The nutrient-rich water contains macronutrients like nitrogen, potassium, phosphorous and calcium nitrate,
and micronutrients like manganese and zinc to nourish the roots of the plants.
◆ It is a type of horticulture and a subset of hydroculture.
◆ The nutrients used in hydroponic systems can come from many different sources, including �ish excrement,
duck manure, chemical fertilizers, or arti�icial nutrient solutions.
◆ It is one of the more accessible forms of modern agriculture, tackling the dual problems of water scarcity and
shortage of farmland.
◆ Hydroponic agriculture has existed for over 3,000 years. The Hanging Gardens of Babylon being one of the
often quoted examples of this technique.
Techniques in Hydroponics
Static solution culture
◆ Here, plants are grown in containers of nutrient solution, such as glass Mason jars, pots, buckets, tubs, or
tanks. The solution is usually gently aerated.
◆ This methods is used on a small scale home-based systems
Continuous-�low solution culture
Here, the nutrient solution constantly �lows past the roots.
◆ It is much easier to automate than the static solution culture because sampling and adjustments to the
temperature, pH, and nutrient concentrations can be made in a large storage tank.
◆ So it has potential to serve thousands of plants.
◆

Aeroponics
It is a system wherein roots are continuously or discontinuously kept in an environment saturated with �ine
drops (a mist or aerosol) of nutrient solution.
◆ It has proven to be commercially successful for propagation, seed germination, seed potato production,
tomato production, leaf crops, and micro-greens.
◆
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Advantages of Hydroponics:
Hydroponics combines both
sustainability and technology.
The following are the advantag
es to hydroponic growing
systems compared to conven
tional
farming
systems:

Higher Crop Yield:
◆ In a controlled environment
hydroponics is roughly 10
times more ef�icient than
traditional
farming.
◆ The control on nutrient supply
ensures more quality produce,
for example improved oil
content in herbs, as well as
better crop yield.

Ef�icient land use:
Hydroponics is a good method of growing food where arable land is scarce.
◆ Food can be grown much more densely using a fraction of the land that is required to grow crops traditionally
on large expanses of farmland.
◆

Water Conservation:
◆ In hydroponics, the water used is up-cycled for reuse.
◆ Therefore it uses 80% less water than conventional agriculture.

Reduces soil-borne pests and diseases:
Many pests are carried in soil.
◆ Because hydroponics systems don’t use soil, it gives a more hygienic growing system with fewer problems of
disease.
◆

Year round production:
◆ Since hydroponics is ideal for indoor growing, it can be used to grow plants all year round.
◆ Automated systems controlled by timers and computers make the whole thing easier.

Mitigating climate change:
◆ Traditional outdoor farming may become increasingly challenging due to climate change effects such as
increased erratic weather patterns, �loods, and droughts.
◆ Hydroponics offers a way to work around many of those negative climate change impacts by growing food
within a controlled environment which is often indoors.
Urban local farming:
◆ Hydroponic indoor growing is one way to help localize food systems in cities, where food is typically imported
into cities long distances from the rural areas or from other countries.
Challenges for adoption in India
Requires precise growth monitoring:
◆ Hydroponic plants can not be left unattended or they will die, as they are reliant on the operator for water and
nutrients.
◆ Farmers need to check them constantly to make sure they’re growing in exactly the conditions they need.
◆ In conventional farming, if weather and other conditions are favourable, plants will still thrive.
High energy Requirements:
◆ In general, hydroponics systems can require a lot of electricity to run, especially indoor systems that rely on
�luorescent lighting.
◆ On average, it uses 100 times more kilojoules per kilogram of energy than traditional farming.
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High capital cost:
◆ Although hydroponics has lower costs resource wise during operation, the start-up costs of a hydroponic
system are considerably more than conventional soil based planting.
◆ Capital costs are high because there is a requirement to buy equipment such as fans, pumps, lights, solutions,
timers, growing containers and other instrumentation.

Limited Crops grown:
Certain plants either take up too much space, or cannot thrive without soil and are unsuitable for hydroponics.
◆ Commercial crops can’t be grown because of the high start-up costs.
◆

Requires technical knowledge:
◆ A hydroponic system requires extensive technical knowledge and training in order to operate. Indian farmers
presently lack such technical knowledge.
Mould your thought:

1)Explore the potential of hydroponic systems in Indian Agriculture.
Approach to the answer:
◆ What is hydroponics?
◆ Its advantages for Indian agriculture
◆ Challenges for its adoption in India
◆ Conclusion

Source : The Hindu

DISASTER MANAGEMENT
DISASTER MANAGEMENT

Ageing Dams – An Emerging Threat
The ageing of large dams –an emerging global development issue as tens of thousands of existing
large dams have reached or exceeded an “alert” age threshold of 50 years, and many others will
soon approach 100 years. These aged structures incur rapidly rising maintenance needs and costs
while simultaneously declining their effectiveness and posing potential threats to human safety
and the environment.

In news: UN report cautions that ageing dams in India, US, other nations pose a growing threat
Placing it in syllabus: Disaster Management

Dimensions
◆ Highlights of the UN report
◆ Ageing of dams in India
◆ Dam failures and dam decommissioned in India
◆ Disaster management and Dams
◆ Critical functions of Large Dams in India

Content:

Highlights of the UN report
◆ United Nations University’s Canadian-based Institute for Water, Environment and Health released a report
titled ‘Ageing water infrastructure: An emerging global risk’
◆ The report aims to attract global attention to the creeping issue of ageing water storage infrastructure
and stimulate international efforts to deal with this emerging, rising water risk.
◆ Most of the 58,700 large dams worldwide were constructed between 1930 and 1970 with a design life of
50 to 100 years.
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◆
◆
◆
◆

A large concrete dam usually begins to show signs of ageing when reaching the age of 50 years.
Ageing signs include increasing cases of dam failures, progressively increasing costs of dam repair and maintenance, increasing reservoir sedimentation, and loss of a dam’s functionality and effectiveness
Such aging structures across the world pose a growing threat because by the year 2050 most people on
Earth will live downstream of tens of thousands of dams built in the 20th century.
The report said that 32,716 large dams (55 per cent of the world’s total) are found in just four Asian countries: China, India, Japan, and South Korea – a majority of which will reach the 50-year threshold relatively
soon.

According to the report in India :
There are over 1,115 large dams that will be roughly 50 years old in 2025
◆ more than 4,250 large dams will be over 50 years old in 2050
◆ 64 large dams will be more than 150 years old in 2050
◆

Ageing of dams in India
The following is the list of major dams that are older than 50 years in India:
Dam failures and dam decom
missioned in India
◆ India has a long history and
many cases of dam failures.
◆ In 1958, the Kaddam dom in
Andhra Pradesh broke down.
In 1959, Kaila dam in Gujarat
collapsed due to weak foundation. Kodanagar dam in
Tamil Nadu failed because of
an earthquake
Other notable Dam related
tragedies are as below:
1961 Panshet Dam Tragedy:
◆ Panshet Dam, also called
Tanajisagar Dam, is a dam
on the Mutha river about 50
km southwest of the city of
Pune.
◆
◆
◆
◆

The dam was constructed in late 1950s for irrigation and water supply for Pune
In its �irst year of storing water on 12 July 1961, the dam wall burst.
It was because of the total absence of reinforced cement concrete (RCC) strengthening in the conduit through
the earthen dam
This caused massive �looding in Pune. An estimated 1,000 people died from it.

1979 Machchhu dam failure:
◆ The Machchu-2 dam was situated on the Machchhu river.
◆ On 11 August 1979, the dam burst, sending a wall of water through the town of Morbi in Gujarat, India.
◆ Estimates of the number of people killed vary greatly ranging from 1800 to 25000 people.
◆ The failure was caused by excessive rain and massive �looding leading to the disintegration of the earthen
walls
2019 Tiware dam failure:
On 2 July 2019, the Tiware dam failed. During the time it was over�lowing after incessant rains the previous
days.
◆ The water �looded at least seven villages situated downstream including Bhendewadi, Daadar, Akle, Riktoli, Ovali, Kalkavne and Nandivase with about population of 3000.
◆ Several houses were washed away. At least 19 people died and four more went missing.
◆
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Case of Mullaperiyar Dam
◆ The Mullaperiyar Dam is a gravity dam built across the Periyar River in Kerala State.
◆ It was built in 1895 by the British government to provide irrigation and eventually began to generate
power in 1959.
◆ At the time of construction, the dam had an intended lifespan of 50 years. Now it is 125 years old.
◆ Still, in service over a century later, the dam shows signi�icant structural �laws and may be at risk of failure.
◆ The dam is located in a seismically active area. A minor earthquake caused cracks in the dam in 1979, and
in 2011, more cracks appeared in the dam due to seismic activity.
◆ Leaks and leaching are also concerning, as the methods and materials used during construction are considered outdated compared to current building standards.
◆ In response to these structural issues, dam decommissioning has been considered.
◆ However, a con�lict between Kerala and Tamil Nadu started to grow regarding the best way to manage this
ageing infrastructure.
◆ Although the dam is located in Kerala, it is operated by the upstream state of Tamil Nadu.
◆ Kerala residents are afraid of a dam collapse and argue that the reservoir level must be lowered until the
dam is �ixed. Meanwhile, Tamil Nadu residents want to maintain the water levels at capacity.
◆ In 2009, Kerala requested a new dam to be built, but Tamil Nadu opposed the idea.
◆ Currently, the decision of how to manage the ageing Mullaperiyar dam is hotly debated and working
through the court system. A dam failure risk would be catastrophic: nearly 3.5 million people will be
affected.
Dams and Disaster management
◆ Dams, and large dams in particular, even if structurally sound, are considered to be “high hazard” forms of
infrastructure.
◆ The consequences of dam failure would be forced displacement, the destruction of livelihoods and potential loss of human life
◆ Dam failure mechanisms include seismic activity, �looding, seepage/internal erosion, deterioration, and
structural instability.
◆ Such triggers of failures are more likely in older dams because ageing increases the vulnerability of a dam
to such triggers.
◆ Also, climate change may accelerate a dam’s ageing process. Extreme weather events, especially �loods,
are expected to become more severe and frequent with the changing climate.
◆ Consequently, these events increase the threat to aging large dams designed using historical hydrological
data
◆ Thus, a comprehensive safety review and audit of old dams in India is necessary as a precautionary and
preventive measure.
◆ If a dam is found unsafe, suh dam should be considered for Dam decommissioning.
◆ Early warning systems and regular checks are also necessary for better preparedness during dam related
disasters.

UN Report’s view on Dam Decommissioning:
The chief reasons driving dam decommissioning are public safety, escalating maintenance costs, reservoir sedimentation, and restoration of a natural river ecosystem.
Overall, dam decommissioning should be seen as equally important as dam building in the overall planning
process on water storage infrastructure developments.

◆

Critical functions of Large Dams in India
The dams and reservoirs world over have been playing a dual role of harnessing the river waters for accelerat
ing socio-economic growth and mitigating the miseries from the vagaries of �loods and droughts.
Dams and reservoirs in India contribute signi�icantly in ful�illing the following basic human needs, in the
following ways:
Water for Drinking and Industrial Use:
◆ Large dams are the source of water for nearby cities and towns.
◆ Many cities are dependent on dams for meeting their drinking water and industrial water requirements.
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Irrigation:
◆ Using these dams, surplus waters during wet periods are used for irrigating arid lands.
◆ Water �lows can be regulated as per agricultural requirements of the various regions over the year.
◆ It is estimated that 80% of additional food production by the year 2025 would be available from the irrigation made possible by dams and reservoirs.
Flood Control:
Dams and reservoirs are also being used to control �loods by regulating river water �lows downstream the
dam.

◆

Hydroelectric Power Generation:
Large Dams are used for Hydro Power Generation which provides a cheap, clean and renewable source of
energy.
◆ Hydro Power is the most advanced and economically viable resource of renewable energy.
◆ Reservoir based hydroelectric projects provide much needed peaking power to the grid.
◆

Mould your thought:

1)What are the emerging challenges of ageing large dams in India? What can be done to mitigate
these risks?
Approach to the answer:
◆ Introduction
◆ Write the Challenges of ageing dams
◆ List out the solutions for the challenges
◆ Conclusion

Source : Financial Express & The Hindu
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Retrospective taxes and arbitration
The issue of retrospective taxation is a key hurdle for building con�idence to invest in India and
improve the faith in Indian doing business rankings. UPSC may focus on policy matters and �iscal
outcome with respect to retrospective taxation.

In news: Cairn Energy Plc recently won a case as the Permanent Court of Arbitration ruled that the Indian
government’s retrospective tax demand against the company was “inconsistent” with the UK-India
bilateral treaty.
Placing it in syllabus: Economy

Dimensions
◆ What is the issue about?
◆ About arbitration Vodafone and cairn
disputes
◆ GAAR and bilateral investment treaties
and their effects on taxation

What is the issue about?
◆ The Permanent court of arbitration (based in Hague, Netherlands) has ruled that India’s demand of $1.2
billion in retrospective tax was “in breach of the guarantee of fair and equitable treatment”.
◆ The judgment has asked the government to pay $1.2 billion (roughly Rs 8,800 crore) to Cairn Energy Plc.
◆ The panel said that the claimants are relieved from any obligation to pay it and ordered the respondent
(Indian government) to neutralise the continuing effect of the demand by permanently withdrawing the
demand.
◆ The tribunal also said that India must not make any more attempts to recover “the alleged tax liability
or any interest and or penalties arising from this alleged liability through any other means”.
(( Retrospective taxation effectively allows a country to pass a rule on taxing certain products, items or services
and deals, and charge companies from a time before the date on which the law is passed)).
About arbitration Vodafone and cairn disputes:
◆ Vodafone had acquired a controlling stake in Hutchison Essar in 2007 through a purchase that took place
overseas in a deal valued at $11.2 billion.
◆ India’s tax department said Vodafone should have withheld tax on the deal and issued a notice seeking Rs
11,218 crore, later augmented by Rs 7,900 crore in penalties.
◆ Vodafone �iled an appeal against income tax notice and the Supreme Court held that Section 9 of Income Tax
Act does not authorize tax authorities to tax capital gains derived from indirect transfer of shares of Indian
companies while the main transaction was between two foreign companies to acquire a foreign company
which had majority shares in Indian company.
◆ As the quantum of transaction and tax foregone by the tax department due to this Supreme Court ruling was
huge, Ministry of Finance amended Section 9 of Income-tax Act, 1961 vide Finance Act 2012.
◆ It provided that shares or interest in any foreign company/entity shall be deemed to be situated in India if
such shares or interest derives its substantial value from assets located in India.
◆ Any capital gain from transfer of such shares or interest in foreign company deriving its substantial value from
assets located in India was brought under tax levy.
◆ Government made it effective retrospective from 1962.
◆ This would mean the Vodafone case where entire transactions were already carried out and ruling was also
pronounced by the Supreme Court could be brought to tax with this retrospective amendment.
◆ On September 25, the Singapore seat of the Permanent Court of Arbitration unanimously decided that
India’s retrospective demand of Rs 22,100 crore as capital gains and withholding tax imposed on British telecommunication company Vodafone Plc for a 2007 deal was “in breach of the guarantee of fair
and equitable treatment”.
◆ The same Act was used to tax Cairn Energy Plc transfer of shares as well.
◆ The tax demand against Cairn Energy Plc dates back to the time when, Cairn UK transferred shares of
Cairn India Holdings to Cairn India.
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The Income Tax authorities contended that Cairn UK had made capital gains and slapped it with a Rs
24,500-crore tax demand.
◆ Owing to different interpretations of capital gains, the company refused to pay, which prompted cases in the
Income-Tax Appellate Tribunal (ITAT) and the High Court.
◆ Cairn had lost the case at ITAT and a case on the valuation of capital gains remains pending before the Delhi
High Court.
Bilateral investment treaties and their effects:
Vodafone and Cairn’s win in the arbitration against the government in the retrospective taxation is very signi�i
cant as it may cause other similarly placed companies to seek arbitral reliefs. India is entangled in more than a
dozen such cases against companies over retrospective tax claims and cancellation of contracts.
◆

◆

◆
◆

◆

◆

◆

◆

Since the release of the model BIT in 2016, India has signed a total of four BITs with Belarus, Kyrgyzstan,
Taiwan, and Brazil and is in the process of signing one with Cambodia and negotiating another with Philippines.
Except Taiwan, all the other nations are recipients of substantial Indian investments, signi�icantly more than
what India receives from these countries. The BITs are actually not in favour of India’s interest.
In countries characterized by political instability and judicial corruption, Indian investors will be left in a
lurch at the mercy of the legal and political instability. Adding to that, it is unlikely that the developed countries, which are home to the biggest investors in India, will sign BITs on the terms the model BIT proposes.
The model BIT does not act as the cushion investors need while venturing into a foreign territory. There is no
win for India or its investors in signing such BITs. Rather than pursuing a confused BIT approach, India should
focus on reforming its domestic judicial system.
While a few steps have been taken in the right direction through the Commercial Courts Act, 2015 and the
amendments to the Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996, there are a number of administrative and substantive aspects that need a complete overhaul.
It should rather enact a legislation like South Africa’s Protection of Investment Act, 2015 and discard BITs
completely. Such legislation will allow India to make its commitments to foreign investors embedded in the
domestic law. However, it can have no protections for Indian entities investing in foreign countries.
Hence the model BIT and the domestic legislation will have to be aligned to ensure a consistency in commitments as well as the dispute resolution processes.

Way forward:
Retrospective tax is not so easily welcomed by taxpayers as it creates an additional levy on the transaction which
is already concluded when the provisions of law are different. However, retrospective amendment / retrospec
tive tax by itself does not become unreasonable or invalid.
Validity/reasonableness of retrospective amendment/tax depends on facts and circumstances of each case and
need to be analyzed on the merits of amendment in light of facts and circumstances under which such amend
ment is made.

Any retrospective amendment which bene�its taxpayers needs to be welcomed. However, any unreasonable and
unexpected new tax levy on a transaction which is closed in light of the then existing law would be unfair and
cause disruption and its validity need to be analyzed.
Mould your thought:

1) The recent victory of Cairn over India in the retrospective taxation case has brought into fore
the loopholes of Indian taxation system. Discuss.
Approach to the answer:
◆ De�ine retrospective taxation
◆ Write about recent Cairn case
◆ Write why the ruling went against India’s interests
◆ What needs to be done to deal with bilateral treaties?
◆ Conclusion

Source : The Hindu, India today
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Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS)
BIS norms are important with respect to quality of manufacturing, export readiness and global
supply chain management. Further UPSC may focus on the importance of these standards with
respect to safety of children and pollution standards in India.

In news: The Bureau of Indian Standards celebrated the 74th foundation day.
Placing it in syllabus: Economy

Dimensions
◆ What is BIS?
◆ Recent review of BIS norms
◆ Importance of BIS norms
◆ Quality Council of India
◆ ZED and impact on Make in India

Content:

What is BIS?
◆ BIS is the National Standard Body of India established under the BIS Act 2016.
◆ It is working under the aegis of Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food & Public Distribution, Government of
India.
◆ As a corporate body, it has 25 members drawn from Central or State Governments, industry, scienti�ic and
research institutions, and consumer organisations.
◆ Its headquarters is in New Delhi.
◆ The organisation was formerly the Indian Standards Institution (ISI), registered under the Societies Registration Act, 1860.
◆ It is set up for the harmonious development of the activities of standardization, marking and quality
certi�ication of goods and for matters connected therewith.
The following schemes of certi�ication are covered under BIS –
Product Certi�ication Scheme – Applicable for tangible products; with some products classi�ied under compulsory certi�ication.
◆ System Certi�ication Scheme – Applicable for systems/ process
◆ Foreign Manufacturers Certi�ication Scheme – Applicable for foreign manufacturers who are engaged in
the sale of their products in India.
◆ Hallmarking – Applicable for articles made from precious metals like gold and silver
◆ ECO Mark Scheme – Applicable for products affecting or related to the environment
So far, it has set 20,866 standards and mandatory standards for 358 products.
◆

Recent review of BIS norms:
To check imports of sub-standard and non-essential goods, including from China, the BIS is framing mandatory quality standards for 371 items identi�ied by the commerce ministry.
◆ The process would be completed by March 2021.
◆ The list includes several segments, ranging from steel, chemicals, pharmaceuticals and electrical machinery to
furniture and toys.
◆ The concerned ministries are identifying the important products from the list given by the commerce ministry and approaching BIS for making the standards mandatory.
◆ For some products, ministries have decided not to have standards because of insigni�icant import volumes.
◆ BIS has strengthened its surveillance system and has posted of�icers at major ports to work closely with the
customs department.
◆ BIS is making efforts to increase its surveillance visits at factories and markets to more than a lakh a year from
the current 20,000 visits.
◆
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Importance of BIS norms:
BIS through its core activities of standardization and conformity assessment, has been bene�iting the economy
by
◆ providing safe and reliable and quality goods;
◆ minimizing health hazards to consumers;
◆ protecting the environment;
◆ promoting exports and imports substitute;
◆ controlling proliferation of varieties etc…
◆ certi�ication and testing
The standards and certi�ication scheme of BIS also support various public policies especially in areas of product
safety, consumer protection, food safety, environment protection, building and construction, etc…
Quality Council of India:
◆ The Quality Council of India(QCI) is an independent National Accreditation Body (NAB) in India which
regulates the maintenance of Quality across different industries in India.
◆ It was established in 1997 with a tagline and vision ‘Creating an Ecosystem for Quality’.
◆ The QCI was registered under the Societies Registration Act of 1860 after the Department of Industrial Policy
and Promotion (DIPP), submitted its recommendations on the formulation of such a council.
◆ It looks after quality management in industrial �ields and laboratory practices.
◆ It aims at spreading awareness among all the stakeholders about achieving the Quality of products, services
in India in the form of a national campaign – National Quality Campaign, to protect the interests of Indian
citizens.
Zero Defect Zero Effect (ZED) and its impact on Make in India:
◆ As a part of Make in India, ZED scheme for MSMEs with ideology of Zero Defect and Zero Effect ideology
was put forth in 2016.
◆ Following this will encourage improved quality products produced in the MSME sector.
◆ The awareness to use proper ZED manufacturing will lead to elevated product production alongside reducing
waste.
◆ The scheme assesses and evaluates MSMEs ef�iciency in curbing pollution, Production capability, Financial
status, Product and service quality, power usage ef�iciency, HR, Design, etc…
◆ Zed assessment in MSMEs goes through 50 parameters and issues the certi�icate only after MSMEs utilise the
tools to reduce wastage and improve ef�iciency.
Scheme endeavours to attain the following key goals:
◆ To promote and encompass ZED manufacturing processes in the MSMEs.
◆ Encourage to attain a continuous momentum in improving the sector that contributes to the success of Make
in India initiative.
◆ Reassure to adapt Quality tools and systems, thus promote energy-ef�icient manufacturing.
◆ Make sure that the MSMEs are constantly upgrading their tools and process to obtain better products.
◆ The acclimatization to ZED protocol to have a minimalist impact on the environment.
◆ Develop professionals in the area of ZED manufacturing and certi�ication.
The scheme is an extensive drive to create proper awareness in MSMEs about ZED manufacturing and
motivate them for assessment of their enterprise for ZED and support them. After ZED assessment and
adoption of proper tools, MSMEs can reduce wastages substantially, increase productivity, expand their market
as IOPs, become vendors to CPSUs, have more IPRs, develop new products and processes etc.. To maintain
uniformity of certi�ication, �inal certi�icates for ZED will be issued by QCI based upon the �indings and
recommendation of the rating agencies.
Mould your thought:

1) Why are BIS norms needed? What is the impact of Zero Defect Zero Effect (ZED) scheme on
Make in India scheme?
Approach to the answer:
◆ De�ine BIS standards and recent review of BIS norms
◆ Write why the standards and new norms needed.
◆ Write in brief about ZED scheme and its goals
◆ Conclude with its impact on Make in India

Source : The Hindu, ET
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ECONOMY

National Gas Grid
Energy availability is key to economic growth. High economic growth would lead to an increase in
the energy consumption of the country. Natural Gas being an important component in India’s
energy mix, National Gas Grid becomes important for UPSC preparation.

In news: Prime Minister of India inaugurated Kochi – Mangaluru Natural Gas Pipeline.
Placing it in syllabus: Economy

Dimensions
Gas economy
◆ Pipeline capacity and doubling of infrastructure
◆ Reducing GHG emissions
◆ Methanol roadmap
◆ Why is gas better
◆

Content:

Gas economy:
◆ National Gas Grid consists of pipelines to connect gas sources to major demand centres all over India.
◆ It is being built to ensure easy availability of natural gas across all regions and also help to achieve
uniform economic and social progress.
◆ The share of natural gas in India’s energy basket is presently 6.2%. Government plans to increase its share
to 15% by 2030.
Regional Imbalances:
◆ At present, natural gas markets remain mostly limited to the states where gas sources have been found.
◆ States closer to the gas source or having pipeline infrastructure (HVJ pipeline) have had the bene�its of
higher availability of gas and local development of gas markets e.g. Gujarat, Maharashtra, Northern markets,
Andhra Pradesh, etc.
◆ Other states like Punjab, Haryana, Jharkhand, Uttarakhand, Karnataka, Kerala, Bihar, Chattishgarh, etc.
have not been able to utilize bene�its of gas due to lower gas availability and inadequate pipeline infrastructure.

CNG vs. LNG Comparison:
While lique�ied natural gas and compressed natural gas are similar, their delivery and storage methods are
different.
Lique�ied Natural Gas (LNG):
◆ Natural Gas is frozen in order to turn it into liquid form
◆ takes up less storage space than CNG
◆ offers an energy density that can be compared to diesel fuel
◆ Commonly used in long haul transportation/import
◆ Using proper procedures, LNG can be converted to CNG

Compressed Natural Gas (CNG):
◆ Natural Gas is pressurized to the point where it is very compact.
◆ is easier to refuel than LNG, which requires special handling and equipment.
◆ CNG is much safer to handle and cheaper than LNG.

CNG vs. LPG Comparison:
◆ Chief component of CNG is methane. It is lighter than air. It releases less greenhouse gas than LPG.
◆ Main constituents of Liqui�ied Petroleum Gas (LPG) are propane and butane (heavier than air). LPG releases
carbon dioxide, but is still cleaner than Petrol and Diesel.
◆ In the case of a spill, CNG quickly dissipates, whereas LPG will settle on the ground. In general, CNG is considered safer than LPG, since LPG is dif�icult to disperse.
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Supply of Natural Gas in India:
Domestic Gas Sources:
◆ The domestic gas in the country is being supplied from the oil & gas �ields located at western and south-eastern areas
◆ Important sites include Hazira basin, Mumbai offshore & KG basin as well as North East Region (Assam &
Tripura)
◆ About 48% of the gas consumed is produced from domestic sources.
Human settlements:
◆ To meet the gas demand, Lique�ied Natural Gas (LNG) is imported through Open General License (OGL) in
India
◆ It is imported by the gas marketer under various Long Term, Medium Term and Spot contracts. The price and
utilization of imported LNG is mutually decided by buyers and sellers.
◆ Around 52% of the LNG used today is imported.
◆ At present, India has six (6) operational LNG regasi�ication terminals operational with capacity of about 38.8
MMTPA.
Pipeline capacity and doubling of infrastructure:
◆ Gas Pipeline infrastructure is an economical and safe mode of transporting natural gas.
◆ At present, there are about 16800 km long Natural Gas pipeline network which is operational in India.
◆ Additional 14,300 km pipelines will be built to complete the National Gas Grid.
Major gas pipeline projects under National Gas Grid which are being implemented by CPSUs are:
1. Jagdishpur – Haldia/Bokaro – Dhamra Pipeline Project (JHBDPL) & Barauni- Guwahati Pipeline project (BGPL):
◆ JHBDPL project is supporting the revival of 3 Fertilizer Plants located at Gorakhpur, Barauni and Sindri and a
new Fertilizer Unit at Durgapur.
◆ A Pipeline from Barauni to Guwahati is also being implemented as an integral part of JHBDPL project to
connect North East Region (NER) with the National Gas Grid. The approx. length of the pipeline is 729 km.
◆ The entire project will cater to the energy demand of Eastern and North-Eastern Region covering six states,
namely Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Jharkhand, Odisha, West Bengal and Assam.
2. North East Region (NER) Gas Grid
◆ “Indradhanush Gas Grid Ltd” (IGGL) has been entrusted to develop trunk pipeline connectivity in all North
Eastern States i.e. Assam, Sikkim, Mizoram, Manipur, Aruncahal Pradesh, Tripura, Nagaland and Meghalaya
◆ Prime objective of these pipelines would be to transport the domestic natural gas produced in the north east
states and the same may �irst cater to the local requirements.
3. Kochi-Koottanad- Bangalore-Mangalore Pipeline Project (KKBMPL):
◆ Construction work by GAIL of Kochi-Koottanad- Mangalore Section (450 Kms) has been completed
4. Ennore-Thiruvallur-Bangalore-Nagapattinam– Madurai – Tuticorin Natural gas pipeline (ETBNMTPL)

City Gas Distribution (CGD) Networks:
◆ These are supervised by the Petroleum and Natural Gas Regulatory Board (PNGRB)
◆ PNGRB grants the authorization to the entities for developing a City Gas Distribution (CGD) network (including PNG network) in a speci�ied Geographical Area (GA) of the country.
◆ CGD sector has four distinct segments – Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) predominantly used as auto-fuel, and
Piped Natural Gas (PNG) used in domestic, commercial and Industrial segments.
◆ To promote the development of CGD network, the Government has accorded the priority in domestic gas
allocation to PNG (Domestic) and CNG (Transport) segments.
◆ Government has decided to meet the 100% gas requirement of CNG (T) and PNG(D) segments through
supply of domestic gas which is cheaper than imported gas.
◆ CGDs have potential to cover about 53% of the country’s area and 70% of India’s population.
◆ It will make available environment friendly fuel i.e. CNG/PNG to the public at large.

Reducing GHG emissions:
India’s INDC has several aims to reduce the emissions intensity of its GDP to 35% by 2030 compared with the
2005 level (A 33% reduction from 2005 levels)
◆ Natural gas is the cleanest fossil fuel presently available.
◆ Commercial natural gas sold usually contains 85 to 90 percent methane, with the remainder mainly nitrogen and ethane. Therefore, natural gas burns without releasing any soot or sulfur dioxide.
◆ It also emits 45% less carbon dioxide than coal and 30% less than oil.
◆
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◆

It is currently the cheapest fossil fuel source for producing hydrogen. It can also be used to produce substitute
fuels like Methanol.

Methanol Roadmap:
◆ Easy and economical availability of natural gas can boost methanol production in India.
◆ Methanol is a clean burning drop in fuel which can replace fossil fuels used in transportation and cooking
(Petrol, diesel, LPG, coal, �irewood etc).
◆ Methanol is a Near Zero Pollution fuel source. It burns ef�iciently in all internal combustion engines, produces
no particulate matter, no soot, almost nil SOX and NOX emissions.
◆ Dimethyl Ether (DME), which is a gaseous version of Methanol, can blend with LPG and can be an excellent
substitute for diesel in Large buses and trucks.
◆ METHNAOL 15 (M15) in petrol will reduce pollution by 33% and diesel replacement by methanol will reduce
by more than 80 %.
◆ NITI Aaayog has drawn out a roadmap to substitute 10% of Crude imports by 2030, by Methanol alone. This
requires approximately 30 MT of Methanol.
◆ Methanol & DME are substantially cheaper than Petrol and Diesel and India can look to reduce its fuel bill 30%
by 2030.
NITI Aayog’s road map for Methanol Economy comprises:
◆ Production of methanol from Indian high ash coal from indigenous Technology, in Large quantities and adopting regional production strategies and produce Methanol in large quantities @ Rs. 19 a litre. India will adopt
C02 capturing technology to make the use of coal fully environment friendly and our commitments to COP21.
◆ Bio-mass, Stranded Gas & MSW for methanol production. Almost 40% of Methanol Production can be through
these feed stocks.
◆ Utilization of methanol as well as DME in transportation – rail, road, marine and defence. Industrial Boilers,
Diesel Gensets & Power generation & Mobile towers are other applications.
◆ Utilization of methanol and DME as domestic cooking fuel – cook stoves. LPG – DME blending program.
◆ Utilization of methanol in fuel cell applications in Marine, Gensets and Transportation.
Why is natural gas better?
◆ Cleaner Fuel: Natural Gas emits less Carbon dioxide than coal, petrol, diesel and other fossil fuels. It is less
harmful to the environment
◆ Easy storage and transport: Natural Gas can be easily stored and transferred through pipelines.
◆ Easy Availability: Compared to coal and Petroleum and other fossil fuels, it is relatively more abundant.
◆ Fuel Safety: Natural Gas is lighter than air. In case of leakage, it dissipates quickly rather than exploding. (LPG
denser than air therefore settles at the bottom)
◆ Instant Energy: Natural gas does not require pre-heating. It provides energy instantly.
Mould your thought:

1)How does National Gas Grid help to achieve uniform economic and social progress in India?
Approach to the answer:
◆ Basics of National Gas Grid
◆ How Natural Gas is used in India?
◆ Write about the imbalances in demand and supply of Natural Gas in India
◆ How do gas pipelines bridge the gap?
◆ Conclusion

Source : Financial express, ET

ECONOMY

Trade Policy Review
The World Trade Organisation (WTO) is a very important intergovernmental organisation that
deals with international trade and commerce. In the backdrop of the COVID crisis, UPSC may focus
on the protectionist measures taken by several nations and the role of WTO in facilitating international trade.
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In news: India’s 7th Trade Policy Review (TPR) began on 6th January 2021, at the WTO
Placing it in syllabus: Economy

Dimensions
◆ What is trade policy review?
◆ Highlights concerning India
◆ Atmanirbhar Bharat and import substitution
◆ Review of Trade agreements
◆ Global protectionism

Content
What is Trade Policy Review (TPR)?
◆ Trade Policy Reviews are an exercise which is mandated in the WTO agreements.
◆ WTO periodically carries out surveillance and evaluation of trade policies of every member using TPR.
◆ It involves a comprehensive peer-review of WTO member’s national trade policies. So, TPR is an important
mechanism under WTO’s monitoring function
◆ India’s last TPR took place in 2015
Genesis of Trade Policy Review Mechanism (TPRM)
◆ It was founded at the Montreal Mid-Term Review of the Uruguay Round in December 1988
◆ The mandate of the TPRM was broadened to cover services trade and intellectual property later in the
Marrakesh Agreement 1994.
Objectives of TRPM include:
◆ To improve adherence by all Members to rules, disciplines and commitments made under the Multilateral
Trade Agreements
◆ To examine the impact of a Member’s trade policies and practices on the multilateral trading system.
Highlights concerning India
The comprehensive report issued by the WTO Secretariat on the occasion, chronicling all major trade and
economic initiatives that India took over the last �ive years, acknowledged that:
◆ India’s economic growth has been strong during the review period 2015-2020, particularly in the
services sector, allowing India to become one of the world’s largest economies.
◆ India has adopted a comprehensive stabilization and stimulus package to deal with the impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic.
◆ India has taken robust measures to improve its business and investment environment. These included opening new sectors for foreign direct investment, increasing the sectoral limit of existing sectors and
simplifying other conditions of the FDI policy.
◆ Programmes such as Make in India, Digital India, Start-up India, Skill India and Self-Reliant India would
promote foreign direct investment and local manufacturing, and to further integrate into global supply
chains.
◆ India’s adoption of trade facilitation measures resulting from the implementation of the Trade Facilitation
Agreement (TFA)
World Trade Organisation (WTO) also said that the other trade-facilitation initiatives introduced by India since
2015 include:
◆ introduction of Indian Customs Electronic Gateway (ICEGATE);
◆ Single Window Interface for Facilitation of Trade (SWIFT);
◆ New authorised economic operators (AEO) programme
◆ the Direct Port Delivery and the Direct Port Entry (DPE) facilities;
◆ the increased use of the Risk Management System (RMS)
◆ In order to deal with the immediate fall-out of the COVID-19 pandemic, India has advocated a short-term pack
In order to deal with the immediate fall-out of the COVID-19 pandemic, India has advocated a short-term pack
age of effective measures at the WTO that includes:
◆ a temporary waiver of certain TRIPS provisions to increase manufacturing capacity and ensure timely and
affordable availability of new diagnostics, therapeutics and vaccines for COVID-19;
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a permanent solution for Public Stockholding (PSH) for food security purposes to address food security
concern;
◆ a multilateral initiative that provides for easier access to medical services under mode-4 to facilitate easier
cross-border movement of healthcare professionals.
Objections and concerns raised by WTO members
◆ Members urged India to consider simplifying its rules of origin requirements
◆ India’s trade policy had remained largely unchanged since the previous Review. It was highlighted that India
continued heavy reliance on instruments such as the tariff, export taxes, minimum import prices, import
and export restrictions, and licensing.
◆ Tariff complexity and uncertainty, the increase in tariff rates, tariff preferences, and tariff concessions
◆ regarding preferences granted to local suppliers in government procurements.
◆ about the high level of government intervention in the agriculture sector especially subsidies for certain crops
such as sugar, and to farm inputs
◆ harmonizing India’s standards regime with international standards
◆ reducing anti-dumping and other trade-remedy measures
Atmanirbhar Bharat and import substitution:
The Prime Minister announced a 20 lakh crore stimulus package under “Atma Nirbhar Bharat” to jump start
the economy from Covid-19 crisis. The measures not only included relief measures for the troubled sectors
but also outlined a new vision for emerging India.
Some economists including Raghuram Rajan point out that many provisions of the ‘Atmanirbhar Bharat’ cam
paign hint towards protectionism by import substitution. These include:
◆ Provisions for banning the import of some weapons and platforms to indigenise defense production.
◆ provision for a separate budget for domestic capital procurement. This would help reduce the defense import bill
and encourage domestic production
◆ INR 500 crore subsidy to support disruption of supply chain of fruits and vegetables
◆ INR 10,000 crore fund for micro-food enterprises to encourage export of locally made products
But, the government asserts that Atma Nirbhar Bharat is about improving the resilience of a highly competitive
industry.
According to the government, Self-reliance implies that product and factor markets are made �lexible in
order to allow the Indian economy to adapt to the problems and opportunities of an emerging post-COVID world.
◆

Review of Trade agreements:
Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP)
◆ It is a free trade deal involving the 10 countries of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (Asean), Australia, China, South Korea, Japan, as well as New Zealand.
◆ The pact aims to cover the trade in goods and services, as well as investment, intellectual property and
dispute resolution.
◆ Recently, India decided not to join this agreement.
◆ India cited Trade De�icit, Inadequate protection against surges in imports, circumvention of rules of origin,
and permanently bringing down import duties on most agricultural commodities to zero as the reasons for
backing out.
Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation (BIMSTEC)
◆ It is an international organisation of seven nations of South Asia and Southeast Asia
◆ Fourteen priority sectors of cooperation have been identi�ied and several BIMSTEC centres have been established to focus on those sectors.
◆ A BIMSTEC free trade agreement is under negotiation.
India-European Free Trade Association (EFTA) Engagement
◆ Negotiations on a broad-based Trade and Investment Agreement between the EFTA States and India were
of�icially launched in January 2008.
◆ After talks resumed in October 2016, four more rounds have taken place.

Global Protectionism:
◆ The COVID-19 pandemic has caused widespread economic uncertainty globally, and coupled with the US-China trade war, has caused countries to adopt protectionist measures.
◆ The regulations introduced by nations have taken different forms. But, the underlying concern is similar – i.e. to
save homegrown companies, especially in strategic sectors, from being acquired by state-backed investors
from other countries.
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India has introduced protectionist measures in two ways:
◆ By the “Atmanirbhar Bharat” policy to promote local industry and reach self-suf�iciency in the near future.
◆ FDI in Indian companies from border sharing countries now require prior approval of the Indian government.
Protectionist Measures in the US:
◆ In February 2020, the Foreign Investment Risk Review Modernization Act came into force in the US.
◆ It empowers the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) to address national security
concerns regarding foreign exploitation of certain investment structures
Protectionist Measures in the European Union:
◆ Members of the European Union including France, Italy, Germany and Spain have adopted national mechanisms
to screen foreign investments
◆ European Union has also encouraged member states to adopt screening mechanisms for foreign investments
which are likely to affect security or public order
Mould your thought:

1)Enumerate the steps taken by India to promote global trade. Do you think Atma Nirbhar
Bharat encourages import substitution for building a self reliant India?
Approach to the answer:
◆ Introduction
◆ Mention the steps taken in Foreign Trade Policy of India
◆ Aims and need for Atma Nirbhar Bharat
◆ Evaluate the provisions related to trade
◆ Conclusion

Source : PIB, Financial Express, Business Standard

ECONOMY

Green Aviation Policy

Civil aviation is regarded as the backbone of the Indian transport industry. Aviation’s contribution
to climate change could grow if appropriate actions are not taken to offset the growth. Therefore,
Green Aviation Policy becomes critical for inclusive and sustainable growth of the civil aviation
sector.
Placing it in syllabus: Economy

Dimensions
◆ Emissions from aviation industry,
◆ Alternative fuels used in aviation,
◆ Aviation policy and electric vehicles in ground handling norms,
◆ Carbon footprint in aviation,
◆ Future potential

Content:

Emissions from aviation Industry
◆ Until the Covid crisis, Indian air transport sector has shown very strong growth.
◆ Over the next 20 years International Air traf�ic Association (IATA) forecasts passenger growth of 6.1% per
year on average – the number of annual air passenger journeys is forecasted to increase by more than 350
million over the period, moving to almost 520 million journeys in 2037.
◆ India can overtake Germany, Japan, Spain, and the UK within the next 10 years to become the world’s third
largest air passenger market.
There are three basic concerns:
1. Aircraft Noise
◆ Aircraft noise near airports poses major health and environmental risk
◆ is likely to impact future operations, as well as expansion and development of airports.
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2. Greenhouse gas emissions
◆ Aviation is one of the fastest-growing sources of greenhouse gas emissions globally
◆ Currently aviation sector contributes to 2% of overall anthropogenic Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emission
(Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), 2004)
◆ The International Civil Aviation Organization’s (ICAO) 2016 Environmental Report “On Board A Sustainable Future” states that changes to the atmosphere, brought about by rising global temperatures caused by
greenhouse gas emissions, will affect airplane’s ability to �ly, while rising sea levels will affect airports.
3. Improper Waste Management
◆ Waste Management by municipal bodies around the airports is also one of the concern areas for airport &
aircraft operation.
◆ Improper waste management leads to bird attraction which is a threat for aircraft operation at airports.
Alternative fuels used in aviation
◆ An aviation biofuel [or bio-jet-fuel or bio-aviation fuel (BAF) or sustainable aviation fuel (SAF)] is a biofuel
used to power aircraft.
◆ The International Air Transport Association (IATA) considers it to be one of the key elements to reduce
the carbon footprint within the environmental impact of aviation.
◆ Aviation biofuel could help decarbonize medium- and long-haul air travel generating most emissions, and
could extend the life of older aircraft types by lowering their carbon footprint.
◆ Biofuels are biomass-derived fuels, from plants or waste; depending on which type of biomass is used,
they could lower CO₂ emissions by 20–98% compared to conventional jet fuel.
◆ The �irst test �light using blended biofuel was in 2008, and in 2011 blended fuels with 50% biofuels were
allowed in commercial �lights.
◆ In 2019, the IATA was aiming for a 2% penetration by 2025.

Alcohol to Jet Synthetic Paraf�inic Kerosene (ATJ-SPK):
◆ It is created from an alcohol called isobutanol
◆ produced from renewable feed stocks such as sugar, corn, or forest wastes
◆ Alcohols such as ethanol or butanol are de-oxygenated and processed into jet fuels
Hydroprocessed Esters and Fatty Acids Synthetic Paraf�inic Kerosine (HEFA-SPK):
◆ a speci�ic type of hydrotreated vegetable oil fuel used in aviation.
◆ is considered as leading alternative replacements for conventional jet fuel by the CAA because of its sustainability
◆ produced by the deoxygenation and hydroprocessing of the feedstock fatty acids of algae, jatropha, and camelina
Bio-SPK:
◆ involves using oil which is extracted from plant sources like Jatropha, algae, tallows, other waste oils,
Babassu and Camelina to produce bio derived synthetic paraf�inic kerosene (bio-SPK) by cracking and hydroprocessing.
◆ The growing of algae to make jet fuel is a promising but still emerging technology.

Aviation policy and electric vehicles in ground handling norms:
The Green Aviation Policy is aligned with the relevant National and International frameworks such as:
◆ ICAO’s Vision, Mission and ambitious goals towards environment protection
◆ United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) 2030
◆ India’s Intended Nationally Determined Contributions (INDC) under UNFCCC- Paris Agreement
◆ Ministry of Civil Aviation’s objective to achieve Sustainable Aviation as outlined in National Civil Aviation
Policy 2016.
Aims of Green Aviation Policy
◆ Systematic environmental management through a robust Environment Management System
◆ Airport Master Planning by including environment impact assessment
◆ Setting up Green Infrastructures to help environmentally responsible and resource-ef�icient Operations
◆ Minimize or mitigate the adverse effects of aircraft noise on communities by implementing effective
noise management programs
◆ Minimize and mitigate greenhouse gas emissions
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◆
◆

Adoption of measures to reduce emissions in all areas—aircraft, ground support, airport infrastructure
and landside access traf�ic.
Adoption of resource ef�iciency measures including technology and operational improvements to reduce
fuel consumption and improve electrical consumption ef�iciency

Ground support equipment (GSE) is the support equipment found at an airport, usually on the apron, the
servicing area by the terminal. This equipment is used to service the aircraft between �lights.
There are efforts to use electric vehicles to serve these purposes:
◆ In late 2020, John F. Kennedy International Airport using only zero-emissions, all electric ground support
equipment.
◆ Startup Aircraft Towing Systems World Wide (ATS) is developing a towing system that would be built into the
taxiways and ramps of airports to move aircraft between gate and runway under electric power.
◆ Another startup, Moonware, is developing a family of electric-powered tow tugs capable of navigating autonomously between predetermined waypoints provided by air traf�ic control, receiving dynamic route updates
via cloud network.
However, these efforts are in prototype phases or just in trial phases.

Carbon Footprint for Civil Aviation Sector:
As per the carbon footprint report of the DGCA:
◆ The total carbon emissions was 16.4 million tonnes of CO2 per year
◆ global airline operations were responsible for the emission of 739 million tonnes of CO2 representing
2-3% of global anthropogenic emissions
◆ India’s total carbon emission from aviation represents less than 1% which is signi�icantly lower than the
global average;
◆ Overall, CO2 emissions from Indian scheduled passenger airlines has increased which is attributed to domestic operations by new airlines, introduction of new routes and an overall increase in aircraft movements by the
airlines as well as passenger growth.
Concerns and Challenges:
◆ This policy would require the industry to implement signi�icant capital investment in order to comply
with most of the regulations.
◆ Airlines will be required to invest heavily in energy and fuel-ef�icient engines, airline design and other similar
heavy equipment.
◆ A signi�icant investment pressure on research and development (R&D) at the present time will severely
impact the already troubled industry, which is riddled with insolvency, rising fuel prices, severe competition
and reduction of pro�itability.
◆ The policy, although aimed at easing the clearance process, has only resulted in adding more technical
compliance with regard to environmental compliance.
◆ In addition, the policy is orientated towards the maximum utilisation of biofuels and other alternative renewable energies. However, an important point to be noted is that such alternative fuels are not available in
commercial quantities yet.
◆ The supply chain for such fuels has not yet evolved to replace conventional energy sources. Thus, biofuels do
not provide a concrete approach to reducing Co2 emissions, and as they are not viable for commercial use,
they will lead to a huge �inancial strain on airlines.
Future Potential:
The green Aviation Policy shows the intent of the policy makers in achieving a cleaner and greener future. How
ever, India needs to bring these policy initiatives into action all over India.
The measures needed to make Green Aviation Policy a success are:
◆ Green Building developments, Green/Renewable energy generation and use by all airports
◆ Carbon Neutral Airports & Airport Carbon Accreditations from ACI & Adoption of GHG accounting, carbon
offsetting & neutrality programs
◆ Water management: Rain water harvesting, waste water treatment & reuse by Airports
◆ Implementation of Noise management programs- ICAO’s balanced approach and DGCA requirements
◆ Low emission technologies at Airports- Fixed Electrical Ground Power (FEGP) & Pre Conditioned Air (PCA)
◆ Introduction of ef�icient Aircrafts by airlines
◆ Adoption of fuel ef�iciency improvement, operational ef�iciency improvement measures adopted by Airlines.
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Mould your thought:

1) What is the Green Aviation Policy? Why does India need to implement this policy all over the country?
Approach to the answer:
◆ Introduction
◆ Write about the aims of Green Aviation Policy
◆ Write about the environment related problems of Aviation Sector in India
◆ Way forward

Source : PIB, Financial Express

ECONOMY

Dedicated Freight corridor
Infrastructure is the backbone for economic development of any nation. Any hurdles in achieving
safe and ef�icient freight transportation has to be overcome. In this regard Dedicated freight corridor plays a key role.

In news: Prime Minister Narendra Modi recently inaugurated a 306-km section of the Dedicated
Freight Corridor (DFC) in the Western arm between Rewari and Madar.
Placing it in syllabus: Economy

Dimensions
◆ What is the dedicated Freight corridor and need for it?
◆ Modal share of freight in India
◆ Ef�iciency gains and how is it a game changer
◆ National rail plan

Content:

What is the Dedicated Freight corridor and need for it?
◆ Dedicated freight corridor (DFC) is an ambitious project approved in 2006, with the aim of decongesting the
railway network by laying special tracks made exclusively for goods trains.
◆ The total 2,843-km project is billed as the largest rail infrastructure being built in independent India.
◆ North-South (Delhi-Tamil Nadu), East-West (West Bengal-Maharashtra), East-South (West Bengal-Andhra Pradesh) and South-South (Tamil Nadu-Goa) DFCs are being planned.
◆ Currently, the Western DFC (WDFC) connecting Haryana and Maharashtra and the Eastern DFC connecting
Punjab and West Bengal are under construction.
◆ Around 70% of the freight trains currently running on the Indian Railway network are slated to shift to the
freight corridors, leaving the paths open for more passenger trains.
◆ Tracks on DFC are designed to carry heavier loads than most of Indian Railways.
◆ DFC will get track access charge from the parent Indian Railways, and also generate its own freight business.
◆ World Bank is funding a majority of the Eastern DFC (EDFC) and the WDFC is being funded by the Japan
International Cooperation Agency (JICA).
Need for it:
Currently, freight trains do not get priority over passenger trains.
◆ Once completed, at least 70% of the freight trains will be transferred on the DFCCIL network which will help
in timely movement of cargo.
◆ This may lead to the introduction of more passenger trains in future.
◆ With higher speeds and enhanced design features, these can help Railways provide a cheaper alternative to
transport by road.
◆ E-commerce companies like Amazon and Flipkart will be able to transfer freight through railways once the
dedicated freight corridor project is complete.
◆
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◆
◆
◆
◆

The freight corridor project will also open up doors for the automobile sector (Private containers have to pay
track usage charges).
Foodgrain and fertilisers from the northern region will be transported to the eastern and Northeast regions.
From East and Northeast, coal, iron ore, jute and petroleum products will be transported North and West.
The agricultural produce will get a pan-India market because of cheaper and faster DFC connectivity.

Modal share of freight in India:
◆ Indian Railways hauled its highest-ever freight load of 1,223 million tonne in �iscal 2019.
◆ However, its modal share in transportation of surface freight was about 33 percent, marking a plunge from 85
percent over six decades.
◆ A strategic vision document prepared by the Indian railways has aimed for at least 50 percent modal share of
freight traf�ic by 2030.
◆ This would tantamount to 10-12 percent compound annual growth rate (CAGR) in freight traf�ic over the
next 10 years.
◆ The focus on DFCs can help railways move closer to the goal.
◆ The estimates suggest that once the western and eastern DFCs commence full-�ledged operations, the two
parallel corridors (existing Railways track and DFC track) would capture 150-200 million tonne incremental traf�ic.
As these two DFCs have the potential to substantially improve Railways’ pro�itability, it would boost its internal
accruals, which, along with funding from multi-lateral agencies, which can be used to achieve the target of com
mencement of three new freight corridors (Mumbai-Kolkata, Delhi-Chennai and East Coast) by 2030.
Ef�iciency gains and how is it a game changer:
◆ The project will triple the movement of goods (from approximately 25 kmph to 65-70 kmph).
◆ It doubles the railways’ freight capacity (from 5,400 to 13,000 tonnes).
◆ It also doubles the length of the trains being used currently to up to 1,300 metres from the current 700 m,
according to railways ministry of�icials.
◆ The DFC would reduce the high logistics cost in India, which averages from 13-15 percent of the product cost as
compared to the global average of 6 per cent.
National rail plan:
A long term strategic plan called the National Rail Plan has been developed to plan infrastructural capacity
enhancement along with strategies to increase modal share of the Railways. The National Rail Plan will be a
common platform for all future infrastructural, business and �inancial planning of the Railways.
The objective of the Plan is:
◆ To create capacity ahead of demand by 2030 and increase the modal share of Railways from 27% currently
to 45% in freight by 2030 as part of a national commitment to achieve Net Zero Carbon emission by 2030.
◆ Forecast growth of traf�ic in both freight and passenger year on year up to 2030 and on a decadal basis up
to 2050.
◆ Formulate strategies based on both operational capacities and commercial policy initiatives to increase
modal share of the Railways in freight to 45% by 2030.
◆ Reduce transit time of freight substantially by increasing average speed of freight trains from present 22
Kmph to 50 Kmph.
◆ Reduce overall cost of rail transportation by nearly 30% and pass on the bene�its to the customers.
◆ Map the growth in demand on the Indian Railway route map and simulate the capacity behaviour of the
network in future.
◆ Identify infrastructural bottlenecks that would arise in future with growth in demand.
◆ Select projects along with appropriate technology in both track work, signalling and rolling stock to mitigate
these bottlenecks well in advance.
As part of the National Rail Plan, Vision 2024 has been launched for accelerated implementation of certain criti
cal projects by 2024 such as 100% electri�ication, multitracking of congested routes, upgradation of speed to
160 kmph on Delhi-Howrah and Delhi-Mumbai routes, upgradation of speed to 130kmph on all other Golden
Quadrilateral-Golden Diagonal (GQ/GD) routes and elimination of all Level Crossings on all GQ/GD route.

For successful implementation of the National Rail Plan ,the Railways will be looking to engage with Private Sector,
PSUs, State Governments and Original Equipment Manufacturers(OEM)/Industries.
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Mould your thought:

1) How does the Dedicated Freight Corridor (DFC) act as a game changer in achieving ef�icient
freight transportation? Suggest measures to enhance infrastructural capacity to increase modal
share of the Railways.
Approach to the answer:
◆ Write about DFC in brief.
◆ Write its importance (include its need as well as what it achieves if fully implemented).
◆ Write about the National Rail Plan as a measure
◆ Conclusion

Source : PIB, IE, ET

ECONOMY

RBI’s Financial Stability Report
Economic activity has begun making a hesitant and uneven recovery from the unprecedented
steep decline in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. Active intervention by central banks and
�iscal authorities has been able to stabilise �inancial markets. In a period of continued uncertainty,
there are implications for the banking sector as its balance sheet is linked with corporate and
household sector vulnerabilities. So, Financial Stability outlook becomes important from UPSC

In news: Reserve Bank of India released the 22nd issue of the Financial Stability Report (FSR).
Placing it in syllabus: Economy

Dimensions
◆ Highlights of the report
◆ Loan restructuring and msme restructuring due to covid
◆ IBC and suspension due to covid
◆ What is stress test of Banks
◆ Latest result of stress test on Indian Banks

Content:
Highlights of the report:
◆ In the initial phase of the COVID-19 pandemic, policy actions were geared towards restoring normal functioning and mitigating stress. The focus is now being oriented towards supporting the recovery and preserving the solvency of businesses and households.
◆ Positive news on vaccine development has underpinned optimism on the outlook, though it is marred by the
second wave of the virus including more virulent strains.
◆ Policy measures by the regulators and the government have ensured the smooth functioning of domestic
markets and �inancial institutions.
◆ Managing market volatility amidst rising spillovers has become challenging especially when the movements in certain segments of the �inancial markets are not in sync with developments in the real sector.
◆ Credit �lows to the manufacturing sector have been lukewarm at a time when output of the sector is
emerging out of a prolonged contraction. The focus of the policy efforts is shifting from provision of liquidity and guarantees to supporting growth – including consumption and investment.
◆ Bank credit growth has remained subdued, with the moderation being broad-based across bank groups.
◆ Performance parameters of banks have improved signi�icantly, aided by regulatory dispensations
extended in response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Financial Stability Report (FSR)
◆ RBI publishes the Financial Stability Report (FSR) biannually (i.e. twice in a year)
◆ It includes contributions from all the �inancial sector regulators.
◆ It re�lects the collective assessment of the Sub–Committee of the Financial Stability and Development Council
(FSDC-SC) on risks to �inancial stability.
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Loan restructuring and msme restructuring due to covid:
◆ A six-month moratorium on repayment from March till August-end was announced by the Union government.
◆ This was aimed at helping borrowers as companies cut salaries and laid off people after India imposed the
world’s strictest lockdown, freezing economic activity.
◆ The question of further extension of moratorium has become highly contentious – Business leaders want extension and banks oppose it.
◆ As a middle ground, the Reserve Bank of India has allowed lenders to restructure loans with some conditions
Loan restructuring and other measures announced by the government to help the industry hit by the coro
navirus pandemic include:
◆ In August 2020, RBI permitted one-time restructuring of both corporate and retail loans without getting classi�ied as a non-performing asset (NPA).
◆ Restructuring bene�it can be availed by those whose account was standard on March 1 and defaults should not
be over 30 days.
◆ Borrowers also have the option of converting the interest accrued during the moratorium period into a separate
loan.
Other measures include:
◆ Increase in Loan to Value (LTV) ratio for gold loans: LTV for loans against pledge of gold ornaments and
jewellery for non-agricultural purposes has been enhanced from 75 per cent to 90 per cent up to March 31,
2021.
◆ Interest Subvention Scheme for MSMEs: Co-operative Banks have been included as Eligible Lending Institutions from 3rd March 2020. The scheme provides an interest relief of 2% per annum to eligible MSMEs with
coverage limited to all term loans /working capital to the extent of Rs 1 crore. The validity of the Scheme has
been extended to March 31, 2021
IBC and suspension due to covid:
◆ In December 2020, the Union Government had extended the suspension of the Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code
(IBC) till March 31, 2021.
◆ Earlier, the government also exempted all Covid-related debt from the de�inition of default under IBC
◆ The government also introduced an ordinance for decriminalising the Companies Act and moved the majority
of compoundable offences to an internal adjudication mechanism.
◆ The reforms announced as part of Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s call for Atmanirbhar (self-reliant) India also
include a special insolvency framework for micro, small, and medium enterprises (MSMEs) by introducing a
new section in the IBC.
◆ These were done to help businesses cope with major stress posed by the Covid-19 pandemic
◆ However, the suspension of the IBC is not applicable to any default committed before March 25, 2020
What is stress test of Banks?
◆ Stress tests by design are aimed at studying the health of �inancial institutions in different scenarios.
◆ So, the aim of these tests is to gauge what the books of a bank will look like if gross non-performing assets rise,
leading to an increase in provisions that weigh on pro�itability and also capital.
◆ Stress testing is commonly described as the evaluation of a bank’s �inancial position under a severe but
plausible scenario to assist in decision making within the bank.
◆ It enables a forward looking assessment of risks, which overcomes the limitations of statistical risk measures
or models based mainly on historical data and assumptions.
◆ It also facilitates internal and external communication and helps senior management understand the condition
of the bank in the stressed time.
◆ Stress testing outputs are used by a bank in decision making process in terms of potential actions like
risk mitigation techniques, contingency plans, capital and liquidity management in stressed conditions, etc
◆ Stress tests gauge the adequacy of capital and liquidity buffers with �inancial institutions to withstand severe
but plausible macroeconomic and �inancial conditions.
There are broadly two categories of stress tests used in banks:
Sensitivity tests:
◆ It estimates the impact on a bank’s �inancial position due to prede�ined movements in a single risk factor
like interest rate, foreign exchange rate or equity prices, shift in probabilities of defaults (PDs), etc
◆ The source of the shock on risk factors is not identi�ied and usually, the underlying relationship between
different risk factors or correlation is not considered or ignored.
◆ For example, the impact of adverse movement in interest rate or foreign exchange rate on pro�itability is considered separately but the fact that movement in interest rate and foreign exchange rate is inter-related is ignored
to keep stress tests simple.
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These tests can be run relatively quickly and form an approximation of the impact on the bank of a move in a
risk driver.
Scenario tests:
◆ These include scenario analysis with system-wide interactions and feedback effects.
◆ They cover forward-looking scenarios to incorporate different possibilities of multi-level stress tests, changes
in portfolio composition, new information and emerging risk possibilities.
◆ compilation of forward-looking scenarios requires combining the knowledge and judgment of experts
Latest result of stress test on Indian Banks:
◆ The functioning of �inancial markets in the recent months has been characterised by the economic impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic, with �inancial institutions largely cushioned by abundant liquidity in the banking system,
lowering of the cost of funds, and regulatory forbearance in asset classi�ication of speci�ied loans.
◆ Despite subdued credit offtake, banks reported better than anticipated results.
◆ However, the fuller impact of the deterioration in the macroeconomic environment on banks’ asset quality, capital adequacy and pro�itability may unfold gradually.
◆ A shock of such large dimensions is likely to place pressure on the balance sheets of banks going forward. The
pre-pandemic vulnerabilities of some relatively weaker institutions may get accentuated.
◆ RBI carried out an assessment of �inancial stability aspects through performance parameters and level of interconnectedness of Indian �inancial institutions, supplemented by macro stress tests, including bottom-up stress
tests.
Method used in the Financial Stability Report for stress tests:
◆ Macro-stress tests were performed to assess the resilience of SCBs’ balance sheets to unforeseen shocks emanating from the macroeconomic environment.
◆ Drawing on the results of the exercise, capital and impairment ratios are projected over a one-year horizon
under a baseline and two adverse – medium and severe– scenarios.
The stress test results indicate that:
◆ The GNPA ratio of all SCBs may increase to 13.5 per cent by September 2021 under the baseline scenario
GNPA ratio may escalate to 14.8 per cent under a severe stress scenario. This highlights the need for proactive
building up of adequate capital to withstand possible asset quality deterioration.
◆ Under the baseline scenario, four banks may fail to meet the minimum capital level by September 2021,
without factoring in any capital infusion by stakeholders.
◆ In the severe stress scenario, the number of banks failing to meet the minimum capital level may rise to
nine.
◆ Macro-stress tests for credit risk show that GNPA ratio of SCBs may worsen under various stress scenarios and
capital ratios may be eroded.
◆ Network analysis reveals that total bilateral exposures among entities in the �inancial system increased
marginally during the quarter-ended September 2020. With the inter-bank market continuing to shrink and
with better capitalisation of banks, the contagion risk to the banking system under various scenarios
declined as compared to March 2020.
◆

Mould your thought:

1) De�ine Stress tests on banks. Describe the different tests carried out in stress tests. Outline the
�indings of RBI in the recent stress tests.
Approach to the answer:
◆ De�ine stress test of banks
◆ Write about Scenario test and Sensitivity tests
◆ Add �indings of recent stress test
◆ Way forward

ECONOMY

Toy Manufacturing Clusters

The Prime Minister has appealed to the youth of India to start working towards the direction of
developing toys that are based on the backdrop of the rich Indian culture and history. In this context, UPSC may ask questions relating to the toy industry, its present scenario and opportunities
available.
In news: India’s �irst toy manufacturing cluster to come up in Koppala, Karnataka.
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Placing it in syllabus: Economy

Dimensions
◆ Karnataka toy cluster
◆ Import of toys in India
◆ Traditional toys and handicrafts in India
◆ Relevance and impact

Content:
Karnataka Toy Cluster:
◆ India’s �irst toy manufacturing cluster coming up on a 400-acre plot at Koppala in North Karnataka.
◆ Koppala is also home to the famous Kinhala toys.
◆ It has received investment proposals worth $ 211 million (Rs 1540 crore) from six �irms.
◆ The toy cluster is being developed by Aequs Group.
◆ Aequs is developing the toy facility in a bid to attract big ticket investments from global toy makers and win
over a chunk of global toy business, dominated by Chinese manufacturers
◆ It expected the cluster to get about Rs 5000 crore investments in near future as many toymakers and suppliers have shown interest to source from the facility for global markets
◆ A complete end-to-end ecosystem speci�ic to the requirements of the toy industry is being planned
◆ The cluster will have state-of-the-art and ready-to-use infrastructure – an SEZ for exports and a domestic
tariff area for companies to tap the Indian market
◆ The cluster will include raw material suppliers, shared infrastructure such as plug and play industrial sheds,
CETP, research and development, design and prototyping, testing, training, quality certi�ication, customs,
ancillary industries and service providers etc
◆ Karnataka is the third-largest market for toys in India. It constitutes 9.1 per cent of the national market
valued at (USD 159 million).
Global Toy Market and India:
◆ Global toy market generates $80 billion in annual revenue
◆ The market for toys in India is estimated at $1 billion annually
◆ India’s share is relatively very small in the global toy market.
◆ China is the market leader and major supplier of toys across the world.
◆ Due to the rising demand for toys across India and abroad, the industry is all set to grow at a 25 percent
CAGR.
Import of Toys in India:
The market for toys in India is estimated at $1 billion annually, almost 60 % of this demand is met by
imports.
◆ Most of the toys are imported from China.
◆

These are some of the concerns about the chinese imports:
Child Safety
◆ Inferior and cheap Chinese-made toys have been found to be harmful to children
◆ Tests revealed illegal levels of toxic chemicals such as phthalates (a harmful plastic additive) and heavy
metals from synthetic paints.
◆ Phthalates can cause serious health complications including reproductive disorders, delayed puberty and
numerous behavioural disorders.
◆ Many toys were blocked because of risk of choking

Destruction of local toy industry
Cheap Chinese imports also have �looded the Indian market and made it dif�icult for Indian rivals to compete with them.
◆ Small and very small producers scattered across India presently produce 90% of the toys. Only about 10
per cent toy producers are of the organised sector.
◆ Many traditional toy industries have been destroyed by the onslaught of the Chinese toys in the last decade
◆
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Traditional toys and handicrafts in India:
◆ History of Indian toys dates back to the Indus Valley civilization.
◆ Today, each Indian region boasts its own genre of traditional toys made with diverse materials.
◆ Traditional toys also give kids a bite of the Indian history and cultural heritage
◆ A deep dive into mythology and Indian history is helping several Startups to attract young and enthusiastic
minds to buy their products.

Indian Traditional Toys:
The following are some of the traditional toys crafts provided with Geographical Indication tag:
Channapatna Toys – Karnataka
◆ Channapatna has a special identity of ‘Toy Town’ or locally known as ‘Gombegala Ooru’
◆ Toys are made of wood
Tanjore Dolls – Tamil Nadu
◆ Dolls are made of Terracotta materials
◆ They are locally known as ‘Tanjavur Thalaiyatti Bommai’
◆ Also known as ‘Tanjore Head Shaking Dolls’ or dancing dolls of tanjore as the heads of these dolls keep shaking when they are touched or disturbed from outside.
Kondapalli Toys (Kondapalli Bommallu) – Andhra Pradesh
◆ makers of these toys are known as ‘Aryakshatriyas’ who are said to have migrated from the western state of
Rajasthan many generations ago.
◆ Kondapalli Toys are made with bright and vibrant colors which portray the diversity of the village lives and
the themes connect the spirituality.
◆ In earlier times, these toys were actually used during the festivals of Navarathri and Sankriti.
Kinhala Toys – Karnataka
◆ Kinhala is a combination of specially carved and painted wooden sculptures and toys.
◆ The uniqueness of these toys is in the usage of light-weight shallow wood.
◆ Kinhala includes folk festival idols and �igurines, colourful miniature models of birds, animals, vegetables and
fruits as well.
◆ It is practiced by a few families who are known as “chitragars.”
Rajasthani Puppet Dolls – Rajasthan
◆ They have strong connection with the traditional theatres ‘Kathputhli’ practiced in Rajasthan
◆ The puppet dolls are made of wood and usually attached with single cotton or metal string which is controlled
by human �ingers.
◆ These dolls are praised in the foreign toy markets also for their traditional beauty and vibrant colors.
Etikoppaka toys (Etikoppaka Bommalu) – Andhra Pradesh
◆ They are made of wood and painted with natural dyes.
◆ The wood used is from ‘Ankudi Karra’ (Wrightia tinctoria) tree that is soft in nature.
◆ The natural dyes are prepared from seeds, lacquer, bark, roots and leaves.
Relevance and Impact:
Incentives for local manufacture
◆ The production-linked incentive and phased manufacturing programme for the toy sector could attract
many global toy makers to shift base to India from China.
Employment Generation
◆ Toy industry is very labour-intensive manufacturing sector
◆ Karnataka toy cluster alone plans to create 40,000 jobs in �ive years.
Indian heritage platter for kids to explore
◆ Indian startups can compete with established brands with some unique ideas.
◆ Reviving traditional games and using mythological �igures can replace Barbie sets, GI Joes, toy trains, and
games like Jenga, Uno, Monopoly, and Battleship rule the market place
Import substitution of Chinese Toys
◆ Indian government has issued a Quality Control Order (QCO) specifying strict quality controls for toy
imports.
◆ This will discourage the indiscriminate import of inferior and cheap Chinese-made toys
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Mould your thought:

1) Revival of the toy industry has the potential to boost the manufacturing sector. Examine with
respect to recent initiatives of the Government.
Approach to the answer:
◆ Introduction
◆ Opportunities in toy industry globally
◆ India’s unique advantages
◆ Recent initiatives by the government
◆ Conclusion

ECONOMY

Reforms in Mining

Legacy issues related to the MMDR Act have created hurdles in boosting mineral production in
India and the auction of mineral blocks. Various stakeholders comprising states, ministries, industry associations, public consultation and NITI Aayog, feel that only major structural reforms can
help India become ‘Aatmanirbhar’ in the mineral sector.
In news: The Union cabinet approved reforms in MMDR Act.
Placing it in syllabus: Economy

Static dimensions
◆ Captive vs non captive mines
◆ Auction of mines
◆ National mineral index
◆ National mineral exploration trust

Current dimensions
Reforms in MMDR act

◆

Content:
Reforms in MMDR Act:
◆ Under the Aatmanirbhar Bharat scheme, the Union government had in May 2020 announced enhancing
private investments in the mineral sector and bringing in other reforms.
◆ The mines ministry had proposed legislative amendments to the MMDR Act, 1957 for undertaking structural reforms with the objective of accelerating growth and employment generation.
◆ The Mines and Minerals (Development and Regulation) Act, 1957 regulates the overall mining sector in
India.
◆ This act regulates the mining sector in India and speci�ies the requirement for obtaining and granting mining
leases for mining operations.
The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi approved the following structural reforms in the
mining sector through legislative amendments to the MMDR Act, 1957:
◆ Amend Section 11A of the act and open up coal mining to all �irms with of�ices registered in India and also
does away with the captive end-use-criteria
◆ Captive mines will be allowed to sell up to 50% of the minerals excavated during the current year (presently it is only 25%)
◆ The removal of section 10A (2b) and 10A (2c) under the MMDR act which hindered the prospect of a
mineral auction of over 500 mines. The MMDR Act clause 10A (2c) allowed pre-auction mines to get environment clearance (EC) and forest clearance (FC) by 2017 and clause 10A (2b) does not have a sunset
clause on pre-auction mines for starting operations
◆ The removal of the distinction between captive and non-captive mines
◆ Removal of �irst right of refusal for captive miners
◆ An incentive for early mineral production for miners by way of 50 percent rebate on revenue share for the
quantity produced earlier than the schedule
◆ Provision of penalty for not maintaining prescribed production for 3 consecutive quarters, which may lead
to termination of mining lease
◆ Streamlining provision for additional royalty on an extension of mining leases under section 8A of the
MMDR act and rules.
◆ the National Mineral Exploration Trust (NMET) will be made an autonomous body.
These amendments would be introduced in the next session of the Parliament.
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Captive vs Non-Captive Mines:
◆ Captive mining or captive end use criteria is basically a form of mining wherein the company which mines
the mineral uses it, without being allowed to sell the product to a third party.
◆ The mining company has restrictions placed upon it relating to what it can do with the mined mineral.
◆ End-uses currently allowed under the The Coal Mines (Nationalisation) Act, 1973 (CMN Act) include iron and
steel production, generation of power, cement production and coal washing.
◆ In 2014 the Supreme Court had cancelled the allocation of 204 captive coal blocks and till date only 89 have
been auctioned. Just 29 are currently operational.
◆ Non-captive mining does not have end use restrictions. The mining company will be able to sell products in
the market.
Problems associated with captive mining are:
◆ Sub-optimal mining: If the quality of the minerals extracted are not suitable for the captive plant, it remains
unused. This creates wastage of limited resources.
◆ Creates environmental hazard: As un-usable extracted minerals can’t be sold, heavy stock of these minerals
lie unused at mine head. These leach into groundwater and cause environmental pollution
Auction of mines:
◆ As per MMDR Act, state governments grant mining leases and prospecting license-cum-mining leases
for both noti�ied and other minerals.
◆ Prospecting license-cum-mining leases for noti�ied minerals are granted with the approval of the central
government.
◆ All leases are granted through auction by competitive bidding, including e-auction.
◆ The central government prescribes the terms and conditions, and procedure for auction, including parameters for the selection of bidders.
◆ For mining leases, the central government reserves particular mines for a speci�ic end use and allows only
eligible end users to participate in the auction, if found necessary.
Coal Auction Targets:
◆ The union government is planning to open up the coal sector with a large offering of more than 200 blocks
for commercial coal mining in the next �ive years.
◆ This has the potential to produce at least 400 million tonnes of coal at peak capacity.
◆ With this, the government hopes to stop coal imports by power plants by 2024.
◆ The �irst phase of commercial coal auctions within 2020-21 �inancial year are expected to go smoothly after
the amendment.
◆ Around 334 non-captive mines are expiring on 31 March 2021, out of which, 46 are working mines and
mostly in Odisha
◆ The government has proposed to start the auction process for commercial coal mining, starting with consultations with stakeholders and releasing bid rules.

National Mineral Index:
The rollout of the National Coal Index (NCI) has brought about a shift by bringing in much-needed transparency in coal mining
◆ The setting up of the coal index had fuelled the demand for a national mineral index
◆ Indian non-coal mining market for the bulk minerals is a signi�icantly captive market and therefore
historical data is available only in terms of cost or transfer price in the MCDR (Mineral Conservation and
Development Rule �ilings
◆ These numbers were used by the Indian Bureau of Mines (IBM) to publish prices for some minerals and
several minerals were not covered
◆ In the case of co-occurring and trace minerals, it did cause revenue-loss.
◆ As India embarks on expanding mining activity, it needs reference indices.
◆ The new amendments will introduce an index-based mechanism by developing a National Mineral
Index (NMI) for various statutory payments.
◆

National Mineral Exploration Trust (NMET):
◆ It is a Trust set up as a non-pro�it body by the Central Government for the purposes of regional and detailed
exploration of minerals using the funds accrued to it and in such manner as prescribed by the Central Government.
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◆
◆
◆
◆

NMET was established by the Government of India under Section 9C (1) of the MMDR Act, 1957.
Its objective is to expedite mineral exploration in the country.
The of�ice of the Trust is situated in the Ministry of Mines, New Delhi.
The Trust supports regional and detailed mineral exploration in the country and other activities approved by
the Governing Body, to achieve its objects.

Structure of NMET:

The NMET has a two-tier structure:
The Governing Body:
◆ It is the apex body.
◆ Chaired by the Minister of Mines.
◆ It holds the overall control of the Trust.
The Executive Committee:
◆ Chaired by Secretary, Ministry of Mines,
◆ It administers and manages NMET activities.

Functions of NMET:
funding special studies and projects designed to identify, explore, extract, bene�iciate and re�ine deep-seated or concealed mineral deposits; Priority is given to strategic and critical minerals.
◆ undertaking studies for mineral development, sustainable mining, adoption of advanced scienti�ic and
technological practices and mineral extraction metallurgy
◆ facilitating completion of brown-�ield regional exploration projects in obvious geological potential areas
(G3) including conducting high-risk exploration for deep-seated mineral deposits through modern technologies
◆ promoting completion of detailed exploration (G2 or G1) across India in the areas where G3 stage exploration has been completed
◆ deciding the priorities for exploration after consulting Central Geological Programming Board
◆ facilitating geophysical, ground and aerial survey and geochemical survey of obvious geological potential
areas and rest of India
◆ facilitating a national core repository for encouraging research in earth sciences and for evaluation of the
mineral prospects
◆ organizing capacity building programmes to raise technical capability of personnel engaged in or to be
engaged in exploration
◆

Mould your thought:

1) What are the statutory challenges associated with mining in India? What steps has the government
taken to resolve them?
Approach to the answer:
◆ Introduction
◆ List the problems with MMDR act
◆ Mention the changes proposed in the amendment to MMDR Act
◆ Conclusion

ECONOMY

Credit ratings

Credit Ratings are an essential tool to gauge the creditworthiness of a borrower. With the rising
defaults, the methods and ef�icacy of such ratings are questioned. As defaults have a wider effect in
the economy, UPSC may explore your knowledge regarding the issues plaguing Credit Ratings in
India.

In news: SEBI, CCI at odds over jurisdiction of rating agencies
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Placing it in syllabus: Economy

Dimensions
◆ What is credit rating
◆ Credit rating for country, company and individuals
◆ Agencies Involved
◆ Relevance for India

Content:
What is Credit Rating?
◆ A credit rating is an assessment of the creditworthiness of a borrower.
◆ A credit rating can be assigned to any entity that seeks to borrow money—an individual, a corporation, a
state or provincial authority, or a sovereign government.
◆ Credit rating involves analysis of the credit risks associated with a �inancial instrument or a �inancial entity.
◆ Individuals are given ‘credit scores’, while corporations and governments receive ‘credit ratings’.
◆ Credit ratings determine whether or not a borrower will be approved for a loan or debt issue and also the
interest rate at which the loan will need to be repaid.
◆ Credit ratings are never static. They change all the time based on the newest data, and one negative debt
will bring down even the best score.
Credit rating for a country:
◆ National governments (not countries) are assigned credit ratings by agencies like Standard & Poor’s,
Moody’s and Fitch.
◆ These are known as Sovereign Credit Ratings
◆ Governments require ratings to borrow money (i.e. raising Sovereign Debt).
◆ They are also given ratings on their worth as investment destinations.
◆ A country requests a credit rating agency to evaluate its economic and political environment and arrive at a
rating. This is done to position itself as a destination for foreign direct investment.
◆ Several criteria are used to derive a government’s creditworthiness. Sovereign risk is calculated considering
the political risk, taxation, currency value and labor laws etc.
Ability to Pay
A government’s ability to pay is a function of its economic position.
◆ A country with strong economic growth, a manageable debt burden, a stable currency, effective tax collection,
and favorable demographics will likely have the ability to pay back its debt.
◆ This ability will usually be re�lected in a high credit rating by the major rating agencies.
◆ A country with negative economic growth, a high debt burden, a weak currency, little ability to collect taxes,
and unfavorable demographics may be unable to pay back its debt.
Willingness to Pay
◆ A government’s willingness to pay back its debt is often a function of its political system or government
leadership.
◆ A government may decide not to pay back its debt, even if it has the ability to do so.
◆ Nonpayment usually occurs following a change of government or in countries with unstable governments.
◆ This makes political risk analysis a critical component of investing in sovereign bonds.
◆

Credit rating for a Company:
The credit worthiness of a company is measured through corporate credit rating
◆ It is a quanti�ied assessment of a company’s creditworthiness.
◆ It shows investors the likelihood of a company defaulting on its debt obligations or outstanding bonds.
◆ A triple-A (AAA) is the highest credit quality, and C or D (depending on the agency issuing the rating) is the
lowest or junk quality.
◆ Companies issue bonds, which are debt securities, to raise funds that can be used to invest in the long-term
future of the company.
◆ Before investors buy a corporate bond, they need to know how �inancially stable the company is that’s issued
the bond. In other words, investors need to know whether the company will be able to meet its �inancial
obligations.
◆ The risk that a company might not pay back the principal amount of a bond is called default risk.
◆
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Credit rating for an Individual:
◆ Whenever an individual approaches a bank/�inancial institution to avail loans or credit card, the bank will be
concerned about the repayment capacity of the individual.
◆ The repayment capacity can be traced from the loan or credit card repayment history of the individual.
◆ Credit information companies (CIC) provide such credit information about individuals and assigns ranks to
them based on their past repayment track record.
◆ Individuals are assigned credit scores (a 3-digit number between 300 and 900) based on his /her credit
records.
◆ They are used by lenders to analyze an individual’s creditworthiness and �inancial prudence.
Importance of credit rating:
◆ Credit rating does a qualitative and quantitative assessment of a borrower’s creditworthiness.
◆ It allows investors to make a sound investment decision after taking into consideration the risk factor and
past repayment behavior. In other words, it establishes a relationship between risk and return.
◆ In the case of the companies, credit ratings help them improve their corporate image. It is useful especially
for companies that are not popular.
◆ The credit rating acts as a marketing tool for companies and also as a resource that is helpful at the time of
raising money. It reduces the cost of borrowing and helps in the company’s expansion.
◆ Lenders such as banks and �inancial institutions will offer loans at a lower interest rate if the entity has
a higher credit rating.
◆ Credit rating encourages better accounting standards, detailed information disclosure, and improved
�inancial information.
Agencies Involved:
In India, there are different agencies involved in assessing creditworthiness of borrowers.

For Individuals:
Credit information companies (CIC) provide credit information about individuals
◆ The Credit Information Companies (Regulation) Act, 2005 (CICRA) and the different instructions issued
by the Reserve Bank of India regulate these companies.
◆ At present there are four Credit Information companies approved in India: CIBIL, EQUIFAX, EXPERIAN,
CRIF High Mark
◆

For Companies:
◆ A credit rating agency (CRA) assesses the creditworthiness of a company.
◆ SEBI regulates the working of the CRAs using the Securities and Exchange Board of India (Credit Rating
Agencies) Regulations, 1999 and its amendments.
◆ There are 7 credit rating agencies currently registered to operate in India: CRISIL, ICRA, CARE, India Ratings
and Research (formerly known as Fitch Ratings), Brickwork Ratings, Acuité Ratings & Research (earlier
known as SMERA), and Infometrics Valuation and Rating
For Sovereign Governments:
The global credit rating industry is highly concentrated, with three agencies—Moody’s, S&P Global, and Fitch
Ratings—controlling nearly the entire market.

Relevance for India:
With the default of big corporate houses such as DHFL, IL&FS etc, Corporate Credit Ratings have been under
scanner in India.
◆ Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has pinpointed the con�lict of interest in the functioning of credit rating agencies and is concerned over the role of the little known club of ‘rating advisers’, which are unregulated
entities acting as brokers between companies and rating agencies.
◆ Recently the Financial Stability and Development Council (FSDC) panel has discussed ways to address challenges pertaining to the quality of credit ratings.
◆ Recent IL&FS defaults crisis which had AAA rating (AAA: The instrument with AAA rating is considered to
have the highest degree of safety in respect of timely servicing of �inancial obligations) just before it started
defaulting raised concerns about the credibility of Credit Rating agencies in India.
◆
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India’s Sovereign Credit Ratings:
◆ Government �inances in India are stressed, amid a big decline in revenue growth and rising expenditure
obligations during the Pandemic.
◆ Several analysts have warned of a negative growth for the entire �iscal, amid a nation-wide lockdown.
◆ Moody’s said a marked and long-lasting weakening in the health of the �inancial sector of India would both
“raise associated �iscal costs should the government need to support some �inancial institutions, and increase
the risk that growth remained too low to prevent a rise in the debt burden”.
◆ Separately, in a report S&P said it expected the banking systems of India to be among the worst hit in the
Asia-Paci�ic region.
◆ As per Moody’s, India’s sovereign rating is Baa2 presently.
Mould your thought:

Why are credit ratings required? Discuss the issues with Corporate Credit Ratings in India.
Approach to the answer:
◆ De�ine credit ratings
◆ Write about uses of credit ratings
◆ Write about problems in Corporate Credit Ratings
◆ Conclusion

Source : The Hindu

ECONOMY

Industrial Policy Resolutions

Even though the reforms of the early 90s removed illogical growth barriers and turned the tide for
the Indian industry, manufacturing still compares weakly to other Asian countries of similar economic maturity. In this context, a review of the industrial policy in India becomes critical for serious UPSC aspirants.

In news: First set of �ive bulk drug, pharma input projects under PLI scheme cleared
Placing it in syllabus: Economy

Dimensions
◆ Evolution of Industrial Policy 1948-1991
◆ National Manufacturing Policy
◆ Make in India
◆ PLI scheme

Content

Evolution of Industrial Policy 1948-1991
◆ Industrial Policy is a formal declaration by the Government . It outlines the government’s general policies
for industries.
◆ It includes the actions and policies of the government which affects the industrial development of a country
◆ Through the policy the government takes measures aimed at improving the competitiveness and capabilities of domestic �irms and promoting structural transformation.
◆ The quest for industrial development started in India soon after independence in 1947.
◆ The Industrial Policy Resolution of 1948 de�ined the broad contours of the policy delineating the role of the
State in industrial development both as an entrepreneur and authority.
◆ This was followed by comprehensive enactment of Industries (Development & Regulation) Act, 1951
(referred as IDR Act) that provides for the necessary framework for implementing the Industrial Policy.
◆ It also enables the Union Government to direct investment into desired channels of industrial activity inter alia
through the mechanism of licensing keeping with national development objectives and goals.
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The main objectives of the Industrial Policy of the Government are:
◆ to maintain a sustained growth in productivity
◆ to enhance gainful employment;
◆ to achieve optimal utilisation of human resources;
◆ to attain international competitiveness; and
◆ to transform India into a major partner and player in the global arena.

To achieve these objectives, the Policy focus is on deregulating Indian industry; allowing freedom and �lexibility to
the industry in responding to market forces; and providing a policy regime that facilitates and fosters growth.
Economic reforms initiated since 1991 envisages a signi�icantly bigger role for private initiatives. The policy has
been progressively liberalized over years to at present, as would be evident in subsequent paragraphs.

Historical Development of Industrial Policy in India
Industrial Policy Resolution, 1948
◆ Clari�ied that Indian economy would follow a Mixed Economic Model.
◆ It laid down the foundation of a mixed economy wherein the public sector (the state) and the private sector
were to co-exist and work in their demarcated areas.
◆ The small and cottage Industries were given importance.

It Classi�ied industries into 4 categories:
1.Strategic Industries (Public Sector):
◆ included Arms and ammunition, Atomic energy and Rail transport
◆ The Central Government had the monopoly over these industries
2.Basic/Key Industries (Public-cum-Private Sector):
◆ 6 industries i.e. coal, iron & steel, aircraft manufacturing, ship-building, manufacture of telephone, telegraph &
wireless apparatus, and mineral oil were included in this category.
◆ Existing private industries were allowed to function. However, new industries would be set up by the Union
Government.
3.Important Industries (Controlled Private Sector):
◆ This included 18 industries including heavy chemicals, sugar, cotton textile & woollen industry, cement, paper,
salt, machine tools, fertiliser, rubber, air and sea transport, motor, tractor, electricity etc.
◆ The government controlled and regulated the activities of the private companies in these sectors.
4. Other Industries (Private and Cooperative Sector): All industries not mentioned in the other 3 categories
were kept open for the private sector
Industrial Policy Resolution, 1956 (IPR 1956)
IPR 1956 is also known as the “Economic Constitution of India” or “The Bible of State Capitalism”.
◆ In December 1954, the Parliament adopted the ‘Socialistic Pattern of Society’ as the goal of economic policy.
◆ The new goal called for the state or the public sector to increase its sphere of activity in the industrial sector and
thus prevent concentration of economic power in private hands.
◆ India had also launched a programme of planned economic development with the �irst �ive-year plan.
◆ IPR 1956 was based on the Mahalanobis model of economic growth which put emphasis on the development of heavy industries.
◆ It sought to give a dominant role to the public sector. It prioritised the development of power, transport, and
�inancial sectors.
◆ Obtaining an Industrial License from the government was made a prerequisite for opening new industry or to
expand production.
◆ Opening new industries in economically backward areas was incentivised through easy licensing and
subsidization of critical inputs like electricity and water. This was done to counter regional disparities that
existed in the country.
◆ Licenses to increase production were issued only if the government was convinced that the economy required
more of the goods.
◆
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The IPR 1956 adopted the classi�ication of industries into 3 categories as follows:
1.Schedule A industries:
◆ included 17 industries which were the exclusive responsibility of the State.
◆ Out of these 17 industries, four industries ( arms and ammunition, atomic energy, railways and air transport)
had Central Government monopolies
◆ new units in the remaining industries were developed by the State Governments.
2.Schedule B Industries:
◆ This category consisted of 12 industries.
◆ They were open to both the private and public sectors
◆ However, such industries would be progressively made State-owned.
3.Schedule C Industries:
◆ All the other industries not included in these two Schedules were put in this category.
◆ These were left open to the private sector.
◆ However, the State reserved the right to undertake any type of industrial production.
IPR 1956 has been criticised on the grounds that by enormously expanding the �ield of public sector it had drasti
cally curtailed the area of activity for the private sector.

Industrial Policy Statement, 1977
This Industrial Policy was announced by the Janata Government in the parliament in 1977.
◆ It advocated the growth of small scale and cottage industries as a remedy to widespread problems of unemployment and regional inequalities in industrial development.
◆ The small sector was classi�ied into three groups—cottage and household sector, tiny sector and small
scale industries.
◆ To reduce the recurring Labour Unrest, the policy encouraged the worker’s participation in management
from shop �loor level to board level.
◆

New Industrial Policy, 1991
The Government of India released this policy in 1991 in the midst of severe economic instability in the country.
◆ The previous licensing policies and regulations were responsible for lower growth rate and balance of
payment crisis.
◆ By this time, the public sector industries had become inef�icient and the government faced the burden of
perpetual losses.
◆ The new industrial policy resolution 1991 aimed at liberalizing the regulations and license controls of the
industrial sector to improve economic growth rate.
◆

The important provision so of the policy include:
1. De-reservation of Public Sector:
◆ Sectors that were exclusively reserved for the public sector were reduced.
◆ However, public sector continued to its control in 5 core areas like arms and ammunition, atomic energy, mineral oils, rail transport and mining.
◆ At present only Atomic Energy is reserved exclusively for the public sector.
2. De-licensing:
Industrial Licensing for all projects except for a short list of industries was abolished.

◆

3. Disinvestment of Public Sector:
Government stakes in Public Sector Enterprises were reduced to enhance their ef�iciency and competitiveness.

◆

4. Liberalisation of Foreign Investment:
◆ This was the �irst Industrial policy in which foreign companies were allowed to have majority stake in India.
◆ In 47 high priority industries, upto 51% FDI was allowed. For export trading houses, FDI up to 74% was
allowed.
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National Manufacturing Policy (NMP)
◆ In order to bring about a quantitative and qualitative change to the manufacturing sector, GOI announced the
NMP in 2012.
◆ The objective of enhancing the share of manufacturing in GDP to 25% and creating 100 million jobs over
a decade or so.
◆ The policy is based on the principle of industrial growth in partnership with the States.
◆ The Central Government would create the enabling policy framework, provide incentives for infrastructure
development on a Public Private Partnership (PPP) basis through appropriate �inancing instruments
◆ State Governments would be encouraged to adopt the instrumentalities provided in the policy.
◆ Manufacturing sector’s share in India’s GDP was stuck at 16% since the 1980s.
◆ The policy aims to increase the share of manufacturing in the country’s GDP from the current 16% to 25% by
2022.
Signi�icant features of NMP are:
◆ Establishment of National Investment and Manufacturing Zones (NIMZ) equipped with world-class infrastructure. NMIZ would be autonomous and self-regulated developed in partnership with the private
sector.
◆ Incentives to states for infrastructure development
◆ Incentives for Green Manufacturing
◆ Rationalization of business regulations to reduce burden of procedural and regulatory compliance on businesses
◆ Increased focus on employment intensive industries, capital goods industry, industries with strategic
signi�icance and those in which India enjoys a competitive edge and the SME sector.
◆ Make industrial land (land acquisition) available through creation of land banks by states.
India’s strengths to become a global manufacturing hub:
◆ India is one of the fastest growing major economies in the world. It is expected to be listed among the top
three manufacturing destinations.
◆ India’s workforce is among the youngest in the world with an average age of 29 years. According to the
Ministry of Labour and Employment, India has the largest workforce population of around 470 million.
◆ The cost of labour in India is relatively lower as compared to other major manufacturing nations.
◆ India’s huge population provides a strong domestic consumer base.

Make in India:
◆ Make in India is a national initiative launched by the Government of India in 2014.
◆ It is aimed at transforming India into a global design and manufacturing hub.
◆ The targets listed in the National Manufacturing Policy of 2012 such as increasing the share of manufacturing
from present 16 percent to 25 percent of GDP by 2020 (earlier target was 2022), and creating employment for
around 100 million people by 2022 have now been subsumed under Make In India.
◆ The initiative is designed to facilitate investments, scale-up skill development, encourage innovation,
protect intellectual property rights with the overall objective of building the best in class manufacturing
industry in India.
◆ Under Make in India, governments at national and state levels shall strive to attract investments from across
the globe in a bid to strengthen India’s manufacturing sector.
◆ For ensuring investment promotion, Ease of Doing Business, FDI reforms, skill development, infrastructure creation and �iscal incentives are at the focus of Make in India.
Activities under Make in India include:
◆ Five industrial corridors are proposed to be created.
• Delhi – Mumbai Industrial Corridor.
• Chennai – Bengaluru Industrial Corridor. (First defence industrial corridor is proposed to be developed along
this corridor)
• Visakhapatnam – Chennai Industrial Corridor.
• Bengaluru – Mumbai Economic Corridor.
• Amritsar – Kolkata Industrial Corridor.
• Key sectors such as Railways, Defence, Insurance and Medical Devices were opened up for higher levels of
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI).
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◆
◆

◆

◆

Key sectors such as Railways, Defence, Insurance and Medical Devices were opened up for higher levels of
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI).
Government has identi�ied 25 sectors which will be focused under Make in India. They include automobiles,
aviation, chemicals, IT & BPM, pharmaceuticals, construction, defence manufacturing, electrical machinery,
food processing, textiles and garments, etc.
Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT) is entrusted with the task of formulation of FDI policy, monitoring of Ease of Doing Business reforms and Investment Promotion and Facilitation
activities.
Steps to improve the ease of doing business such as Shram Suvidha Portal, eBiz portal (provides single window
access to 11 central government services related to starting a business) etc.

Production Linked Incentives (PLI) scheme
In March 2020, the central government introduced the PLI scheme in order to boost domestic manufacturing
and cut down on import bills.
◆ It aims to give companies incentives on incremental sales from products manufactured in India.
◆ The scheme also aims to encourage local companies to set up or expand existing manufacturing units and
invite foreign companies to set shop in India.
◆ It was initially rolled out for mobile and allied equipment as well as pharmaceutical ingredients and medical devices manufacturing.
◆ In November 2020, it was expanded to more than ten sectors. This includes food processing, leather, textiles,
advanced chemistry cell batteries, electronic and technology products, automobiles and auto components manufacturing.
◆ The government will pay the companies it selects for the scheme a speci�ic proportion of their turnover
from making and selling products made in India as an incentive over the next few years.
◆ The amount of the incentive would decrease as the years go by.
◆ The idea of PLI is important as the government cannot continue making investments in these capital intensive
sectors as they need longer times to start giving the returns.
◆ Instead, what it can do is to invite global companies with adequate capital to set up capacities in India.
◆

Mould your thought:

1) Discuss the evolution of Industrial Policy in India. What are the recent developments to
encourage manufacturing in India?
Approach to the answer:
◆ Introduction
◆ Historical development from 1948 -1991 and New Manufacturing Policy
◆ Discuss the recent initiatives of Make in India and PLI Scheme
◆ Conclusion

Source : The Hindu, Indian Express, ET

ECONOMY

GATS Agreement

Trade agreement, any contractual arrangement between states concerning their trade relationships. The volume of international trade in services has grown rapidly over recent decades and, in
fact, has outpaced growth in goods trade. Over the period 1980 to 2011 global goods trade grew
on average by 7.3% annually, while services trade grew by 8.2% per year (WTO 2013). Over the
same period many developed countries experienced rapid growth in immigration.

In news: President Biden withdraws plans to shelve H4 work permit allowing spouses of
H1-B holders to work in US
Placing it in syllabus: Economy
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Dimensions
◆ GATS and Different Modes in GATS
◆ Mobility of Indian workers
◆ Issues faced by migrant workers
◆ Role of Trade agreements in people’s movement (India-ASEAN)

Content:

GATS and Different Modes in GATS:
◆ The General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) is a treaty of the World Trade Organization (WTO).
It entered into force in January 1995 as a result of the Uruguay Round negotiations.
◆ GATS has the objective of establishing a sound multilateral framework or principles and rules for trade in
services.
◆ All members of the WTO are parties to the GATS.
◆ The basic WTO principle of most favoured nation (MFN) applies to GATS as well. However, upon accession,
members may introduce temporary exemptions to this rule.
◆ members are free to choose which sectors are to be progressively “liberalised” (i.e. marketised and privatised); which mode of supply would apply to a particular sector; and to what extent that “liberalisation” will
occur over a given period of time.
◆ Members’ commitments are governed by a ratchet effect: commitments are one-way and are not to be
wound back once entered into.
The GATS agreement de�ines services in four ‘modes’ of supply as follows:
◆ Mode 1 Cross-border supply: Services supplied from the territory of one WTO Member into the territory of
any other Member. (eg. Distance learning, consultancy, BPO services.)
◆ Mode 2. Consumption abroad: services supplied in the territory of one WTO Member to the service consumer of any other Member. Nationals of a country have moved abroad as tourists, students, or patients to
consume the respective services.
◆ Mode 3. Commercial presence: Services supplied by a service supplier of one WTO Member, through commercial presence, in the territory of any other Member. (eg. domestic subsidiaries of foreign insurance companies or hotel chains)
◆ Mode 4. Presence of natural persons: Services supplied by a service supplier of one WTO Member, through
the presence of natural persons of a Member in the territory of any other Member which includes employees
of service suppliers and suppliers present for less than a year in foreign markets. A foreign national provides
a service within the country as an independent supplier (e.g., consultant, health worker) or employee of a
service supplier (e.g. consultancy �irm, hospital, construction company).

Mobility of Indian workers
◆ India is a major country of origin and transit, as well as a popular destination, for workers across international borders.
◆ As per of�icial �igures, there are over 30 million Indians overseas. Out of these over 9 million of the Indian
diaspora concentrated in the GCC region (now known as the Cooperation Council for the Arab States of the
Gulf).
◆ Over 90% of Indian migrant workers, most of whom are low- and semi-skilled workers, work in the Gulf
region and South-East Asia.
◆ Analysis of international migration trends in India is inhibited by the limited of�icial data available.
◆ Data is available only for workers migrating on Emigration Check Required (ECR) passports and to one of the
18 ECR countries.
◆ That is, labour migration data is available mostly for workers who have to register for emigration clearance.
This includes those who have not passed Class 10 at least, are leaving via employment visas into speci�ic
sectors or are workers emigrating for the �irst time to the GCC region, Malaysia and a few other countries.
◆ Workers are also migrating on non-ECR passports and beyond ECR countries, for which data is not available.
Issues faced by migrant workers
◆ Economic Exploitation: Low skilled and ECR Indian emigrants often face violation of contractual terms,
adverse working conditions, wage related issues, employer related problems, medical and insurance related
problems and compensation/death claims.
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◆

◆

◆
◆

Political Barriers: Several barriers are placed for entry of Indian emigrants. The leaders of the world are
increasingly insisting on providing jobs to the local population and this is cause of great concern for Diaspora
who are denied opportunities. Eg: H1B and H4 issue in USA, and Saudi Arabia’s Nitaqat policy
Social and Racial Prejudice: Indian immigrants especially in countries like the USA have become targets of
hate crimes. In many western countries discriminative practices owing to a racist, colonial mindset still
persist. E.g.: Murder of Software professional, Attack on turban wearing Sardar.
Caught in Con�lict Zones: Indians are caught in con�lict affected zones like Yemen, Syria.
Alienation From Indian culture and values: Cultural integration into a foreign culture has its own challenges
for migrants. The Indian Diaspora feels alienated in foreign land and is unable to express themselves.

Role of Trade agreements in people’s movement
International Free Trade Agreements (FTAs) contain provisions to facilitate temporary entry for business
persons on a reciprocal basis.
◆ Eligible persons entering under an FTA will generally require a work permit.
◆ The movement of natural persons is one of the four ways through which services can be supplied internationally.
◆ Relative to the other three modes of supply, available estimates suggest that trade through Mode 4 remains a
very small component of overall trade in services, accounting for between 1 and 2 percent of the total
◆ the economic literature is largely agreed on the point that removal of barriers to labor mobility would have
substantially greater positive impacts on world GDP than removal of barriers to trade and capital �low
◆ Many countries have not created a common market for the movement of labor with their trading Partners.
◆

Key features of the Trade in Services Agreement between ASEAN and India:
◆ The ASEAN-India Investment and Services Agreement came into force on 1st July 2015.
◆ The Trade in Services Agreement with the ASEAN contains all features of a modern and comprehensive agreement on services and is in line with the other bilateral agreements that India has signed so far.
◆ Some of the important Articles contained in the Agreement are ones on transparency, domestic regulations,
recognition, market access, and national treatment, increasing participation of developing countries, joint
committee on services, review, dispute settlement and denial of bene�its.
◆ Both India and ASEAN member states have taken General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) plus commitments in various services and modes of supply
◆ A brief annex on Movement of Natural persons (one of the key areas of interest for India) has been included
in the Agreement.
◆ This Annex de�ines Business Visitors, Intra Corporate Transferees (Managers, Executives and Specialists) and Contractual Service Suppliers.
◆ This will help provide a commercially meaningful market across in ASEAN for Indian professionals, including
those from the IT/ITES sector.
◆ Independent professionals have not been de�ined in the Annex.
◆ Based on the World Bank’s Services Trade Restrictions Database, the middle income economies in
ASEAN—Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, and Thailand—have “virtually closed” to “completely closed”
policy regimes in mode 4 (professional services).
◆ Overall, the services trade regimes in middle-income ASEAN range from “restrictive” to “virtually closed”.
◆ Reaching a consensus on liberalising domestic regulations for services trade and Mutual Recognition Agreements on quali�ications in professional services, and licensing equivalence agreements are more time
consuming and complex compared to tariff reduction modalities
Mould your thought:

1) What is GATS? Discuss the modes of supply of services under GATS.
Approach to the answer:
◆ Introduction
◆ Write about GATS and its importance
◆ List out modes of supply under GATS with relevant examples
◆ Conclusion

Source : The Hindu
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FOREIGN AFFAIRS
FOREIGN AFFAIRS

India’s Arctic Policy
India’s engagement with the Arctic has been multi-dimensional. It looks forward to increasing its
engagement with this vital region and its governing bodies as a responsible partner.

In news: India Releases Draft Arctic Policy for comments from the public
Placing it in syllabus: Foreign Affairs

Static dimensions
◆ Policy highlights
◆ India and the Arctic
◆ Role of science
◆ Global governance and international
cooperation
◆ Development of human resources

Content

Policy Highlights:
◆ The importance of the Arctic for India is constantly growing, primarily due to the challenges associated with
climate change and global warming.
◆ India regards the Arctic as the common heritage of mankind.
◆ The draft policy seeks to establish a roadmap for Sustainable Engagement in the Arctic Region.
◆ It also lists a wide range of activities that India seeks to pursue in the Arctic including economic, diplomatic and scienti�ic activities.
◆ The draft policy document further re�lects ambitious planning, which is one of the key highlights of India’s
recent global engagements.
◆ One aspect of the draft Arctic Policy centers around climate change and it highlights the intricate link between
conditions in the Arctic and the monsoon and Himalayan systems.

Through the draft Arctic Policy India seeks to achieve the following goals:
◆ To play a constructive role in the Arctic by leveraging its vast scienti�ic pool and expertise in Himalayan and
Polar research.
◆ to contribute in ensuring that as the Arctic becomes more accessible, the harnessing of its resources is
done sustainably and in consonance with best practices formulated by bodies such as the Arctic Council.
India’s Arctic policy will rest on �ive pillars:
◆ Science and research
◆ Economic and human development cooperation
◆ Transportation and connectivity
◆ Governance and international cooperation
◆ National capacity building

India and the Arctic:
◆ The Arctic is commonly understood to refer to the region
above the Arctic Circle, north of latitude 66° 34’ N, which
includes the Arctic Ocean with the North Pole at its centre.
◆ Much of this Ocean falls within the jurisdiction of �ive
Arctic littoral states—Canada, Denmark (Greenland),
Norway, Russia and the USA (Alaska).
◆ Three other Arctic nations – Finland, Sweden and Iceland
– along with the �ive littorals form the Arctic Council.
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◆
◆
◆
◆
◆

The Arctic is home to almost four million inhabitants, of which approximately one-tenth are considered as
indigenous people.
India’s interests in the Arctic region are scienti�ic, environmental, commercial as well as strategic.
India became the observer of Arctic Council in 2013 and its membership as an observer was renewed in
2018 for another �ive years.
The National Centre for Polar and Ocean Research (NCPOR), Ministry of Earth Sciences, Government of
India, is the nodal agency for India’s Polar research programme, which includes Arctic studies.
India’s Ministry of External Affairs provides the external interface to the Arctic Council.

Signi�icance For India
◆ The Arctic in�luences atmospheric, oceanographic and biogeochemical cycles of the earth’s ecosystem.
◆ Moreover, the Arctic is vulnerable to climate change and global warming. The effects are manifested by
the loss of sea ice, ice caps, and warming of the ocean and atmosphere.
◆ It will lead to lowering of salinity levels, rising temperature differential between land and oceans in the tropical regions, drying of subtropical areas and increase in precipitation at higher latitudes. India is particularly
impacted due to the likely effect of these changes
Changes in the Arctic and global ecosystem induced by melting Arctic ice, can be highly disruptive for India in the
following ways:
◆ Changes to Monsoon patterns caused by the Arctic changes adversely impact Indian agriculture, food
security and wellbeing of the rural sector.
◆ Melting ice sheets and sea level rise can accelerate coastal erosion.
◆ The thawing of permafrost soil could potentially release viruses and bacteria that have lain dormant for
thousands of years, thereby increasing the propensity of pandemics. The Covid-19 pandemic has shown us
the scale of disruption that can be caused by pathogens.
Thus, the Arctic is important for India’s national development, economic security, water security and sustain
ability.

Role of science:

◆
◆
◆
◆
◆

India’s engagement with the Arctic began in February 1920, when it signed the Svalbard Treaty in Paris.
In 2007, India’s �irst scienti�ic expedition to the Arctic was launched with the objective of initiating a
series of baseline measurements in biological sciences, ocean and atmospheric sciences and glaciology.
In 2008, the Indian research station ‘Himadri’ was established in the international Arctic research base at
Ny-Ålesund in Spitsbergen, Svalbard, Norway.
IndArc, the country’s �irst multi-sensor moored observatory was deployed in Kongs�jorden in 2014.
In 2016, India’s northernmost atmospheric laboratory was established at Gruvebadet. The laboratory is
equipped with several instruments that can study clouds, precipitation, long-range pollutants, and other
background atmospheric parameters.

The major objectives of the Indian Research in Arctic Region are as follows:
To study the hypothesized tele-connections between the Arctic climate and the Indian monsoon by
analyzing the sediment and ice core records from the Arctic glaciers and the Arctic Ocean.
◆ To characterize sea ice in the Arctic using satellite data to estimate the effect of global warming in the northern polar region.
◆
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To conduct research on the dynamics and mass budget of Arctic glaciers focusing on the effect of glaciers
on sea-level change.
◆ To carry out a comprehensive assessment of the �lora and fauna of the Arctic and their response to anthropogenic activities. In addition, it is proposed to undertake a comparative study of the life forms from both the
Polar Regions
Global governance and international cooperation
Arctic is important from a geopolitical point of view because:
◆ The Arctic region is very rich in minerals, and oil and gas.
◆ The Arctic Council does not prohibit the commercial exploitation of resources in the Arctic. It only seeks to
ensure that it is done in a sustainable manner
◆ With some parts of the Arctic melting due to global warming, the region also opens up the possibility of new
shipping routes that can reduce existing distances.
◆

For Governance and International Cooperation, India’s draft policy aims to :
Pursue international cooperation and partnerships with all stakeholders in the region;
◆ Uphold international law and in particular UNCLOS, including the rights and freedoms contained therein,
and support common heritage of humankind in the deep seabed area in the Arctic;
◆ Actively participate in international climate change and environmental treaty frameworks relating to
the Arctic;
◆ Enhance participation in organizations relevant to the region of which India is a member such as the International Maritime Organisation and the International Hydrographic Organisation;
◆ Participate in economic activities in the region in accordance with the UN Sustainable Development
Goals 2030 framework.
◆

Geopolitics in the Arctic Region
The Arctic Council
◆ The Arctic Council is the leading intergovernmental forum promoting cooperation, coordination and interaction among the Arctic States, Arctic indigenous communities and other Arctic inhabitants on common
Arctic issues.
◆ The Council has the eight circumpolar countries as member states
◆ It is mandated to protect the Arctic environment and promote the economies and social and cultural
well-being of the indigenous people whose organizations are permanent participants in the council.
◆ The Arctic Economic Council (AEC) was created by the Arctic Council during the 2013-2015 Canadian chairmanship. It is an independent organization that facilitates Arctic business-to-business activities and responsible economic development through the sharing of best practices.

UNCLOS
◆ Being an ocean , the Arctic Ocean is also governed by the UNCLOS – the United Nations Convention on the
Law Of the Sea.
◆ Among these are the arctic coastal states of Canada, Denmark, Norway and the Russian Federation.
◆ However, USA has not rati�ied this convention.
◆ This complicates the demarcation of maritime zones and the determination of extended continental
shelf claims
◆ This has raised several con�licts over how Arctic shipping and resource management activities will be
governed in the future.
Chinese Interests
◆ China—which has linked its interest in the Arctic area with the Maritime Silk route.
◆ In January 2018, China declared itself a “Near Arctic State’’ and put out a white paper.
◆ According to US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo China has invested nearly $90 billion in the Arctic between
2012-2017.
◆ In its policy, China states that the Arctic has “global implications and international impacts.”
◆ Thus geopolitics of the Arctic have gone beyond its original inter-Arctic States or regional nature.

Development of human resources
◆ As new opportunities open up in the Arctic, India needs to enhance its human resource capabilities.
Skilled workforce would be needed in sectors ranging from science and exploration, to seafaring and economic
cooperation.
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To achieve these goals the policy has made the following provisions:
◆ Expand capability, capacity and awareness for Arctic-related scienti�ic research by strengthening the
National Centre for Polar and Ocean Research (NCPOR), involving academic and scienti�ic institutions in
India and identifying nodal institutes;
◆ Promote domestic scienti�ic research capacities by expanding earth sciences, biological sciences, geosciences, climate change and space related programmes, dove-tailed with Arctic imperatives in Indian Universities;
◆ Strengthen indigenous research capacity in global climate modelling with special focus on South Asia,
especially impact of Arctic warming on the variability of the monsoon;
◆ Put in place Arctic related programmes for mineral/oil and gas exploration in petroleum research
institutes;
◆ Encourage tourism and hospitality sectors in building specialised capacities and awareness to engage with
Arctic enterprises;
◆ Expand student programmes on the blue-bio economy of the Arctic through a gamut of institutions working
on living and non-living marine resources;
◆ Strengthen nautical training institutions for training seafarers in Polar/ice navigation and build region
speci�ic hydrography capacity and skills necessary to undertake Arctic transits;
◆ Expand India’s trained manpower in the services sector backed by English-speaking skills in maritime
insurance, chartering, arbitration and brokerage;
◆ Build a wide-ranging institutional base on Arctic maritime, legal, environmental and governance issues.
Mould your thought:

India’s draft Arctic Policy is an assertion of India’s global ambitions. Elaborate.

Approach to the answer:
◆ Introduction
◆ Write about India’s Arctic interests
◆ Write about the provisions in the policy to addresses geopolitical, scienti�ic and environmental concerns of India
◆ Write about how these provisions show India’s ambitions
◆ Conclusion

Source : The Hindu, The Week

FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Future of Open Skies treaty
The Open Skies Treaty had a larger aim to reduce the likelihood of a war by miscalculation. Two of
the biggest global military powers – Russia and USA exited this treaty. This shows the growing mistrust between global powers and the future of the treaty has become uncertain.

In news: Russia withdraws from Open Skies Treaty after U.S. departure
Placing it in syllabus: Foreign Affairs

Dimensions
◆ History and Provisions of the Treaty
◆ Signi�icance of the Treaty
◆ Reasons for Withdrawal of US and
Russia
◆ Impact of Withdrawal

Content

History and Provisions of the Treaty:
◆ Open Skies Treaty (OST) was �irst proposed in 1955 by former US President Dwight Eisenhower as a means
to de-escalate tensions during the Cold War.
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The treaty was eventually signed in 1992 between NATO members and former Warsaw Pact countries following the demise of the Soviet Union.
◆ It went into effect in 2002 and had 35 signatories, including key players US and Russia, along with one
non-ratifying member (Kyrgyzstan). India is not a party to this treaty.
◆ The OST aims at building con�idence among members through mutual openness, thus reducing the chances of
accidental war.
Signi�icant provisions of the treaty include the following:
◆ Under the treaty, a member state can “spy” on any part of the host nation, with the latter’s consent.
◆ It allows participants to �ly unarmed reconnaissance �lights over any part of their fellow member states.
◆ A country can undertake aerial imaging over the host state after giving notice 72 hours before, and sharing
its exact �light path 24 hours before.
◆ The information gathered, such as on troop movements, military exercises and missile deployments, has to be
shared with all member states.
◆ Only approved imaging equipment is permitted on the surveillance �lights, and of�icials from the host state
can also stay on board throughout the planned journey.
◆

Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces Treaty:
◆ It was a nuclear arms-control accord reached by the United States and the Soviet Union in 1987
◆ The two nations agreed to eliminate their stocks of intermediate-range and shorter-range (or “medium-range”) land-based missiles (which could carry nuclear warheads).
◆ It also covered all land-based missiles, including those carrying nuclear warheads but did not cover
sea-launched missiles.
◆ Both USA and Russia withdrew from the Treaty in 2019.
The new Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START):
The new START is a treaty between the United States of America and the Russian Federation on measures for
the further reduction and limitation of strategic offensive arms.
◆ It entered into force on 5th February, 2011.
◆ It is a successor to the START framework of 1991 (at the end of the Cold War) that limited both sides to
1,600 strategic delivery vehicles and 6,000 warheads.
◆ The USA has been worried that extending New Start would negatively impact an arms deal with China and
Russia.
◆ USA is concerned that China’s nuclear stockpile could be doubled if the New Start Treaty continued as is,
without including China.
◆ The New Start Treaty also suffered from veri�ication inadequacies and that the U.S. intended to establish
a new arms control regime which would include China.
◆

Signi�icance of the Treaty:
It is one of the pillars of global security, aiming to increase transparency, promote con�idence-building measures and predictability.
◆ The larger aim of OST is to reduce the likelihood of a war by miscalculation.
◆ The OST was signed much before the advent of advanced satellite imaging technology which is currently
the preferred mode for intelligence gathering.
◆ Yet, surveillance aircraft provides key information that still cannot be gathered by satellite sensors,
such as thermal imaging data.
◆ So far, more than 1,500 reconnaissance �lights have been conducted under the treaty
◆ Since 2002, USA has �lown over 200 surveillance missions over Russia and its ally Belarus.
◆ A former Trump of�icial had also hailed OST data gathered during the 2014 Russia-Ukraine con�lict.
Reasons for Withdrawal of US
◆ The US for years blamed Moscow for selectively implementing the Treaty on Open Skies and violating a
number of its provisions.
◆ It blames Russia of obstructing surveillance �lights on its territory, while misusing its own missions for
gathering key tactical data.
◆ According to the US, Russia does not allow the aircrafts of the US and other 34 OST members to �ly over Georgia and its military enclave in Kaliningrad (Russian exclave in Eastern Europe that sits between NATO allies
Lithuania and Poland.)
◆
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◆
◆

US President Donald Trump was also unhappy that a Russian reconnaissance aircraft �lew over his golf course
in New Jersey state in 2017.
In May 2020, the Trump administration announced its intention of withdrawing from the OST, accusing Russia
of “�lagrantly and continuously violating the Treaty in various ways for years”, and left it in November 2020.

Reasons for Withdrawal of Russia
◆ According to Russia, the refusal of NATO members from sharing intelligence data with the USA after its
exit.
◆ Russia has raised concerns that despite leaving the treaty US could potentially retain access to over�light intelligence gathered by allies who remain members in the treaty.
◆ After the US left the OST, Russia sought assurances from NATO allies who continued to remain on the treaty
that they would not transfer data collected by their �lights over Russia to Washington.
◆ In its statement, Russia said that these requests were not backed by the NATO members, prompting it to leave
the treaty.
◆ Russia defended its position by saying that the restrictions over Kaliningrad were permissible under treaty
rules, and gave the example of the US imposing similar limits on �lights over Alaska.

Impact of Withdrawal:
The withdrawal will erode global security by making it more dif�icult for governments to interpret the
intentions of other nations.
◆ It has disrupted the balance of interests between the treaty participants and undermined the treaty’s
role in ensuring trust and security.
◆ It has deepened the mistrust between global powers. The fears of increased global polarisation are turning
out to be true.
◆ It has increased the trust de�icit between the West and Russia.
◆ The only U.S.-Russian arms control pact still standing is the New START treaty. Experts now worry about the
fate of the much larger US-Russia ‘New START’ nuclear arms control agreement, which is slated to expire on
February 5, 2021.
◆ Arms control advocates have warned that New START’s expiration would remove any checks on U.S. and
Russian nuclear forces, striking a blow to global stability.
◆

Mould your thought:

Why did Russia and the US withdraw from the Open Skies Treaty? How will this impact global security?
Approach to the answer:
◆ Write basic aims of OST brie�ly
◆ Detail the reasons by the US and Russia for withdrawal
◆ Write about the future impacts
◆ Conclusion

Source : The Hindu, Indian Express

FOREIGN AFFAIRS

US to review Houthi ‘terrorist’ label
Yemen, a country on the tip of the Arabian Peninsula, is the stage of the world’s worst humanitarian disaster after more than six years of a grinding con�lict that has left most of its nearly 30 million
people in need of humanitarian aid. The Houthi con�lict has drawn the involvement of key regional
powers in the country. The Houthi rebels are �ighting against the Yemeni government accusing it of
widespread corruption, socioeconomic negligence of the Shias, the growing in�luence of Sunni
Wahhabism in the country and the country’s alliance with the USA.

In news: US Secretary of State Antony Blinken said that the US to review Houthi terrorist label
and end support to the devastating Saudi offensive on Yemen
Placing it in syllabus: International Relations
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Dimensions
◆ Houthi Ethnic Con�lict
◆ History and Cultural Aspects of Houthi
Movement
◆ US role earlier and the new role after
Biden.
◆ How does the con�lict affect West Asian
Politics?

Content

Houthi Ethnic Con�lict:
◆ Yemen has been wracked by a bloody war between the Houthi rebels and supporters of Yemen’s internationally recognised government.
◆ The con�lict began in Northern Yemen and has since escalated into a full-scale civil war.
◆ The con�lict has its roots in the Arab Spring of 2011, when an uprising forced the country’s long-time
authoritarian president, Ali Abdullah Saleh, to hand over power to his deputy, Abdrabbuh Mansour Hadi.
◆ The political transition was supposed to bring stability to Yemen. But President Hadi struggled to deal with
various problems including militant attacks, corruption, food insecurity, and continuing loyalty of many
military of�icers to Saleh.
◆ The rise of the Shia Houthi rebels began to pick up momentum in August, 2014, when thousands of
supporters of the movement protested in the streets of the Yemeni capital Sanaa, urging the government to
step down.
◆ Houthi leader Abdulmalek al-Houthi requested that fuel subsidies, which had been cut signi�icantly, be reinstated.
◆ The Houthis were also demanding a more representative form of government that would re�lect the seats
allocated to political groups and independent activists during Yemen’s National Dialogue Conference, which
mapped out the political future of Yemen after its 2011 uprising.
◆ In 2015, they captured capital Sanaa, thereby forcing President Abdrabbuh Mansur Hadi to �lee to Saudi
Arabia.
◆ Upon the request of President Hadi, a military coalition led by Saudi Arabia was formed to intervene in Yemen.
◆ The Houthis are thus in direct military con�lict with the Yemeni government forces as well as the Saudi-led
military coalition, both of which are trying to push them back to the Saada Province.
◆ The Houthis, however, continue to capture large swathes of territories in Yemen while facing the wrath of a
mighty military coalition.
◆ The Houthis are reportedly supported by Iran which provides them with weapons and funding.
The Tribal Dynamics of Yemen:
◆ The control and in�luence of the tribes over state institutions remain strong even decades after the 1962
revolution in Yemen.
◆ The Al-ahmar family and Houthis are the most powerful tribal clans in Yemen. They have been at loggerheads, the former being patronised by the government and the latter marginalised.
◆ The Houthis belong to the Zaydi sect of Shias, which comprise nearly 40 per cent of the Yemeni population.
◆ The Al Ahmar family and the political party it controls, Al Islah, have, respectively, enjoyed unmatched tribal
and political power since 1994, mostly because of their links with Saudi Arabia.
◆ Al Ahmar has been using Al Islah as a platform to assert its own hegemonic ambitions and political
power grabbing.
◆ It has been most active over the past decades in its opposition and repression of the Houthis. It considers
Houthis as a threat to its own claim in the Yemen highland.
◆ In the past, former President Saleh and Al Ahmar had agreed to share the country’s resources more or
less equally and had allowed Saudi Arabia to exert control over policies.
◆ But the 2011 ‘Arab Spring’ disrupted this arrangement
History and Cultural Aspects of Houthi Movement:
The Houthi movement, of�icially called Ansar Allah (meaning “Supporters of God”), is an Islamic political
and armed movement that emerged from Sa’dah in northern Yemen in the 1990s. The movement was called
Houthis because its founder is from the Houthi tribe.

◆
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◆

◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆

The Houthis began as a moderate theological movement that preached tolerance and held a broad-minded view of all the Yemeni peoples. It originally held a considerably broad-minded educational and cultural
vision.
Under the leadership of Hussein Badreddin al-Houthi, the group emerged as an opposition to former
Yemeni president Ali Abdullah Saleh
They charged Saleh with massive �inancial corruption and criticized for being backed by Saudi Arabia and the
United States at the expense of the Yemeni people and Yemen’s sovereignty.
Hussein Badreddin al-Houthi was killed in Sa’dah in 2004 along with a number of his guards by the
Yemeni army, sparking the Houthi insurgency in Yemen.
Since then, except for a short intervening period, the movement has been led by his brother Abdul-Malik
al-Houthi.
The movement’s expressed goals include combating economic underdevelopment and political marginalization in Yemen while seeking greater autonomy for Houthi-majority regions of the country.
The Houthis avoid assuming a singular tribal identity. Instead, the group strategically draws support from
tribes of the northern Bakil federation.
Bakil federation is a rival to the Hashid federation which had been a traditional ally of the Yemeni government.
The Houthis’ lack of centralised command structure allows them to generate immense support, as Yemenis
from diverse backgrounds have joined their cause

US role earlier and the new role after Biden
◆ As a close ally of Saudi Arabia, the USA has repeatedly interfered in Yemen.
◆ Prior to the start of the civil war in 2015, the U.S. had 100 military advisers in Yemen supporting that
government’s �ight against al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP).
◆ During the Obama Administration, the United States has provided weapons and logistical support to Yemeni
government strikes against suspected hide-outs of Al Qaeda within its borders.
◆ As a supporter of Saudi Arabia, the US air force also launched air raids on the Houthi stronghold regions of
Amran, Hajjah and Sa’ada in North Yemen.
◆ In 2015, The United States quietly began supporting the Saudi-led coalition by providing it with intelligence,
weapons sales and air-refueling support.
◆ Former President Donald Trump had been a staunch ally of Saudi Arabia. He offered U.S. logistical help
and military sales for Saudi Arabia’s six-year campaign to dislodge the rebels who have taken over much
of Yemen.
◆ President Donald Trump’s administration designated the Iran-aligned group as a “foreign terrorist organisation”. It also imposed a ban on transactions involving Yemen’s Houthi movement.
◆ US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo announced the Houthi designation on January 19, a day before President
Joe Biden took of�ice.
◆ Aid organisations working in the war-torn country had requested the US to lift the “terrorist” designation
about concerns it would exacerbate a continuing humanitarian crisis and risk plunging the country into
widespread famine.
◆ U.S. President Joe Biden’s administration has assured to quickly revisit the designation of Yemen’s Houthi
rebels as terrorists and end support to the devastating Saudi offensive on the country.
How does the con�lict affect West Asian Politics?
◆ Over the years, Yemen has become a theatre of an ongoing proxy war between Iran and Saudi Arabia as
both these countries are deeply involved in the con�lict.
◆ This has widened the gulf between the two regional powers, thus leading to further deterioration of the security environment in the volatile Gulf region.
◆ For Saudi Arabia, Houthis capturing Sanaa comes as a direct national security challenge.
◆ Iran’s support to the Houthis provides it with strategic leverage vis-à-vis Saudi Arabia.
◆ Yemen’s geographical location along the narrow Bab El Mandeb Strait makes it an important country from
the point of view of maritime security.
◆ Further, the continuing instability in Yemen has provided a conducive atmosphere to al Qaeda and the
Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) to operate and further expand their activities, which is a key concern
for the whole region.
◆ Though Yemen remains an impoverished, devastated and a polarised country, the continuing con�lict has
turned it into a crucial battleground that affects the regional politics and security in the Gulf.
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Mould your thought:

Yemen’s current predicament with large-scale humanitarian emergencies, coupled with presence
of terrorist groups, could have serious consequences for the entire region. Evaluate
Approach to the answer:
◆ Introduction
◆ Write about the crisis in Yemen
◆ Write about the strategic importance of Yemen
◆ Write about the effect of crisis on the geopolitics of the region
◆ Conclusion

Source : The Hindu, IDSA

FOREIGN AFFAIRS

Al Ula Accord, Gulf Cooperation
Council and Qatar

A declaration was signed in Al-Ula, Saudi Arabia, on Tuesday for the restoration of full relations
between Qatar and the nations that had cut ties in 2017. India shares excellent relationships with
all the countries in the GCC, which is in its extended neighbourhood. Such encouraging developments will further promote peace, progress and stability in the region.

In news: The Al Ula Accord: Saudi Arabia to lift Qatar embargo, easing the Gulf crisis
Placing it in syllabus: International Relations

Dimensions
◆ What is the accord about?
◆ Why were the relations between GCC
and Qatar Strained?
◆ How will the new accord alter West
Asian Politics?

Content

What is the accord about?
◆ The Al-Ula Accord was signed on 5 January 2021 at the conclusion of the 41st GCC Summit in Al-Ula, Saudi
Arabia.
◆ The leaders of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) met to end the bitter discord between its members and
Qatar.
◆ Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, the United Arab Emirates and Egypt (known as Arab Quartet) signed an accord
with Qatar during a summit of Gulf Cooperation Council leaders, bringing the regional split to an end — at
least on paper.
◆ Saudi Arabia and three other Arab states agreed to fully restore ties with neighboring Qatar. This ends
the Arab Quartet’s diplomatic boycott and a total land, sea and air embargo of Qatar.
The GCC comprises Bahrain, Qatar, Oman, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and the UAE. Oman and Kuwait had
remained neutral during the split, with Kuwaiti of�icials providing mediation for Al-Ula Accord.

Why were the relations between GCC and Qatar Strained?
Ten years ago, the Arab Spring uprisings across West Asia had thrown up popular demands for reform.
The uprisings demanded an end to authoritarian rule and the restoration of Arab “dignity” through freedom
and democracy.
Four leaders fell under these pressures, which also gave rise to two new developments:
◆ Muslim Brotherhood-af�iliated parties came to power in Egypt and Tunisia
◆ Saudi Arabia decided to divert demands for domestic reform by highlighting a threat from Iran. Saudi Arabia
shaped opposition to Iran on a sectarian basis and confronted Iran’s in�luence in Syria and Yemen.
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Muslim Brotherhood
◆ It is an Islamic religious and political organization dedicated to the establishment of a nation based on
Islamic principles.
◆ It has a wide grassroots mobilisation. Its political platform has developed into an intermix of Islamic principles with Western-style democracy.
◆ This poses a serious challenge to the existing monarchical order in the Middle East that provides no
scope for popular participation.
◆ The Muslim Brotherhood’s electoral successes culminated in Mohammed Morsi being elected President in
Egypt in 2012.
◆ Hence, Saudi Arabia and the UAE watched with horror the Brotherhood’s electoral successes
◆ Fearing that a successful Brotherhood administration would become a model for their countries as well, the
two GCC allies supported the Egyptian army’s coup against Morsi in July 2013.
◆ By contrast Qatar had opposed the coup and Egypt’s ensuing return to authoritarian rule.
Qatar’s Role
Qatar is a GCC member. It has been a non-conformist in GCC councils.
◆ It pursued an independent foreign policy driven by its own national interest.
◆ It is the world’s largest exporter of lique�ied natural gas and is a small peninsula whose only land border
is with Saudi Arabia.
◆ The Arab Quartet nations accused Doha of meddling in their internal affairs, supporting hardline
Islamist groups and building ties with Iran. Qatar denied the charges.
◆ In 2017, Saudi Arabia, under the leadership of Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman (MBS), the UAE, Bahrain
and Egypt imposed the blockade and severed diplomatic ties with Qatar
◆ They also issued 13 demands which included shutting down the Qatar-funded TV network, Al Jazeera, closing
a Turkish military base and reducing diplomatic relations with Iran.
◆ In this situation Qatar had turned to Iran and Turkey (regional rivals of Saudi Arabia and the UAE) for
support. It relied on Iranian airspace for over�lights.
◆ This troubled Saudi Arabia and the US administration which had initially backed the boycott.
◆

How will the new accord alter West Asian Politics?
Step Toward GCC Unity
◆ The Accord represents a signi�icant shift in regional relations after three-and-a-half years of political deadlock.
◆ The most signi�icant thing about the agreement is that it is signed by all six GCC states plus Egypt
◆ The reopening of Saudi airspace and borders to Qatar brought Doha back inside the GCC tent. The signing of
the Al-Ula Accord is the �irst step on a journey to restore GCC unity.
◆ But it does not signal the end of tensions within the GCC.
◆ Experts expect the con�idence-inspiring steps to result in announcements on mutual cooperation agreements, business deals and cross-border investments in the coming weeks and months
◆ But it’s unclear how far the reconciliation will go or how long it will last.

Trade relations might take time to restore
The accord does not specify the exact status of trade and diplomatic relations between each country. Nor
does it describe the sentiment behind the scenes.
◆ The easing of the rift is unlikely to restore the old trade relationships soon, at least not fully.
◆ Qatar had to change its trade routes to India, Turkey and Oman to replace goods from the UAE and Saudi
Arabia, which were among the most important sources of imports.
◆

The disagreements over policies & behaviours that sparked the fallout still remain:
◆ Qatar realizes that its independent foreign policy, and good relations with the USA and Iran and Turkey, are an
asset.
◆ Days after the signing of the solidarity and stability agreement – the Al Ula accord – the Qatari Foreign Minister, Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdulrahman al-Thani, made it clear that Doha would continue to pursue an independent foreign policy driven by its own national interest.
◆ Qatar categorically refused to accept the demand for downgrading ties with Iran and Turkey.
◆ The UAE and Egypt feel particularly threatened by the Brotherhood. They sent low-level delegations to Al-Ula
and their media comment has been tepid.
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Rise in Qatar’s Strategic importance in the Middle East:
◆ The accord could further bolster Qatar’s strategic importance and foreign policy options.
◆ Qatar has consistently batted in favor of reduction of tensions between the US and Iran.
◆ After the signing of the agreement, it has offered to intervene between Saudi Arabia and Iran and Saudi
Arabia and Turkey.
◆ Both Turkey and Iran had also welcomed the Al Ula accord, and expressed optimism that it would pave the
way for stability in the Middle East
◆ Qatar has invited more Turkish troops, bolstering its ties with Ankara, which is eager to play a bigger role
in West Asia.
◆ Moreover, it played an important role in the U.S.-Taliban deal and continued to host talks between Taliban
representatives and the Afghan government

Effect of Geopolitics of Middle East
◆ The geopolitics of the Middle East are extremely complex. Qatar is unlikely to drastically alter its approach
vis-à-vis Turkey and Iran. In fact it would like to view itself as a peacemaker rather than just a mere
bystander.
◆ The fact that Qatar was able to deal with the economic implications of the blockade has only strengthened its
position
◆ The Al-Ula conclave could herald some major shifts in regional alignments.
◆ There could be a nascent Saudi-UAE competition, with the UAE ingratiating itself with the U.S. and supporting its interests in diverse theatres – Yemen, the Horn of Africa and the western Indian Ocean.
◆ Turkey and Qatar, possibly with Iran, could then seize the opportunity to re-engage with Saudi Arabia
and Egypt, thus shaping an alternative regional coalition that would perhaps be closer to Russia and China
than to the U.S.
◆ As President Biden takes charge in the U.S., the Al-Ula conclave could trigger the emergence of a new regional order in West Asia.
Mould your thought:

1) The Al-Ula Accord does not signal the end of tensions within the GCC. Critically evaluate.
Approach to the answer:
◆ Introduction
◆ Mention achievements of Al-Ula Accord
◆ Mention why the accord brings stability in GCC
◆ Issues that still remain to be sorted out
◆ Conclusion

Source : The Hindu
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GEOGRAPHY
GEOGRAPHY

Sedimentary basins of India
Sedimentary basins are the richest sources of petroleum products across the world. The method of
their formation, the reason for the rich mineral resources and their distribution across India is an
area of interest for UPSC. The presence of nearly 40 Hydro Carbon sedimentary basins across India
and the recent exploration of the Bengal basin also makes it all the more important.

In news: ONGC began production in Bengal basin, making it India’s eighth functional.
Placing it in syllabus: Geography

Static dimensions
◆ What are sedimentary basins?
◆ Methods of formation
◆ Why are hydrocarbon deposits found
in sedimentary basins?
◆ Economic advantages of sedimentary
basins

Current dimensions
Sedimentary basins of India

◆

India has 26 sedimentary basins covering an area of 3.14 million square kilometres. Of these, 16 are onland basins,
7 located both onland and offshore and 3 completely offshore. Broadly Indian sedimentary basins have been divided
into four categories based on their degree of prospectivity.
Oil and Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC) Limited
recently began crude oil production from the
Ashokenagar-1 well, Bengal Basin in 24 Pargana district. This has made the Bengal basin India’s
eighth producing basin. The �irst hydrocarbon
consignment produced during well testing was
sent to Indian Oil Corporation Limited’s Haldia Oil
Re�inery.

The other basins where commercial production is already
going on are – Cambay, Mumbai Offshore, Rajasthan, Krishna Godavari, Cauvery and Assam-Arakan Fold Belt. Seven
out of the eight producing basins of India covers 83 percent of
established oil and gas reserves that have been put to
production.
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What are sedimentary basins?
◆ Sedimentary basins are regions of the Earth where long-term subsidence creates accommodation space for
accumulation of sediments.
◆ As the sediments are buried, they are subject to increasing pressure and begin the processes of compaction
and lithi�ication that transform them into sedimentary rock.
◆ Sedimentary basins occur in diverse geological settings usually associated with plate tectonic activity.
◆ Tectonic processes that lead to subsidence include the thinning of underlying crust; sedimentary, volcanic or
tectonic loading; or changes in the thickness or density of adjacent lithosphere.
◆ They are classi�ied by their tectonic setting (divergent, convergent, transform, intraplate), the proximity of
the basin to the active plate margins, and whether oceanic, continental or transitional crust underlies the
basin.
Methods of formation:
Sedimentary basins form primarily in convergent, divergent and transform settings.
◆ Convergent boundaries create foreland basins through tectonic compression of oceanic and continental
crust during lithospheric �lexure.
◆ Tectonic extension at divergent boundaries where continental rifting is occurring can create a nascent
ocean basin leading to either an ocean or the failure of the rift zone.
◆ In tectonic strike-slip settings, the lower, hotter part of the lithosphere will “�low” slowly away from the
main area being stretched, whilst the upper, cooler and more brittle crust will tend to fault (crack) and
fracture. The combined effect of these two mechanisms is for the Earth’s surface in the area of extension to
subside, creating a geographical depression which is then often in�illed with water and/or sediments.
Why are hydrocarbon deposits found in sedimentary basins?
◆ The structures formed in sedimentary basins are known to act as traps for hydrocarbons (i.e. natural gas and
petroleum).
◆ The processes that lead to the formation of these deposits are associated with rifting zones.
◆ Hydrocarbon traps form in permeable layers of rock (such as sandstone) called reservoir rocks that are
‘capped’ by impermeable rocks (such as shale).
◆ Since water is denser than both petroleum and gas, they will not mix.
◆ Water will then force these fossil fuels through permeable rocks until they pool together in traps formed by
cap rocks.

Advantages of sedimentary basins:
It preserves unique information regarding the history of tectonic, biologic, oceanographic, and atmospheric
events during Earth’s evolution.
◆ Basin �ill contains most of the fuel and water, and many of the mineral resources, that are critical for society
and industrial civilization.
◆ Would contribute towards attaining the goal for reducing oil import dependence.
◆

Mould your thought:

1) Explain the importance of sedimentary basins. Why are hydrocarbons formed in a sedimentary basin?
Approach to the answer:
◆ De�ine a sedimentary basin.
◆ Explain its importance
◆ Explain why hydrocarbons are formed in a sedimentary basin
◆ Brief about India’s sedimentary basins
◆ Conclusion

Source : The Hindu
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GEOGRAPHY

End of the Season – Southwest
Monsoon 2020’ report

The ‘End of the Season – Southwest Monsoon 2020’ recently released gives a picture of the performance of Southwest monsoon across the country. For UPSC the data can be used as supplement
information while writing answers.

In news: The National Weather Forecasting Centre of the India Meteorological Department (IMD),
has come out with the ‘End of the Season – Southwest Monsoon 2020’.
Placing it in syllabus: Geography
Dimensions
◆ Key �indings of the report

Content:
◆

The seasonal (June-September) rainfall over the country as a whole was 109% of its Long Period Average
(LPA) in 2020.

Long Period Average (LPA) is the average rainfall recorded during the months from June to September, calculated
during the 50-year period between 1951 and 2001. It is kept as a benchmark while forecasting the quantitative
rainfall for the monsoon season every year.
IMD maintains �ive rainfall distribution categories on an all-India scale◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆

◆
◆
◆

Normal or Near Normal: When per cent departure of actual rainfall is +/-10% of LPA, that is, between
96-104% of LPA
Below normal: When departure of actual rainfall is less than 10% of LPA, that is 90-96% of LPA
Above normal: When actual rainfall is 104-110% of LPA
De�icient: When departure of actual rainfall is less than 90% of LPA
Excess: When departure of actual rainfall is more than 110% of LPA

It was the third highest after 112% of LPA in 1994 and 110 % of LPA in 2019.
Seasonal rainfalls over Northwest India, Central India, South Peninsula and Northeast (NE) India were 84%,
115%, 130% and 106% of their respective LPA.
Out of 36 meteorological subdivisions,

Number of subdivisions

Area covered

Rainfall

2

5% of the total area

Large excess rainfall

13

35%

Excess rainfall

16

45%

Normal seasonal rainfall

5

15%

Deficient season rainfall

Monthly rainfall over the country as a whole was 118% of LPA in June, 90% of LPA in July, 127% of LPA in
August, and 104% of LPA in September.
Southwest monsoon current reached south Andaman Sea and Nicobar Islands on 17th May 2020 (5 days
ahead of its normal date), but further advance was sluggish.
It set in over Kerala on 1st June, covering the entire country on 26th June 2020; 12 days before its normal date
(8th July).
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◆
◆

◆
◆
◆
◆

◆

◆

The formation of two low pressure areas in the month of September led to an active monsoon trough which
delayed the withdrawal of monsoon.
The withdrawal of monsoon commenced on 28th September from some parts of west Rajasthan and Punjab,
against its normal date of 17th September with the establishment of an anti- cyclonic circulation in the lower
tropospheric levels over western parts of northwest India.
The Southwest Monsoon withdrew from the entire country on 28th October 2020.
During the season, one Severe Cyclonic Storm “NISARGA” formed during 1st to 4th June.
The year 2020 witnessed absence of monsoon depression during the season.
The forecast for monsoon onset over Kerala for this year was correct, which is the �ifteenth consecutive correct
forecast for the event (except for the year 2015) since issuing a forecast for the onset over Kerala started in
2005.
The forecasts for the rainfall over the country as whole during the season, forecasts for the seasonal rainfall over
three broad homogeneous geographical regions (Central India, Northeast India and South Peninsula) and
forecast for August rainfall and for rainfall of second half of the monsoon season for the country as a whole were
found to be underestimated with respect to the actual rainfall.
The forecasts for the rainfall for the country as whole during July and forecast for the seasonal rainfall for Northwest India were found to be overestimated as compared to the actual rainfall.

Source : PIB

GEOGRAPHY

Antarctica – A Continent of Superlatives
Polar regions of the Earth have been the focus of scienti�ic researches on climate change, geology,
ocean observations, electric and magnetic �lux measurements, and environmental monitoring.
Thus, basic understanding and recent developments in these areas become critical from UPSC
point of view.

In news: India launched its 40th scienti�ic expedition to Antarctica.
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Placing it in syllabus: Science and technology

Dimensions
◆ General Features of the continent
◆ Differences between Arctic and Antarctica
◆ Impact of climate change on Arctic and Antarctica
◆ Indian missions and expeditions to Antarctica

Content:

General Features of Antarctica:
◆ Antarctica is a continent in the Southern hemisphere. Its landmass is covered almost entirely by ice.
◆ Antarctica is the world’s southernmost continent. It is the �ifth-largest continent by area – after Asia, Africa, North
America, and South America.
◆ It is also the world’s highest, driest, windiest, coldest, and iciest continent.
Position:
◆ It lies concentrically around the South Pole. It is almost entirely south of the Antarctic Circle (6612degree
South latitude).
◆ Antarctica is about 14.2 million square km in size, and thick ice covers about 98 percent of the land.
◆ The continent is divided into East Antarctica (which is largely composed of a high ice-covered plateau) and West
Antarctica (which is largely an ice sheet covering an archipelago of mountainous islands).
◆ East and West Antarctica are separated by the approximately 3,400-km long Transantarctic Mountains.
◆ The southernmost parts of the Atlantic, Paci�ic and Indian oceans converge into a cold oceanic water mass with
unique biological and physical characteristics. This zone is known as Antarctic Convergence.
Human settlements:
◆ Humans do not live in Antarctica permanently. But, around 1,000 to 5,000 people live temporarily at the
science stations.
◆ Tourists visit Antarctica in the summers (November – February in the Southern Hemisphere)
Flora and Fauna:
◆ The animals include penguins, seals, nematodes, tardigrades and mites. Plant life includes some grass and shrubs,
algae, lichen, fungi, and bacteria.
Climate:
◆ Antarctica is a cold dry desert. It has yearly precipitation of only 200 mm (8 inches) near the sea and far less
inland.
The Antarctic Treaty System:
◆ The Antarctic Treaty System is the whole complex of arrangements made for the purpose of regulating
relations among states in the Antarctic.
◆ The Antarctic Treaty was signed in Washington on 1 December 1959 by the 12 countries whose scientists
had been active in and around Antarctica.
◆ It entered into force in 1961 and has since been acceded to by many other nations.
◆ The total number of Parties to the Treaty is now 54.
◆ India became a member of this treaty in 1983.
◆ As per the Treaty, Antarctica is de�ined as all of the land and ice shelves south of 60°S latitude.
Some important provisions of the treaty:
Antarctica shall be used for peaceful purposes only
◆ Freedom of scienti�ic investigation in Antarctica and cooperation toward that end shall continue
◆ Scienti�ic observations and results from Antarctica shall be exchanged and made freely available
◆

Differences between Arctic and Antartica:
Both Arctic and Antarctica are covered by
ice – so they appear similar in mostrespects.
But they are fundamentally very different.
Major Geographical Difference:
The biggest difference is that the Arctic is
sea surrounded by land while the Antarctic is land surrounded by sea .
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The Arctic is an ocean, covered by a thin layer of perennial sea ice and surrounded by land.
Antarctica is a continent, covered by a very thick ice cap and surrounded by a rim of sea ice and the Southern Ocean.
Topography:
◆ If you stand at the North Pole sea level is usually no more than 1m below your feet and the sea bed another 4,260m
below that. So, the Arctic region is more or less at the mean sea level.
◆ But, at the South Pole the altitude is about 2,835m on ice that is 2,700m thick. People arriving at the South pole by
plane experience altitude sickness.
Ice Cover:
◆ The Arctic region is covered with ice which is made of frozen sea water with some snow on top. It contains a large
proportion of multi year sea-ice that is 3-4m thick with some much thicker ridges. The ice may be �lat and smooth
or rough, having been broken up and refrozen together again.
◆ On the Antarctic, the ice is made from fresh water and snow. The ice is made from accumulated snowfall that has
built up because it never melts. In the winter, the Southern Ocean around the Antarctic continent also becomes
covered with sea ice. But every summer most of this sea ice melts.
Climate:
The Arctic is not as cold as the Antarctic region. This is because of three reasons.
◆ Effect of the sea: Sea temperature doesn’t fall below -2°C which means that the whole of the arctic polar region and
coastal regions are kept relatively warm even though the sea is covered by ice.
◆ Altitude: Antarctica is the highest of all the continents at an average height of 2,300m (7,546 feet or 1.4 miles)
more than twice the average height of Asia, the next in line and 3-6 times as high as the other continents. Temperature falls as altitude increases at the rate of about 1°C per 100m.
◆ Circumpolar winds and currents at the Antarctica: drive the weather in Antarctica round and round the continent.
In contrast, the weather in the Arctic spills out to the south and weather from the south spills into the arctic.
Animals:
◆ The Arctic has many large land animals including reindeer, musk ox, lemmings, arctic hares, arctic terns, snowy
owls, squirrels, arctic fox and polar bears.
◆ As the Arctic is a part of the land masses of Europe, North America and Asia, these animals can migrate south in the
winter and head back to the north again in the more productive summer months.
◆ The largest land animal in Antarctica is an insect, a wingless midge, Belgica antarctica, less than 1.3cm (0.5in)
long. There are no �lying insects.
◆ There are however a great many animals that feed in the sea though come onto the land for part or most of their
lives, these include huge numbers of adelie, chinstrap, gentoo, king, emperor, rockhopper and macaroni penguins.
Human Inhabitants:
◆ There are many indigenous peoples who live around the Arctic. There are representatives of many different
groups such as the Inuit, Chukchi, Sami, Yupik, Inupiat and others. Typically the people who live in the far north are
nomadic and are hunter/gatherers with the emphasis on hunting rather than gathering
◆ Antarctica has never had any native people living there. Antarctica has only ever been habited by scienti�ic
stations and their personnel who only stay for a year or two.
Antarctica has some important features hidden by the ice.

Lake Vostok:
◆ It has been covered by ice for at least 15 million years. The lake is 250 km long and 50 km wide. It is the
largest of Antarctica’s almost 400 known subglacial lakes.
Gamburtsev mountain chain:
◆ These are the size of the Alps, yet entirely buried under the ice.
◆ The Gamburtsev range has a nearby massive rift valley similar to the East African Great Rift Valley. It is called
the Lambert system.
Scientists used radar that can work under ice to survey the whole of Antarctica.

Impact of climate change on Arctic and Antarctica:

Scienti�ic research has shown that climate change is already negatively impacting the Arctic and Antarctica. The poles of
the Earth are more sensitive to any change in the planet’s climate than the rest of the planet. In the face of ongoing global
warming, the poles are warming faster than lower latitudes. The primary cause of this phenomenon is ice-albedo feedback where, by melting, ice uncovers darker land or ocean beneath, which then absorbs more sunlight, causing more
heating.
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Decline of sea ice:
◆ Sea ice is currently in decline in area, extent, and volume and summertime sea ice may cease to exist sometime
during the 21st century.
Permafrost thaw:
◆ Higher temperatures cause permafrost thawing in the polar regions. The thawing of the various types of permafrost could release large amounts of carbon into the atmosphere. In the permafrost there is twice as much carbon
as in the atmosphere.
◆ In 2019, a report called “Arctic report card” estimated the current greenhouse gas emissions from Arctic permafrost as almost equal to the emissions of Russia or Japan or less than 10% of the global emissions from fossil fuels.
Effect on ocean circulation:
◆ There is also a possibility of a more general disruption of ocean circulation, which may lead to an ocean anoxic
event.
◆ Oceanic anoxic events or anoxic events are periods wherein large expanses of Earth’s oceans were depleted of
dissolved oxygen (O2), creating toxic waters.
Threat to Biodiversity:
◆ The polar waters are bound to grow warmer because of climate change, which consequently raises the possibility
that animal and plant species from warmer areas will move to the polar region.
◆ The less severe winters in tundra areas allow shrubs such as alders and dwarf birch to replace moss and lichens.
Territorial Claims:
◆ Growing evidence that global warming is shrinking polar ice has added to the urgency of several nations’ Arctic
territorial claims in hopes of establishing resource development and new shipping lanes, in addition to protecting
sovereign rights.
◆ At the Arctic Ocean Conference, Foreign Ministers and other of�icials representing the �ive countries (greenland,
Canada, Norway, Russia and the United States) announced the Ilulissat Declaration on 28 May 2008.
Indian missions and expeditions to Antarctica:
◆ The Indian Antarctic expeditions began in 1981. The �irst trip consisted of a team of 21 scientists and support staff
led by Dr SZ Qasim.
◆ This marked the start of India’s Southern Ocean expeditions under the environmental protocol of the Antarctic
Treaty (1959).
◆ After a humble beginning, the Indian Antarctic programme has now been credited to have built three permanent
research base stations in Antarctica named Dakshin Gangotri, Maitri, and Bharati.
◆ Dakshin Gangotri: The �irst permanent settlement was built in 1983 and named Dakshin Gangotri.
◆ Maitri: The second permanent settlement, Maitri, was put up in 1989 on the Schirmacher Oasis and has been
conducting experiments in geology, geography and medicine. India built this station close to a freshwater lake
around Maitri known as Lake Priyadarshini. Maitri accomplished the mission of geomorphologic mapping of Schirmacher Oasis.
◆ Bharati: It was established in 2015. It is located beside Larsmann Hill. This newest research station for oceanographic research. It will collect evidence of continental breakup to reveal the 120-million-year-old ancient history
of the Indian subcontinent.
◆ As of today, India has two operational research stations in Antarctica named Maitri and Bharati. The National
Centre for Polar and Ocean Research (NCPOR), Goa, manages the entire Indian Antarctic program.
◆ The 40th Indian Scienti�ic Expedition to Antarctica (ISEA) departed for the South Pole from Mormugao Port,
Goa with 43 members on board, January 5, 2021.
◆ Cautious steps have been taken to avoid contraction and spread of the novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) on
board the expedition vessel and the virus reaching Antarctica.
Mould your thought:

1) The Arctic and Antarctica are literally polar opposites. Elaborate.
Approach to the answer:
◆ Introduction
◆ Write about how both look similar from a bird’s eye view.
◆ Enumerate the differences
◆ Conclude that they are really dissimilar

Source : PIB, NASA, Down To Earth
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GEOGRAPHY

Firesafety in India
The risk of �ire in urban areas has increased over the years and the rising cost of �ire losses are
increasing at a greater rate than the measures devised to control them. Human negligence also
plays a key role in such accidents. The proper laws should be in place to tackle the issue. As the
country is facing many hazards like biological, chemical, knowing about �ire incidents and �ire
safety is important from UPSC mains point of view.

In news: Fire incidents are on a high in the country.
Placing it in syllabus: Geography

Static dimensions
◆ Salient features of Fire Decision
Support System (FDSS)
◆ GIS based Fire Hazard and Risk Analysis

Content:

Current dimensions
◆ Present status of �ire accidents in India
◆ Major Laws in India governing Fire
Safety and Governance
◆ The Problems in the Current Structure
◆ Fire safety audit

Present status of �ire accidents in India:
◆ Every year, in India, about 25,000 persons die due to �ires and related causes.
◆ Female accounts for about 66% of those killed in �ire accidents.
◆ However, no comprehensive data is available in India on the economic losses suffered on account of �ires.
◆ According to one estimate, the major losses reported by the Indian Insurance Companies in the year
2007-2008 indicate that about 45% of the claims are due to �ire losses.
◆ Fire losses are reported both in industrial and non-industrial premises like hospitals, commercial complexes, educational institutions, assembly halls, hotels, residential buildings, etc…
◆ According to Fire Risk Survey (FRS) 2013, carried out by Federation of Indian Chambers and Industry in
India, �ire accounted for 8.45% of the overall ranking of risks.
◆ According to National Crime Records Bureau (NCRB) �igures 17,700 Indians died and 48 people every day
due to �ire accidents in 2015.
◆ Maharashtra and Gujarat, the two most highly urbanised states, account for about 30% of the country’s �ire
accident deaths.
◆ According to India Risk Surveys 2018, outbreak of �ire poses risks to business continuity and operations and
ranks India at 3rd position in �ire incidents, especially in Northern and Western regions of India.
◆ According to the Accidental Deaths and Suicides in India report of 2015, residential buildings are most
prone to �ire outbreaks.
◆ Past incidents show that most �ire accidents take place due to three major reasons: electrical short circuit
and gas cyclinder/stove bursts, human negligence, and ill-formed habits.

Major laws in India governing Fire Safety and Governance:
National Building Code (NBC):
◆ The National Building Code is published by the Bureau of Indian Standards (BIS). It is the basic model
code in India on matters relating to building construction and �ire safety. The �irst edition of NBC was
published in 1970.
◆ The second edition of NBC was published in 2005 and the recent edition of the NBC was published in 2016
which is the third one. As �ire prevention and �ire protection is a state subject, rules for �ire prevention and
�ire protection are laid in the form of State Regulations or Municipal By-Laws.
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The NBC classify the buildings into the following 9 groups:
Residential
Educational
Institutional
Assembly
Business
Mercantile
Industrial
Storage
Hazardous

The code broadly covers the following areas:
◆ Fire prevention: This covers aspects of �ire prevention pertaining to the design and construction of buildings. It also describes the various types of buildings materials and their �ire rating.
◆ Life Safety: This covers life safety provisions in the event of �ire and similar emergencies, also addressing
construction and occupancy features that are necessary to minimise danger to life from �ire, smoke, fumes or
panic.
◆ Fire Protection: Covers signi�icant accessories and their related components and guidelines for selecting the
correct type of equipment and installations meant for �ire protection depending upon the classi�ications and
type of building.

The guidelines for �ire drills and evacuations for high-rise buildings are also speci�ied. It mandates the
appointment of a quali�ied �ire of�icer and trained staff for signi�icant land uses.

Oil Industry Safety Directorate (OISD) under the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas formulates and coordinates
the implementation of a series of self-regulatory measures aimed at enhancing the safety in the oil & gas industry in
India.
Procedure followed:
The �ire safety norms as per NBC states that buildings above 15 metre in height would require a NoC from the
�ire safety department.
The procedure involves two stages mainly:
◆
◆

Prior to construction of a building wherein building plans are approved and �ire safety recommendations are
issued.
After the construction of the building before commencing occupancy, when all the recommended �ire and life
safety measures have been provided.

Fire Safety Certi�icate (FSC) needs to be issued after veri�ication. The FSC’s are to be renewed after a period of 5
years for residential buildings and 3 years for non-residential buildings including hotels.

The Model Building ByeLaws, 2003:
In 2003, the Union Ministry of Urban Development desired that the Model Building ByeLaws (MBBL) be
prepared, in view of the Bhuj Earthquake that had occurred in 2001, to lay focus on the safety of buildings and
for the guidance of state governments.

◆

Under the MBBL◆ Point-speci�ic responsibility for all �ire-related clearance rests with the Chief Fire Of�icer.
◆ The concerned Development Authority shall refer the building plans to the Chief Fire Of�icer for obtaining
clearance in respect of buildings.
◆ The Chief Fire Of�icer shall issue the ‘No Objection Certi�icate’ from the viewpoint of �ire safety and means of
escape, after satisfying himself that all the �ire protection measures have been implemented and are functional as per approved plans.
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The Chief Fire Of�icer shall renew the �ire clearance in respect of the following buildings on an annual
basis:
1) Public entertainment and assembly
2) Hospitals
3) Hotels
4) Underground shopping complex

The Problems in the current structure:
◆ Majority of the buildings lack NoC from the �ire department and continue to sustain huge populations at
the risk of their lives.
◆ Poorly enforced regulations lead to thousands of deaths in �ires across India every year.
◆ Many residential areas in metropolitan cities like Delhi, Kolkata, Chennai and Bangalore are no longer
distinguishable from planned industrial areas.
◆ The municipal corporations and local bodies are responsible for providing �ire services in many states, but
due to lack of resources, �ire services are ill equipped in providing adequate �ire safety cover to the population.
◆ According to the Ministry of Home Affairs, in 144 towns with a population over 1 lakh, there is a huge de�iciency of �ire �ighting infrastructure.
◆ Laxity in following �ire safety measures caused many major �ires in various occupancies and some of them
even resulted in catastrophes.
◆ There are many of�ices, high rise buildings and religious places having �ire�ighting equipment installed but
hardly any person has the knowledge of using them.
◆ The lack of maintenance makes the equipment dysfunctional.

Fire safety audit:
◆ Fire Safety Audit (FSA) is found to be an effective tool for assessing �ire Safety standards of an organization or
an occupancy.
◆ It is aimed to assess the building for compliance with the NBC, relevant Indian Standards and the legislations enacted by State Governments and Local Bodies, on �ire prevention, �ire protection and life safety measures.
◆ A comprehensive �ire safety audit can address the inherent �ire hazards associated with the day to day
activities in an occupancy and recommend measures to reduce the potential �ire hazards.
◆ NBC of India recommends for periodical �ire safety inspection by the key personnel of the occupants of the
building to ensure �ire safety standards.
December
2020
◆ In case of industrial buildings, the statutory authorities insist for �ire safety audit by external
agencies
depending on the type of activity and the nature of the materials handled in the building.
◆ Maharashtra Fire Prevention and Life Safety Measures Rules, 2009, made it mandatory for building
owners and residents to conduct half-yearly �ire safety audits and submit the report to the �ire department.
Issues:
◆ However, there are no clear cut provisions in any of the safety legislations in India regarding the scope, objectives, methodology and periodicity of a �ire safety audit.
◆ The “licensed agencies” who conduct �ire audit has also been entrusted with the work of “installations” and
“maintenance” of �ire�ighting systems and this has resulted in diluting the scope and methodology of the
audit.
◆ It is also doubtful whether the so called “licensed agencies” have the required calibre / expertise in conducting an effective �ire safety audit.

As FSA is found to be an effective tool to assess �ire safety standards of an organisation or an occupancy, it should
be made mandatory all over India at least once in a year by independent agencies.
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Salient features of Fire Decision Support System (FDSS):
FDSS is a dynamic web-based application aimed at supporting decision makers to take optimal decisions on complex
tasks, such as resource prepositioning, gap analysis, prioritization, and resource optimization along with the
day-to-day tasks. It enables the apex �ire management authority to provide the entire country’s �ire agencies information on a single platform.
The salient features of the FDSS platform include:
◆ Web based application built using . NET Framework 3.5 utilizing the GIS capabilities of an open source GIS
Platform.
◆ Multi-tier system architecture that follows the Object Oriented Programming model with the following
objectives: Loose coupling between the various tiers – presentation, business and data, Ease of development and
deployment
◆ Ability to navigate, query and render the spatial data
◆ Ability to view and query the outputs in a tabular format
◆ A powerful reporting engine that enables a set of pre-formatted reports that provide various views of the
outputs from the model
◆ A thematic map generator that uses the underlying GIS platform to depict the outputs from the model as
pre-designed thematic maps.

GIS based Fire Hazard and Risk Analysis:
Geographic Information System (GIS) is a computer- based system to aid in the collection, maintenance,
storage, analysis, output and distribution of spatial data information.
◆ GIS technologies have been used in �ire analysis related to the optimum location of Fire Stations.
◆ Unlike a �lat paper map, a GIS-generated map can represent many layers of different information which
provides a unique way of thinking about geographic space.
◆ By linking map databases, GIS enables users to visualize, manipulate, analyze and display spatial data.
◆ GIS technology based approach is cost-effective and provides accurate solutions in an expanding range of
applications.
◆ Hence the following approach is used for �ire risk analysis in many Indian States.
◆ The GIS layers used as base administrative layers and other dependant layers that have been used in GIS
based �ire risk analyses are:
◆

�. State administrative boundary layers
2. District administrative boundary layers
3. Rail network
4. Major (highways) and main road networks
5. Minor roads/ street road networks
6. Locations of cities, and major towns with their names
7. State level Land use land cover maps
8. Demarcation of residential, commercial and industrial built-up areas
9. Census population data 2011
10.Geographical locations (latitude, longitude) of operational Fire Stations

GIS maps for administrative boundary layers such as State, and district are based on published Census
2011 data. Currently, Census 2011 has published only district level demographic data. Classi�ied land use and
land cover data is the backbone in �ire hazard and risk analysis.

The use of smoke detectors, �ire alarms, automatic sprinklers, water mist systems, clean agent suppression system
should be encouraged, especially in high rise buildings. Passive �ire protection systems should have a major role in
�ire protection.
Mould your thought:

1) How effective is the �ire �ighting system in India? Discuss the features of Fire Decision
Support System (FDSS).
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Approach to the answer:
◆ Write the status of �ire accidents in India
◆ Write about the codes and bylaws used
◆ Write the features of FDSS
◆ Brief about �ire safety audit as a measure to reduce �ire incidents and conclude.

Source : Down to earth, The Hindu

GEOGRAPHY

Flash Droughts
Monsoon is normally associated with �lash �loods. But a team of Indian researchers found that a
kind of rapidly developing drought also manifests during the prominent rainy season.
In news: A recent study predicts more Flash Droughts in India by the end of the century
Placing it in syllabus: Geography

Static dimensions
◆ What are Flash Droughts?
◆ Causes of Flash Droughts
◆ Effects of Flash Droughts on Agriculture
◆ Reasons for their increase in India
◆ Prevention and Mitigation Measures

Content

What are Flash Droughts?
◆ Flash droughts refers to a severe drought kind of situation that develops very quickly and are characterized by rapid soil moisture depletion.
◆ Normally, drought conditions take months to develop and are caused by prolonged lack of precipitation or
rains.
◆ But Flash droughts are an extreme climate phenomena that happen within a week or in two weeks’ time
and intensify very quickly.
◆ In India, most of the �lash droughts occur during the Monsoon Season.
◆ Researchers from the Indian Institute of Technology, Gandhinagar identi�ied 39 �lash droughts during
1951-2018 and found that 82 per cent of those occurred during the monsoon season.
Droughts
Drought is a de�iciency in precipitation over an extended period.
◆ It is a normal, recurrent feature of climate that occurs in virtually all climate zones.
◆

The prolonged period of abnormally low rainfall, leads to a shortage of water.
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Classi�ication:
◆ Meteorological Drought: classi�ied based on rainfall de�iciency with respect to long term average, where
25% or less is normal, 26-50% is moderate and more than 50% is severe.
◆ Hydrological Drought: de�ined as de�iciencies in surface and subsurface water supplies leading to a lack of
water for normal and speci�ic needs. Such conditions arise even in times of average (or above average) precipitation when increased usage of water diminishes the reserves.
◆ Agricultural Drought: it’s identi�ied with soil moisture de�iciency in relation to meteorological droughts and
climatic factors and their impacts on agricultural production and economic pro�itability.
Drought Prone Areas:
◆ In India, around 68% of the land area is prone to drought to varying degrees.
◆ The 35% area which receives rainfall between 750 mm and 1125 mm is considered drought prone
◆ 33% receiving less than 750 mm is chronically drought prone.Meteorological Drought: classi�ied based
on rainfall de�iciency with respect to long term average, where 25% or less is normal, 26-50% is moderate and
more than 50% is severe.

Causes of Flash Droughts
We know very little about �lash droughts — or ‘hidden hazards’ — when compared to research available on
long-term droughts.
◆ But, scientists agree that �lash droughts are mostly driven by heat waves and very high temperatures.
◆ They are usually affected by conditions that lead to abnormally high evapotranspiration (ET) rates such as
abnormally high temperatures, winds, and/or incoming radiation.
◆ Several factors including atmospheric anomalies, anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions play an
important role.
◆ A considerably long dry spell with signi�icantly low precipitation anomalies during the monsoon results in an
increase in air temperature.
◆ Increased air temperature and precipitation de�icit together cause a rapid depletion of soil moisture
leading to �lash drought.
◆ Therefore, �lash droughts in the monsoon season are primarily caused by the monsoon breaks. However, �lash
droughts can also occur due to delayed onset of the summer.
◆ In India, prolonged dry spells during the monsoon season — are leading to a �lash drought. This happens
because rains stay away for 15-20 days at a stretch.
Effects of Flash Droughts on Agriculture:
◆ Flash droughts are mainly concentrated in the monsoon season in the majority of India.
◆ They affect crop production and pose challenges in meeting increased irrigation demands
◆ This can adversely affect maize and rice grown in the Kharif (June-September) season.
◆ About 10-15 per cent areas under cultivation of rice and maize were affected by �lash droughts during
the monsoon seasons in India between 1951 and 2018, a recent study has found.
◆ In 1979, India faced a severe �lash drought, affecting about 40% of the country and taking a toll on
agriculture. The big granaries of Uttar Pradesh and Andhra were affected, and the country suffered a loss of
about ₹5,000 crores.
Reasons for increase in Flash Droughts in India
◆ The ongoing climate change has caused a signi�icant increase in global temperature and this can lead to
more and more �lash droughts in the coming years.
◆ Around the world, stronger El Niño weather patterns and the ongoing climate breakdown are bringing
harsher and more frequent droughts. India is also hard hit by this.
◆ The changes in greenhouse gas emissions, industrial aerosols, and land-use/land-cover can disrupt the
pattern of summer monsoon precipitation, sea surface temperature, and air temperature over India.
◆ Scientists predict that as temperatures continue to rise with global heating and populations grow, Indian
region will experience harsher water shortages.
◆ A recent study by researchers from IIT Gandhinagar concluded that the frequency of concurrent hot and
dry extremes is projected to rise by about �ive-fold. This may cause an approximately seven-fold increase
in �lash droughts like 1979 by the end of the 21st century
◆ This increased frequency of �lash droughts can have deleterious implications for crop production, irrigation demands and groundwater abstraction in India.
◆
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Groundwater depletion
◆ Groundwater is the source of 40% of India’s water needs and it is depleting at an unsustainable rate
◆ As per NITI Aayog’s 2018 report 21 Indian cities – including Delhi, Bengaluru, Chennai and Hyderabad – are
expected to run out of groundwater by 2020
◆ 40% of India’s population will have no access to drinking water by 2030
Prevention and Mitigation Measures
◆ Flash droughts have severe impacts and occur when regular drought conditions rapidly intensify.
◆ This makes it more urgent to accurately identify the physical processes behind their origins.
◆ Early-warning systems (EWS) that could identify trends in climate and sources of water were needed to
detect the emergence or probability of the occurrence of �lash droughts.
◆ EWS and drought monitoring helps in formulating an effective, proactive drought policy.
◆ If the ‘Paris Agreement’ goals are met and global warming is restricted to well below 2 degrees C, the numbers and frequency of the projected �lash droughts may go down.
Mould your thought:

1) How are Flash droughts different from normal droughts? What can be done to reduce
the effects of �lash droughts in India?
Approach to the answer:
◆ De�ine Flash droughts
◆ Identify the differences between �lash droughts and normal droughts
◆ Brie�ly discuss the effects of �lash droughts in India
◆ Mention the prevention and mitigation measures
◆ Conclusion
Source : The Hindu, Down To Earth

GEOGRAPHY

Domestic Exploration of Lithium
In a major development, India has discovered its maiden lithium reserves discovery in the igneous
rocks located in the Marlagalla-Allapatna region of Karnataka’s Mandya district. Though the
discovery is very small in size in the present and stands at only 1,600 tonnes of lithium, it marks an
initial success for the nation’s attempts to domestically mine the metal in India
In news: India �inds a small deposit in Karnataka’s Mandya District
Placing it in syllabus: Geography

Dimension
◆ About lithium
◆ Geographical Areas for mining in India
and Abroad
◆ Strategic Importance
◆ Government initiatives

Content

Preliminary surveys by the Atomic Minerals Directorate for Exploration and Research (AMD) have shown the
presence of 1,600 tonnes of lithium resources in the igneous rocks of the Marlagalla-Allapatna region of Karnata
ka’s Mandya district.
About Lithium
◆ Lithium is a widely used chemical element.
◆ Under standard conditions, it is the lightest metal and the lightest solid element.
◆ It is highly reactive and �lammable, and must be stored in mineral oil.
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◆
◆
◆
◆
◆

It appears as soft, silvery-white metal,and is an alkali metal and a rare metal.
The alkali metals consist of the chemical elements lithium, sodium, potassium, rubidium, caesium, and francium. Together with hydrogen they constitute group 1, which lies in the s-block of the periodic table.
These metals are strategic in nature with wide application in the nuclear and other high tech industries
such as electronics, telecommunication, information technology, space, defense etc.
It was �irst discovered in 1817 by Swedish chemist Johan August Arfwedson in the mineral petalite.
Lithium is also found in brine deposits and as salts in mineral springs and pegmatite ores

Geographical Areas for mining in India and Abroad
Lithium production has greatly increased since the end of World War II. The main sources of lithium are
brines and ores.
◆ The world’s top four lithium-producing countries from 2019, as reported by the US Geological Survey
(USGS) are Australia, Chile, China and Argentina.
◆ The intersection of Chile, Bolivia, and Argentina make up the region known as the Lithium Triangle.
◆ The Lithium Triangle is known for its high quality salt �lats including Bolivia’s Salar de Uyuni, Chile’s Salar de
Atacama, and Argentina’s Salar de Arizaro.
◆ The Lithium Triangle is believed to contain over 75% of existing known lithium reserves.
◆ India currently meets all its lithium demand and needs by means of imports.
◆

Lithium Extraction:
◆ Lithium can be extracted in different ways, depending on the type of the deposit.
◆ It is generally done either through solar evaporation of large brine pools or by hard-rock extraction of the ore.
◆ India currently does not have any mines of Lithium.
◆ In India, alongside the rock mining at Mandya, there is some potential for recovering lithium from the brines
of Sambhar and Pachpadra in Rajasthan, and Rann of Kachchh in Gujarat.
The major mica belts in Rajasthan, Bihar, and Andhra Pradesh, and the pegmatite belts in Odisha and
Chhattisgarh apart from Karnataka, are the other potential geological domains.
Strategic Importance of Lithium:
Li thium and its compounds have several industrial applications, including heat-resistant glass and ceramics, lithium grease lubricants, �lux additives for iron, steel and aluminium production, lithium batteries, and
lithium-ion batteries.
◆ The principal industrial applications for lithium metal are in metallurgy, where the active element is used as
a scavenger (remover of impurities) in the re�ining of such metals as iron, nickel, copper, and zinc and
their alloys.
◆ It is also extensively used in the production of other organic chemicals, especially pharmaceuticals.
◆ Lithium metal is used to make useful alloys such as lead alloy to make ‘white metal’ bearings for motor
engines, with aluminium to make aircraft parts, and with magnesium to make armour plates.
◆ It is also used in thermonuclear reactions. Lithium (Li-7) as a hydroxide is important in controlling the
chemistry of pressurised water reactor (PWR) cooling systems. It is a key component of �luoride coolant in
molten salt reactors.
◆
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◆

◆

◆

◆
◆

Because of its light weight and large negative electrochemical potential, lithium metal serves as the anode
(negative electrode) in many non rechargeable lithium primary batteries that power electric vehicles (EVs),
laptops and mobile phones.
The push for greener technologies to mitigate climate change have enhanced the strategic importance of Lithium. High-power rechargeable lithium storage batteries are an integral component of greener electric vehicles and power storage
2021 is likely to be an in�lection point for battery technology – with several potential improvements to the
li-ion technology, and alternatives to this tried-and-tested formulation in advanced stages of commercialisation.
Over 165 crore lithium batteries are estimated to have been imported into India between 2016-17 and
2019-20, at an estimated import bill of upwards of $3.3 billion.
Moreover, China is a major source of lithium-ion energy storage products being imported into India. Therefore
securing Lithium supply is essential for the success of India’s economic offensive against China.

Government initiatives
India is seen as a late mover in attempts to enter the lithium value chain
◆ Alongside a move to tap into the global lithium value chain, India has initiated a concerted domestic exploration push.
◆ Atomic Minerals Directorate for Exploration and Research (AMD), an arm of the Department of Atomic
Energy, is carrying out surface and subsurface exploration for lithium in potential geological domains of
India.
◆ Exploratory work to extract lithium from the brine pools of Rajasthan and Gujarat and the mica belts of
Odisha and Chhattisgarh is underway.
◆ The new company, Khanij Bidesh India Ltd, was incorporated in August 2019 by three state-owned companies, NALCO, Hindustan Copper, and Mineral Exploration Ltd.
◆ It’s speci�ic mandate is to acquire strategic mineral assets such as lithium and cobalt abroad. The company is learnt to be also exploring options in Chile and Bolivia.
◆ In 2020, India’s newly-�loated state-owned company Khanij Bidesh India Ltd had signed an agreement with
an Argentinian �irm to jointly prospect lithium in the South American country. It has the third largest reserves
of the metal in the world.
◆

Mould your thought:

1)Discuss the strategic importance of Lithium for India. What steps have been taken by Indian
government to ensure its adequate supply?
Approach to the answer:
◆ Introduction
◆ Mention the Strategic uses of Lithium
◆ Mention the Import dependence of India
◆ Discuss the recent initiatives of the government
◆ Conclusion

Source : Indian Express
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Law to keep check on private hospitals
The dearth of public health facilities during COVID and the exorbitant prices charged by private
hospitals have revealed the necessity of strengthening public health infrastructure so that they can
equip themselves appropriately to handle such pandemics in the future. The pandemic has also
thrown light on the requirement of government keeping checks and controls over the private hospitals.

In news: House panel moots law to keep a check on private hospitals
Placing it in syllabus: Governance

Dimensions
◆ In news
◆ Recommendations of the Parliamentary
Committee
◆ Importance of the recommendations
◆ Problems of the private health sector

Content:
In news:

Parliamentary Committee on Home Affairs on the management of the Covid-19 pandemic in the country recently
submitted its report to Rajya Sabha. The committee is headed by Rajya Sabha MP Anand Sharma.
The Committee has made a detailed assessment of four aspects:
◆ Country’s preparedness
◆ Augmentation of health infrastructure
◆ Social impact
◆ Economic impact
Recommendations of the Parliamentary Committee:
On preparedness:
◆ It proposes to draw up a national plan and guidelines under NDMA, 2005 and Epidemic Diseases Act,
1897.
◆ A separate wing may be formed in the NDMA that will specialise in handling pandemics like COVID-19 in
future. This wing may take a leading role in building a partnership of government with the public sector,
corporates, NGOs and other stakeholders.
On Health infrastructure:
◆ A need for a comprehensive Public Health Act preferably at the national level with suitable legal provisions
to support the Government in keeping checks and controls over the private hospitals.
◆ This recommendation is based on the reports about the selling of hospital beds by private hospitals during the
pandemic.
◆ The Act should keep a check on the black marketing of medicines and ensure product standardization.
◆ The government should be proactive by holding awareness campaigns on cheaper and effective repurposed
medicines to prevent people from panicking and spending huge amounts of money on expensive drugs.
◆ The target should be to make Covid-19 treatment cashless for all people that are having insurance
coverage.
◆ Good quality and affordable medicines should be provided to everyone, especially at a cheaper or subsidised rate to the marginalised sections of the society at the time of pandemics like COVID-19.
◆ Measures should be taken to avoid social stigma and fear of isolation and quarantine, by making people
aware and treating them with respect and empathy.
On Social impact due to lockdown & pandemic:
◆ Consumption had been severely curtailed due to huge job loss and fall in income due to the lockdown and the
GDP had a contraction of 23.9% in the �irst quarter of 2020-21.
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More interventions and schemes are required to support the recovery and to sustain economic revival
especially for the MSME (Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises) sector.
◆ As the schools were shut down many children were deprived of mid-day meals. It recommended that the
Ministry of Home Affairs along with the Department of Food and Public Distribution may take up the matter
with the State Governments to ensure that the local administrations are delivering the rations/ allowances in time and this should be continued until the schools reopen.
◆ As migrant workers returned to their home states, the task of identifying the location and disbursing relief
measures to the migrant workers became very dif�icult due to lack of data on migrant workers with the
Central Government.
◆ In this regard the committee strongly recommended that a national database on migrant workers be launched
at the earliest.
◆ It recommended that until the One Nation, One Ration Card is implemented in all states/UTs, inter-state
operability of ration cards should be allowed.
Importance of the recommendations:
◆ Helps in assuring proper availability of ICU beds in private and public sector hospitals at the time of pandemics.
◆ Private hospitals can be made accessible and affordable to everyone.
◆ Promotes transparency and accountability in the health care system.
◆ Helps to promote fair practices in insurance claiming.
◆ Makes the medicines affordable by the common man.
◆ The nation wide migrants database may include records of returning migrant labourers including details
about their source and destination, earlier employment details and the nature of their skills. This would help
in skill development and planning for the transit of migrant workers in a similar emergency in the future.
Problems of the private health sector:
According to the �inancial results for the �irst quarter (April to June) of 2020-21, during the “COVID quarter”,
many listed private hospitals have taken a hit compared to the corresponding quarter in 2019-20. E.g. Fortis
Healthcare’s bed occupancy rate in pre-COVID times was 65-70% but had slumped to 51%.
◆ During the COVID-19 lockdown people postponed their elective surgeries.
◆ It also dried up the usually steady in�low of people with chronic illnesses that need regular in-facility interventions such as dialysis, chemotherapy, blood transfusions, etc…
◆ Due to the shutdown of international �lights, foreign patients also stopped visiting India for surgeries and
medical tourism declined.
◆ The additional need to sanitise the premises and give protective gear to healthcare staff added a new element
to their costs.
◆ The staff had to be regularly quarantined, making the workforce sparse.
◆ Some hospitals had to give monetary bonuses to staff to encourage them to come to work despite the risk.
◆ The government’s decision to clamp down on prices and force hospitals to reserve beds for COVID-19 also
hurt their bottomline.
◆ Private hospitals don’t get any �inancial help unlike public hospitals and must generate their own revenues
and pro�its. (India’s central government budget estimate for the health ministry is Rs 67,111 crore. This is
apart from state government budgets for healthcare. Many state governments also have health insurance
schemes, which also reimburse the private sector for treatment of those who cannot afford it).
◆

But according to NGOs, private hospitals charged high because they looked for business during COVID crisis. Everything was charged from an individual patient.e.g. each patient was billed separately for PPEs during the pandemic.
Private hospitals’ complaints about quarantining their staff when even public hospitals have had to do the same with
their staff is questionable.
Mould your thought:

1) The Parliamentary Committee recommendations on the management of the Covid-19
pandemic help in strengthening the public health care system. Critically analyze.
Approach to the answer:
◆ Explain the recommendations in detail.
◆ Write the importance of such recommendations
◆ Write the criticisms by taking problems of private hospital into consideration
◆ Give a balanced conclusiond towards each other
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Rationalisation of Autonomous bodies
Autonomous bodies are crucial to the government’s functioning. But, questions have been raised
about the transparency and accountability of autonomous bodies in India. The functioning and
governance of such bodies can be the focus of UPSC.

In news: The Union Government is considering rationalizing over 120 autonomous bodies
Placing it in syllabus: Governance

Dimensions
◆ What are autonomous bodies?
◆ Relevance of autonomous bodies
◆ Funding of autonomous bodies
◆ Scheme and need for rationalisation

Content

What are autonomous bodies?
◆ An Autonomous Body (AB) is set up by the government for a speci�ic purpose.
◆ They are set up whenever certain functions need to be discharged with some amount of independence and
�lexibility without day-to-day interference of the Governmental machinery.
◆ These are set up by the Ministries/Departments concerned with the subject matter.
◆ They are either registered as societies under the Societies Registration Act or in certain cases they have
been set up as statutory institutions under the provisions contained in various Acts.

Relevance of autonomous bodies:
Autonomous bodies are engaged in diverse activities of the government.
◆ They are involved in formulating frameworks for policies, conducting research, and preserving the
cultural heritage, etc.
◆ Therefore, they are a major stakeholder in the government’s functioning.
Funding of Autonomous Bodies
◆ Most of the Autonomous Bodies receive money from the Central Government by way of grants-in-aid.
◆ The amount of such grants depends on the extent to which such institutes generate internal resources of
their own.
◆ These grants are regulated by the Ministry of Finance through their instructions as well as the instructions
relating to powers for creation of posts and etc.
◆ According to the Budget documents, outlays to these bodies is a staggering Rs 72,200 crore.
◆ Over 40% of the funds allocated to these bodies are used for payment of salaries.
◆ These Autonomous Bodies are audited by the Comptroller and Auditor General (CAG), and the annual
report is presented in the Parliament every year.
◆

Scheme and need for rationalisation:
There are many governance issues in Autonomous Bodies that need review. Some of the pressing matters are:
Lax accountability:
◆ There have been complaints that AB’s don’t follow the policies of the government.
◆ As these bodies are funded by taxpayer’s money, demands were raised to make them more accountable similar to the government departments.
Non-transparent Recruitment:
◆ Autonomous Bodies employ a considerable number of people. However, There is no uniformity in rules for
recruitment.
◆ Unlike the government and the public sector undertakings, in which the recruitment is done by a centralised
body such as the Staff Selection Committee (SSC), the Union Public Service Commission (UPSC) there is no
such body for AB’s recruitments.
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Ineffective Functioning:
◆ The senior ministry of�icials do not attend the autonomous body meetings due to lack of time.
◆ They instead nominate junior of�icials who often lack the jurisdiction to take meaningful decisions during the
meetings.

Lost Way and Purpose:
◆ Once created, the entities keep on surviving, many of them not serving any meaningful purpose.
◆ Some bodies created during Asian Games in India in 1982, for instance, were shut down only recently.
◆ Also, the boards were merely advisory in nature and failed to impact on in�luencing policy-making while they
became vehicles of “political patronage” with the emergence of a ‘middleman culture’.
Lack monitoring and oversight:
The exact count of these bodies is not known, with estimates ranging from 400 to 650.
Therefore, the main concern of the Government is that ABs are required to be reviewed and rationalised.

◆

This would improve their outcomes, effectiveness and ef�iciency, utilisation of �inancial and human resources,
and improve monitoring and oversight.

To address these issues the central government constituted a Committee for Review of Autonomous Bodies
(AB’s), chaired by Ratan Watal.
In its draft interim report, the committee recommended setting up umbrella structures of autonomous bodies
wherein a group of similar institutions may be brought together under an overarching framework.

In 2018, the Union cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Narendra Modi approved the proposal for closure of two
autonomous bodies, namely the Rashtriya Arogya Nidhi and Jansankhya Sthirata Kosh.

The rationalisation of AB’s is in consonance with the government’s vision of minimum government, maxmum
governance.

Mould your thought:

1) What are Autonomous Bodies? Is there a need for a comprehensive review and rationalisation
of autonomous bodies?
Approach to the answer:
◆ De�ine Autonomous bodies
◆ Functions of AB’s
◆ Problems with AB’s
◆ Conclusion

Source : Hindustan Times, Financial Express
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HISTORY
History

Legacy of Subhash Chandra Bose
The role of personalities in the freedom movement and their ideology in the political sphere are
often asked in UPSC. Further key places and events related to personalities are important.

In news: PM Narendra Modi recently recalled that Netaji Subhash Bose had unfurled the
Tricolour Indian �lag at Port Blair on 30th December 1943.
Placing it in syllabus: Modern Indian history
Dimensions
◆ C Bose timeline
◆ SC Bose and the new synthetic ideology of Samyavada
◆ SC Bose role in Indian National
Congress
◆ SC Bose role in Indian National Army
◆ Differences in outlook of Gandhiji and
SC Bose

Content:

SC Bose timeline:
Jan 23, 1897- Subhas Chandra Bose is born

Mar 29, 1911 – Bose got admitted to Presidency college
Mar 28, 1918 – He received his B.A. in philosophy

Mar 29, 1919- He passed the ICS exam, but turned down the job because he had to work under the British
Apr 24, 1919 – He left India for Great Britain

May 20, 1923 – He was elected leader of the All India Youth Council and secretary of the Bengal State Congress
Sep 14, 1925 – Bose was arrested

Mar 30, 1927 – He got released from prison and began working with Nehru
May 28, 1930 – Bose became mayor of Calcutta

Feb 28, 1938 – Bose accepted nomination as the INC presidential candidate
Oct 8, 1939 – He organised the All India Forward Bloc

Jan 19, 1941 – Bose escaped from India after it becomes hostile towards him
Aug 18, 1945 – Subhas Chandra Bose disappeared.

SC Bose and the new synthetic ideology of Samyavada:
◆ Netaji Bose, by his own admission in his book, “Indian Struggle”, (published in 1935) believed India needed
a political system that was a mix of fascism and communism – which he called samyavad.
◆ He made a special trip to Rome in 1935 to present a copy of his book to Italian dictator Benito Mussolini,
whom he greatly admired and whose ideals he would follow for the rest of his life.
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◆
◆

◆
◆

Bose’s reactionary views had naturally brought him into con�lict with the paci�ist leaders of Congress, most
notably Mahatma Gandhi and Pandit Nehru much earlier.
As early as 1930, in his inaugural speech as mayor of Calcutta, he had �irst time expressed his support for a
fusion of socialism and fascism.
In years that followed he would occasionally modify this radical doctrine, but would never abandon it entirely.
In late 1944, in a speech to students at Tokyo University, he asserted that “India must have a political system
of an authoritarian character that should be a synthesis between National Socialism and Communism.”
According to him, both Communism and Fascism believed in the supremacy of the State over the individual,
denounced parliamentary democracy, believed in party rule and in the ruthless suppression of all dissenting
minorities and a planned industrial reorganisation of the country.
These common traits will form the basis of the new synthesis of ‘Samyavada’ which means literally ‘the
doctrine of synthesis or equality’.
The Samyavada or doctrine of synthesis leads not only to socialism with due regard to national sentiment, but
also it points to a perfect balance between the material and the spiritual, between the East and the
West, between the past and the present.

His social outlook was also based on anti- communalism and an adherence to the principles of rationalism and atheism. He visualized Indian society beyond the hidebound traditionalist caste and religious identities and sought the
emergence of a modernist Indian identity which is thoroughly placed in the spiritual heritage of India (in�luence of
swami Vivekananda).

SC Bose role in Indian National Congress:
◆ On return from England Subhash met Mahatma Gandhi and on his advice he came into contact with Chitta
Ranjan Das.
◆ Subhas became his ardent disciple from 1921-25 and Bengal was his �ield of activities.
◆ He organised the congress party being attracted by the Non-cooperation movement.
◆ He along with Jawaharlal Nehru represented the left and progressive views inside congress.
◆ These two leaders became the symbol of change in the congress.
◆ In 1928 he attended the Calcutta session of Indian National Congress.
◆ Subhash-Jawahar group �irst tested their strength that they opposed the of�icial resolution moved by Mahatma Gandhi and secured 45% vote (the vote was on the dominion status to India and the opposition by Bose
and Nehru was based on the idea of Purna Swaraj).
◆ However both Jawahar and Subash pushed through the Karachi resolution of 1931, which besides endorsing
the Gandhi-Irwin pact included the principle of fundamental rights and national economic programme.
◆ The formation of congress socialist party in 1934 did not attract Subhash and Jawahar to its fold.
◆ They remained within congress and successfully pushed through progressive views.
◆ Subhash represented the young and extremist element in the congress and was elected its president in 1938
and again in 1939.
◆ He supported the extension of the nationalist movement to the princely states of India.
◆ The re-election of Subhash at the Tripuri Session of congress was against the expressed desire of Mahatma
Gandhi.
◆ Later he resigned from the party and formed his own political party, ‘Forward Block’.’
SC Bose role in Indian National Army:
An important development in the struggle for freedom during the Second World War was the formation and
activities of the Azad Hind Fauj, also known as the Indian National Army (INA).
◆ Rash Behari Bose, an Indian revolutionary who had escaped from India and had been living in Japan for
many years, set up the Indian independence league with the support of Indians living in the countries of
south-east Asia.
◆ When Japan defeated the British armies and occupied almost all the countries of south-East Asia, the league
formed the Indian National Army from among the Indian prisoners of war with the aim of liberating India
from the British rule.
◆ General Mohan Singh, who had been an of�icer in the British Indian army, played an important role in organizing this army.
◆ In the meantime, Subhas Chandra Bose had escaped from India in 1941 and gone to Germany to work for
India’s Independence.
◆
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In 1943, he came to Singapore to lead the Indian Independence league and rebuild the INA to make it an effective instrument for the freedom of India.
The Azad Hind Fauj comprised about 45,000 soldiers, among who were Indian prisoners of war as well as
Indians who were settled in various countries of south-east Asia.
On 21 October 1943, Subhash Bose, who was now popularly known as Netaji, proclaimed the formation of
the provisional government of independent India (Azad Hind) in Singapore.
Netaji went to the Andaman which had been occupied by the Japanese and hoisted the �lag of India.
In early 1944, three units of the Azad Hind Fauj (INA) took part in the attack on the north-eastern parts of
India to oust the British from India (Imphal campaign).

Differences in outlook of Gandhiji and SC Bose:

Both Gandhi and Subhash Chandra Bose differed in their approach and had a different understanding of political
reality.

◆
◆
◆

◆
◆
◆

Subhash Chandra Bose adopted violent means for the liberation of India and thus led Indian National Army.
Gandhi, on the other hand, was a �irm believer of non-violence and led peaceful mass protests.
Gandhi subscribed to the favoured trusteeship pattern of relation between Capitalist and labourers. Subhash
Chandra was a keen follower of radical leftist ideology and organized trade unions.
Bose wanted to grab the opportunity provided by the Second World War for India’s freedom, thus approached
Germany, Japan while Gandhi saw fascism and Nazism a greater danger to Indian polity and society thus
co-operated with British.
Religious teachings had great importance in the life of Gandhi while Subhash Chandra Bose was a leftist and
rationalist.
Gandhi’s idea of freedom was based on self-rule and rule over self. Bose viewed freedom not only in terms of
the political self-rule but also freedom from socioeconomic inequalities, casteism, intolerance etc.
Both Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose and Mahatma Gandhi were infallibly dedicated to the cause of Indian
freedom. In spite of all the differences in ideologies, both these great men admired and respected each other.
In 1942 Gandhi called Subhash Bose the “Prince among the Patriots” for his great love for the country.
Bose too admired Gandhi and in a radio broadcast from Rangoon in 1944, he called Mahatma Gandhi “The
Father of Our Nation.”

Mould your thought:

1) Subhash Chandra Bose represented an alternative political tradition in Indian national movement
which questioned the dominant line of the Indian politics. Critically Examine.
Approach to the answer:
◆ Write about ideology of Bose
◆ Write his contribution in INC
◆ Write why he quit congress and formed Indian National Army (INA)
◆ Write his differences of opinion with Gandhi
◆ Conclude with stating about the respect Gandhi and Bose had towards each other
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LAW AND POLICY
LAW AND POLICY

Using God’s name to sell products illegal:
Bombay HC
Faith is vulnerable to improper use. And stories of fake sadhus and deceitful sanyasis have long
been around. We often come across advertisements on TV and other media selling Yantras claiming special, miraculous and supernatural properties/qualities. Singers and such other celebrities
were shown in the ads talking about their experience. Such articles defraud the public in the name
of God.

In news: Using God’s name to sell articles illegal, rules Bombay High Court
Placing it in syllabus: Law & Policy

Dimensions
◆ Ruling of the Bombay High Court
◆ Main Provisions of Maharashtra’s Anti-Black Magic Act
◆ Need for Pan-India anti-superstition law

Content:

Ruling of the Bombay High Court:
◆ The Aurangabad bench of the Bombay High Court has declared that advertisement of any article using the
name of any God and claiming that it has supernatural qualities, is “illegal”
◆ Such advertisement falls under ambit of the Maharashtra Prevention and Eradication of Human Sacri�ice
and other Inhuman, Evil and Aghori Practices and Black Magic Act, 2013.
The high court’s verdict on the matter :
◆ held that telemarketers change the names of companies, God and Baba to show that each was a different
Yantra with supernatural powers.
◆ directed the State and Vigilance Of�icers to register such crimes, giving reports against persons who
make such advertisements and sell such articles.
◆ directed the State and Central governments to create separate cells in Mumbai to ensure that no such
advertisements were telecast as advertisement or in the name of programmes in Maharashtra.
◆ noted that even some highly educated people were apparently attracted to mantra-tantra and black
magic. In such a situation, the Black Magic Act was required to be enacted even in a progressive State like
Maharashtra.

The propagation for sale by advertisement of any article, naming it Yantra or otherwise, by attaching the name
of any God to such an article or any Baba, with the representation that these articles have special, miraculous and
supernatural properties would be illegal henceforth in Maharashtra.

What are Superstitions?
◆ Superstition is a kind of blind belief in supernatural powers that don’t have any scienti�ic explanation
behind it.
◆ Such beliefs and practices often vary from one person to another or from one culture to another.
◆ Superstitions can be very silly like a black cat crossing the road symbolizes bad luck, a crow cawing indicates
that guests are arriving, drinking milk after eating �ish causes skin diseases.
◆ They can be very serious and brutal criminal issues like the cases of witch-hunting and human-sacri�ices.
Main Provisions of Maharashtra’s Anti-Black Magic Act:
The of�icial name of the act is the Maharashtra Prevention and Eradication of Human Sacri�ice and other
Inhuman, Evil and Aghori Practices and Black Magic Act, 2013.
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The act is also known as the Anti-Superstition Act, Anti-Jaadu Tona Act or Jadu Tona Andhshradha Virodhi Act.

The salient features of the Act are as follows:
◆ The act criminalises practices related to black magic, human sacri�ices, use of magic remedies to cure
ailments and other such acts which may exploit people’s superstitions.
◆ It provides a clear de�inition of what constitutes evil and aghori practices and black magic.
◆ the appointment and training of vigilance of�icers, to investigate and report these crimes to the local police
station. The ranks of these of�icers are to be greater than the rank of a police inspector.
◆ The offences punishable under the act are considered to be cognizable and non-bailable offences.
◆ Even encouraging human sacri�ice has been criminalised in this law. (the human sacri�ice is already considered murder in India)
◆ Each infraction carries a minimum sentence of six months and a maximum sentence of seven years, including
a �ine ranging from ₹5,000 to ₹50,000.

The offences under the act include:
Assault, torture, forced ingestion of human excreta, forced sexual acts, branding etc. on the pretext of exorcising
ghosts from an allegedly possessed person.
◆ Claiming a mentally challenged person to be having supernatural powers and using such a person for
personal gain.
◆ Carrying out or encouraging inhuman acts or human sacri�ice in quest of some bounty or reward.
◆ Accusing a person of practising black magic or being an incarnation of saitan, blaming him/her of causing
diseases or misfortune, and harassing the person.
◆ Accusing a person of practising black magic, parading him/her naked and hindering the person’s activities.
◆ Preventing a person from seeking medical advice in case of dog, snake, or scorpion bite, and compelling
him/her to take magic remedies.
◆ Claiming to perform surgery by �ingers (psychic surgery) and claiming to change the sex of an unborn foetus.
◆ Claiming to be related to a person from a previous incarnation and coaxing them to sexual acts, and claiming
to have supernatural power to cure an impotent woman and having sexual relation with the woman.
◆

Criticism of the Anti-Black Magic Act
Many have criticised the act as being anti-Hindu.
◆ However, the bill does not mention god or religion, and that only targets fraudulent practices. It is a law that
addresses exploitation in the name of religion.
◆ Data from examining more than 350 FIRs lodged across Maharashtra in the last four years shows that the
accused persons belong to different religions.
◆

Need for Pan-India anti-superstition law:
There is call for a India-level law to ban black magic and related crimes because of the following reasons:
◆ Black magic and other superstitious practices are utterly dehumanising, brutal and exploitative need to be
dealt with by a law that speci�ically addresses them.
◆ The present Indian Penal Code (IPC) is not equipped to take care of crimes committed on account of black
magic and other superstitious practices.
◆ The anti-superstition law also makes it possible to curtail activities of fraudulent godmen before they
become too powerful.
◆ Witch-hunting and broader superstition related crimes violate basic fundamental rights guaranteed under
Article 14, 15, and 21 of the Indian Constitution.
◆ Such acts also violate several provisions of various International legislations to which India is a signatory,
such as the ‘Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 1948’
Indian Constitutional Provisions relating to Superstitions
◆ Article 51A (h): It lists “to develop the scienti�ic temper, humanism and the spirit of inquiry and reform” as a
fundamental duty for every Indian citizen.
◆ Article 25 : It guarantees the fundamental right of freedom of conscience and free profession, practice and propagation of religion.
◆ Article 21: It guarantees the fundamental right of protection of life and personal liberty. No person shall be
deprived of his life or personal liberty except according to procedure established by law.
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Mould your thought:

1) Why was using God’s name to sell products held to be illegal? Does India need a country-wide law
to ban such superstitious practices?
Approach to the answer:
◆ Introduction
◆ Discuss the verdict of Bombay HC
◆ Give reasons for the enactment of anti-superstition law
◆ Conclusion
Source : The Hindu, Indian Express

LAW AND POLICY

Prior Notice Under Special Marriages Act
As per several newspaper reports anti-conversion ordinances in Uttar Pradesh and Madhya
Pradesh have licensed reckless state intrusions on inter-personal relationships in the name of
countering “love jihad”. Some provisions of the Special Marriages Act gave the social prejudice of
legal bureaucracy disproportionate powers to police young couples. The implication of the Allahabad HC judgement becomes signi�icant for every UPSC aspirant.

In news: Allahabad HC Says 30-Day Prior Notice in Special Marriage Act No Longer Mandatory
Placing it in syllabus: Indian Polity

Dimensions
◆ Prior Notice under the Special Marriages Act
◆ Procedure of Marriage under the Act
◆ Problems due to the notice period
◆ Allahabad HC Ruling and its importance

Content:

Prior Notice under the Special Marriages Act
◆ The Special Marriage Act, 1954 deals with inter-caste and inter-faith marriages.
◆ In India, all marriages can be registered either under their respective personal laws (Hindu Marriage Act,
1955/Muslim Marriage Act, 1954) or under the Special Marriage Act,1954.
◆ A marriage under the Special Marriage Act enables people from two distinct religious backgrounds to unite in
the marriage bond.
◆ The Special Marriage Act does not demand rites or ceremonies. Rather it is a civil contract.
◆ Both the parties signing the contract have to �ile a notice of intended marriage to the Marriage Registrar
of the district.
◆ The provisions of the act made it mandatory for couples to publish a 30-day public notice of their intent to
marry
◆ Under section 5 of the act, a couple must give 30 days notice to the district marriage of�icer indicating their
intent to marry.
◆ Under section 6, a notice giving details of the couple is made public to invite/entertain objections to the
marriage under section 7 of the act.
Procedure of Marriage under the Act:
◆ Unlike personal laws, the Special Marriage Act’s applicability extends to all Indian citizens regardless of
their religion.
◆ Even if both the concerned parties belong to the same religion, they may choose to register the marriage
under this Act.
◆ Under this Act, the fundamental requirement for a valid marriage is the consent of both parties to the marriage.
◆ If both parties to the marriage are willing to marry each other, that’s enough; caste, religion, race, etc. can’t act
as a barrier to their union here.
◆ For this special form of marriage, the conditions that must be followed are not very different from the requirements of other normal marriages that happen within the caste.
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These are the conditions to qualify for a marriage under this Act:
◆ Both the intending parties must be Indian citizens.
◆ The bridegroom must be at least 21, and at the time of the marriage, the bride must be at least 18 years
of age. This is the minimum age limit respectively for a boy/girl to marry.
◆ At the time of their marriage, both parties must be monogamous; i.e., they must be unmarried and at that
time should not have any living spouse.
◆ In order to be able to decide for themselves, the parties should be mentally �it, i.e., they must be sane at the
time of marriage.
◆ They should not be related to themselves through blood relationships; i.e. they should not be subjected
to prohibited relationships that otherwise act as a ground for dissolving their marriage.

Procedure for the marriage under the act is as follows:
◆ Eligibility Check: All the given eligibility criteria should meet before applying for the Special Marriage Act
◆ Reach out to the concerned Marriage Of�icer: The parties must �ile with the district’s Marriage Registrar a
notice stating their intention to marry each other. At least one of the parties to the marriage must have lived
for at least 30 days prior to the date on which such notice is �iled.
◆ Public Notice and Objections: Once such an application has been received by the marriage of�icer, duly signed
by both parties, the of�icer shall then issue a 30-day public notice to raise objections to the intended marriage
if any. The objections generally relate to non-compliance with the conditions referred to in Section 4 of the Act.
◆ Solemnization and registration: If the conditions are duly met and no such objections are raised, a marriage
certi�icate should be entered in the Marriage Certi�icate Book. Here, both the intending parties and the 3
witnesses are required to sign.
Problems due to Prior Notice:
◆ Marriages in India are mostly conducted according to strict endogamy and communitarian identities.
◆ In theory, a secular state had envisioned the Special Marriage Act, 1954, as a means to clear a space for Indian
citizens to marry outside the boundaries of religious and caste identity.
◆ Thus, it provided support for refashioning of identity in a society.
◆ Publishing a 30-day public notice of their intent to marry often exposes couple to vigilante and familial
violence
◆ As a result, many preferred to convert and marry under personal laws, rather than expose themselves to
harassment.
◆ The judgment assumes signi�icance in the backdrop of Uttar Pradesh bringing the Prohibition of Unlawful
Religious Conversion Ordinance, 2020 that criminalises forced religious conversions. It makes religious
conversion for marriage a crime.
◆ It has a more strict version of public notice provision. It demands a 60-day notice to the district magistrate
and a police inquiry to ascertain the real intention behind conversion.
◆ A little more than a month since it was �irst implemented, the law has multiple times been used to harass
consenting adult couples looking to enter into interfaith marriages, with disastrous consequences.
◆ In such cases, vigilante groups who are opposed to interfaith marriages were alerted by such notices that
were made mandatory by the Special Marriage Act.
◆ The public notice ended up giving vigilante groups, families hostile to interfaith and inter-caste unions, and
the social prejudice of legal bureaucracy disproportionate powers to police young couples.
◆ The Law Commission of India report in 2012 had recommended the abolition of public notice Under the act
to keep a check on the high-handed and unwarranted interference by caste assemblies in sagotra, inter-caste.
or inter-religious marriages.

Allahabad HC Ruling and its importance:
The single-judge bench of Allahabad High Court was considering a habeas corpus plea by an interfaith couple
where the woman was being stopped from marrying her partner by her family.

The ruling of the court has held that:
◆ It is not mandatory to publish a public notice of intended marriage under Section 6 and inviting/entertaining objections under Section 7 of the Special Marriage Act.
◆ Making such a notice public can be done only if the couple permit the marriage of�icer to do so in writing.
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The court observed that making such publication mandatory would invade:
◆ The fundamental rights of liberty and privacy of the person involved
◆ The freedom to choose for marriage without interference from state and non-state actors.

Importance of this ruling can be summarized as follows:
◆ Even today, inter-faith unions make up a minuscule minority of marriages.
◆ The HC judgment reaf�irms the �irst principles that accord constitutional protection to this minority
◆ It pushes back against societal and state meddling in personal affairs.
◆ The Allahabad High Court judgment is a reminder and a warning that the constitution remains the bulwark
against an overreaching state.
Mould your thought:

1) Allahabad HC ruling on Special Marriage Act rings a welcome note of constitutional caution against
reckless state intrusion on personal life. Elaborate.
Approach to the answer:
◆ Introduction
◆ Write brie�ly about recent ordinances in UP and Madhya Pradesh relating to inter-faith Marriages
◆ Write about how these ordinances intrude on personal life
◆ Discuss brie�ly about the public notice clause of the act is misused
◆ Discuss the implication of High Court ruling
◆ Conclusion

Source : The Hindu, Indian Express

LAW AND POLICY

Controversy over Andhra’s SEC notifying
Panchayat Elections
As per Indian Constitution, the responsibility for establishment of local self-government institutions falls on the state governments (entry 5, List II, Seventh Schedule). However, experience has
shown that not all state governments were serious about empowering Panchayati Raj institutions
as elections were not being conducted regularly. The tussle between Andhra Pradesh government
and the SEC is an opportunity to learn the issues involved with local self-government institutions.

In news: Andhra Gram Panchayat polls will be held as scheduled says State Election Commission
Placing it in syllabus: Indian Polity

Dimensions
◆ What is the controversy about?
◆ SEC: Composition, Appointment, Functions and Powers

Content:

What is the controversy about?
Conduct of the rural local bodies’ elections has emerged as a major bone of contention between the Andhra
Pradesh government and the State Election Commissioner Nimmagadda Ramesh Kumar.
These elections were originally supposed to have been held in 2018 when the tenure of the local bodies
expired back then but were not held.

Chief Minister Jaganmohan Reddy accused the SEC of acting at the behest of opposition leader N Chandraba
bu Naidu. He even tried to replace him, which back�ired as the SEC has Constitutional protection equal to a
Supreme Court judge.
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Timeline of the controversy:
◆ 08-Jan-2021: The Andhra Pradesh SEC announced the schedule for conduct of elections to gram panchayats
in four phases beginning February 5.
◆ 11-Jan-2021: The state government challenged the SEC’s announcement and Justice M Ganga Rao of the High
Court, on January 11, suspended the poll schedule.
◆ 21-Jan-2021: The Andhra Pradesh High Court allowed the conduct of elections to gram panchayats in four
phases from February 5.
◆ The Andhra Pradesh government challenged the High Court’s judgement through a special leave petition in
the Supreme Court.
◆ 23-Jan-2021: SEC issued the noti�ication for conduct of elections to gram panchayats. The �irst phase of
elections will be held on February 5.

Court intervention in SEC working
◆ Courts cannot interfere in the conduct of polls to local bodies and self-government institutions once the
electoral process has been set in motion.
◆ The Constitution bars interference in poll matters set in motion by the SECs (Article 243-O and 243-ZG)
◆ The SECs’ decisions or conduct can be questioned only after the polls are over through an election petition .

State government’s objections to SEC:
◆ The state government has been raising objections regarding local body elections including gram panchayat
polls.
◆ The government, in its petition before the Supreme Court, accused the SEC of not taking it into con�idence
while taking the major decision of deferring the polls and called the move anti- constitutional.
◆ The government has said that the of�icials would be engaged in the vaccination programme and the
conduct of elections would not be possible.
◆ it amounts to risking employees’ lives amid the coronavirus pandemic to go to elections at a time when the
Covid vaccination drive was being held
◆ The petition pointed out that the current SEC has two more months left in the of�ice and was adamant to
conduct polls during his tenure at any cost, disregarding public health.

Objections from State Government Employees:
◆ The Federation of State Government Employees is opposed to holding elections during a pandemic.
◆ Leaders of the employees’ associations made it clear that they will not discharge election duties till they are
administered Covid vaccine.
◆ They accuse the SEC of going ahead with conduct of elections unilaterally without having any concern
towards the lives of employees and people.
◆ They also threatened to boycott the election duties if necessary and will not hesitate to go on a �lash strike.
◆ As per the employee organisation there is no emergency now. In the past also, panchayat elections were postponed for minor reasons.
◆ The SEC may conduct elections with those willing to discharge their duties, the federation added.
Administrative shortcomings in the AP’s panchayat election are:
◆ No election noti�ication has been issued at the district level, marking commencement of the election
process
◆ No arrangements have been made in the districts to receive papers from the aspiring candidates. District
panchayat of�icials said they are yet to get directions from the State government to make arrangements for
receiving the nominations.
◆ Although the State Election Commission has issued the noti�ication for the panchayat elections, district
of�icials are still waiting for the State government’s instructions.
◆ The �inal voters’ list has not prepared and no budget has been released so far for conducting elections in
each district.
◆ The SEC has a shortage of funds and staff. It does not have a secretary, joint secretary, joint director and legal
advisor
In 2006, in Kishan Singh Tomar vs Municipal Corporation of the City of Ahmedabad, the Supreme Court directed
that state governments should abide by orders of the SECs during the conduct of the panchayat and municipal
elections, just like they follow the instructions of the Election Commission during Assembly and Parliament
polls.
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SEC’s views on the election
◆ Prior to issuing the noti�ication, State Election Commissioner Ramesh Kumar expressed dissatisfaction
over the functioning of Panchayat Raj higher of�icials.
◆ The Panchayat Raj Commissioner has the responsibility to coordinate the affairs related to elections. However,
they have not updated the electoral lists.
◆ SEC said that they are forced to go with the 2019 voter list as there is no other option. This has resulted in
depriving 3.6 lakh newly enrolled voters from exercising their franchise.
◆ The SEC said it was the responsibility of the state government to ensure that the elections were
conducted in a smooth manner. Ultimately the government will have to face the consequences if anything
doesn’t go well.

SEC: Composition, Appointment, Function and Power:
◆ The superintendence, direction and control of the preparation of electoral rolls and the conduct of all
elections to the panchayats (Article 243K) and municipalities (Article 243ZA) shall be vested in the state
election commission.
◆ The State Election Commission consists of a single state election commissioner
◆ He is to be appointed by the governor.
◆ His conditions of service and tenure of of�ice shall also be determined by the governor.
◆ He shall not be removed from the of�ice except in the manner and on the grounds prescribed for the removal of a judge of the state high court.
◆ His conditions of service shall not be varied to his disadvantage after his appointment.
◆ As per articles 243K(3) and 243ZA(3), the Governor, when so requested by the State Election Commission,
make available to the State Election Commission such staff as may be necessary for the discharge of the functions conferred on the SEC

Removal of SECA judge of a high court can be removed from his of�ice by the president on the recommenda
tion of the Parliament. This means that a state election commissioner cannot be removed by the governor,
though appointed by him.
Mould your thought:

1)What are the powers available to the State Election Commission with respect to conduct of elections
to local self governing institutions? Do you think the State Election Commissions in India as
independent as the Election Commission of India?
Approach to the answer:
◆ Introduction
◆ Write about the powers of SEC in Panchayat and Municipality elections
◆ Compare the powers of Election Commission of India and SEC
◆ Observations of Supreme Court about the independence of SEC
◆ Conclusion

Source : The Hindu, Indian Express

LAW AND POLICY

Supreme Court and the power to stay laws
The Supreme Court’s interim order in the ongoing contestation between large sections of the farmers and the Centre over the new farm laws has drawn a lot of criticism. With this, the �iner points
of judicial review and its application become an important area of study for UPSC.

In news: In its interim order, the Supreme Court put on hold implementation of Farm Laws till further order
Placing it in syllabus: Indian Polity
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Dimensions
◆ SC orders of stay and reasons given by the court
◆ Criticisms of the SC orders
◆ What the SC could have done instead?

Content:

SC orders of stay and reasons given by the court
◆ The Supreme Court recently ordered a stay on implementation of three farm laws.
◆ It also appointed a four-member committee to sort out issues between agitating farmers and the Union
government
◆ Many have questioned the interim order, particularly the suspension of action under the laws. Such suspension is very rarely seen in interim orders of the apex court.

The SC justi�ied its actions for the following reasons:
◆ The court cannot be said to be completely powerless to grant stay of any executive action under a statutory enactment
◆ It made a distinction between staying a law and staying its implementation or any action under it.
◆ The court said, it is only in the wake of the government’s perceived failure that the Court has chosen to
intervene
◆ The court also cited an order passed by another Bench of the Supreme Court in September 2020 on the
Maratha reservation issue.
◆ It had directed that admissions to educational institutions for 2020-21 and appointments to posts under the
government shall be made without reference to the reservation provided under the relevant legislation.
◆ The SC also observed that a stay on the farm laws’ implementation may assuage the hurt feelings of
farmers and encourage them to come to the negotiating table.
Judicial Review under Indian ConstitutionIn Article 245, the role of law-making is conferred on the Legisla
ture and the task of securing the Constitutional Rights is conferred on the Judiciary under Article 13 and 32.

Judicial review basically means reviewing and striking down the legislation that violates the constitution’s
basic structure.
Under the broad framework of judicial review under the Constitution, the Supreme Court and High Courts
have the power to declare any law unconstitutional if :

◆
◆
◆
◆

it is ultra vires (or, contrary to any provision) of the Constitution
it violates any of the fundamental rights,
it is repugnant to a central law on the same subject or
has been enacted without legislative jurisdiction.

Criticisms of the SC orders
◆ The Attorney General argued that laws made by the legislature should not be ordinarily stayed, because there
is a presumption of constitutionality in favour of the laws
◆ Constitutional courts and legal scholars generally disapprove interim orders staying or suspending laws
enacted by the legislature.
◆ They argue that unless there are compelling reasons a law should not be stayed.

The arguments given for this are:
◆ Suspending a law made by the legislature goes against the concept of separation of powers. The interim
orders encroach on to the domain of the other two organs of the state, the legislature and the executive.
◆ The validity of a law should be considered normally only at the time of �inal adjudication, and not at the
initial stage.
◆ There is a presumption that every law enacted by any legislature is constitutional and valid. The onus is
on those challenging it to prove that it is not
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◆

If there is a lack of constitutional validity, or absence of legislative competence (that is, the legislative body
concerned lacks the jurisdiction to enact the law in question)- only then a law can be stayed.

What the SC could have done instead?
The Court could have chosen to stick to its judicial adjudication role.
◆ It could have intervened in the form of adjudicating key questions of the constitutionality of the laws.
◆

Examples of Judicial interference at interim stageCase law suggests that in some cases, High Courts indeed
stayed the operation of some laws. However, the Supreme Court took a contrarian view in these cases.

◆
◆

◆

In 1984, the Supreme Court set aside an interim stay granted against the operation of a municipal tax (Siliguri
Municipality & Others vs Amalendu Das & Others)
In 2013, in the Health for Millions Trust vs Union of India case, SC removed the stay on some provisions of
and regulations under the Cigarettes and Other Tobacco Products (Prohibition of Advertisement and Regulation of Trade and Commerce, Production, Supply and Distribution) Act, 2003
The Supreme Court criticised interim orders by some High Courts that stayed the provision, while upholding
the validity of Section 45S of the Reserve Bank of India Act, which imposed restrictions on unincorporated
bodies accepting public deposits

Mould your thought:

1) Comment on the power of the courts to grant stay of any executive action in reference to the recent
stay on the farm laws by the Supreme Court.
Approach to the answer:
◆ Introduction
◆ Mention the interim order of the Supreme Court
◆ Discuss about judicial review powers of SC
◆ Criticism of the interim order
◆ Mention the alternatives before the SC in such cases
◆ Conclusion

Source : The Hindu, Outlook India

LAW AND POLICY

Pondicherry Conﬂict
This round of con�lict between Puducherry Chief Minister and Lt. Governor has been more serious
than those in the past. Unlike the states of India, which have their own governments, union territories are federal units governed directly by the union government. The elements of con�lict and
discord are common to Union Territories with elected legislatures which hinders the smooth
administration of the region.
In news: Puducherry Chief Minister V. Narayanasamy went on an inde�inite dharna
against Lt. Governor Kiran Bedi
Placing it in syllabus: Indian Polity

Dimensions
◆ Reasons for the recent con�lict
◆ Pondicherry Model of Governance
◆ Powers of the Elected Government
◆ Powers of the LG
◆ Reasons for con�lict owing to the model
◆ Solutions
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Reasons for the recent con�lict:
◆ Recently Puducherry Chief Minister V. Narayanasamy, under the banner of the Secular Democratic Progressive Alliance, led a protest against Lieutenant Governor (LG) Kiran Bedi
◆ The elected government accused Lt. Governor of “functioning in an autocratic manner” and adopting an
“obstructionist attitude” in ensuring the progress and welfare of people.
◆ They have been at loggerheads over many matters

Some of the important issues include:
◆ the appointment of the State Election Commissioner: Puducherry Chief Minister termed the appointment
of SEC as “illegal”
◆ the implementation of direct bene�it transfer in the public distribution system using cash, instead of free rice,
being given to bene�iciaries.
◆ Lieutenant Governor Bedi’s insistence on immediate enforcement of the rule for two-wheeler riders to
wear helmets. The Chief Minister believes it can be enforced only after raising awareness.
◆ The Chief Minister has accused the lieutenant governor of interfering in the day-to-day affairs of the
government and impeding its development plans.

Pondicherry Model of Governance:
◆ Puducherry, earlier known as Pondicherry, is a union territory of India.
◆ It was formed out of four territories of former French India, namely Pondichéry (Pondicherry; now
Puducherry), Karikal (Karaikal), Mahé and Yanaon (Yanam).
◆ The 14th Amendment of the Constitution of India,1962 incorporated Pondicherry (now Puducherry) as
the ninth Union territory of India
◆ Government in Puducherry is done as per Government of Union Territories Act, 1963
◆ This Act provides for Legislative Assemblies and Councils of Ministers for certain Union territories and for
certain other matters.
Powers of the LG
◆ Government of Union Territories Act, 1963 provides for a Legislative Assembly of Pondicherry, with a
Council of Ministers to govern the “Union Territory of Pondicherry”.
◆ It states that the UT will be administered by the President of India through an Administrator (i.e. Lieutenant
Governor).

Discretionary powers:
◆ Section 44 of the Union Territories Act, 1963, allows the LG to “act in his discretion” in the matter of
law-making, even though the Council of Ministers has the task of aiding and advising him/her
Resolving Differences:
◆ In case of a difference of opinion between the LG and his Ministers on any matter, the Administrator is
bound to refer it to the President for a decision and act according to the decision given by the President.
◆ However, the Administrator can also claim that the matter is urgent, and take immediate action as he
deems necessary.

Relation with CoM:
The manner in which the LG functions vis-à-vis the elected government (Council of Ministers) is also spelt out
in the Rules of Business of the Government of Pondicherry, 1963, issued on June 22, 1963.
◆ The Administrator exercises powers regulating the conditions of service of persons serving in the UT government, in consultation with the Chief Minister.
◆ In case the LG has a difference of opinion with the Chief Minister, he can refer the matter to the central government for the decision of the President.
◆

Powers of the Elected Government
The Union Territories of Puducherry is provided with a legislative assembly and a council of ministers headed
by a chief minister.

◆
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Extent of legislative power:
◆ Legislative Assembly “may make laws for the whole or any part of the Union Territory with respect to any
of the matters enumerated in the State List or the Concurrent List”.
Council of Ministers:
◆ The Council of Ministers headed by a Chief Minister will “aid and advise the Administrator in the exercise of
his functions in relation to matters with respect to which the Legislative Assembly of the Union Territory has
power to make laws”.

Reasons for con�lict owing to the model:
Unequal powers in dispute resolutions
◆ The con�lict arises due to the unequal power in case of any differences between LG and the government of UT.
◆ the Administrator has to act on the ‘aid and advice’ of the Council of Ministers. At the same time, any difference
of opinion between them can be referred to the President, and in the meantime the Administrator’s action
prevails on any urgent matter.
◆ The scheme gives a clear edge to the Union government and the LG.
◆ It can work only if there is harmony between the Council and the LG.
◆ In 2020, ruling on the limits of the LG’s powers in Delhi, the Supreme Court stressed the need for the LG as
well as people’s representatives to “function in harmony within constitutional parameters”.
◆ The LG was cautioned against having a hostile attitude towards the Ministers.
Lack of autonomy:
◆ Union territories do not have much autonomy. Most of the decisions need approval of the Lieutenant Governor
◆ The elected governments have the legitimate requirements to ful�il the expectation of the people.
Evaluation of the ongoing protestPolitical reasons:
◆ The Assembly elections in Puducherry are likely to be held in April or May.
◆ CM leading the protest against the Lt Governor can be an act of political mobilisation
◆ It seems to be his strategy to ward off any criticism against his government’s “non-functioning” by laying the
blame at the doorstep of the Lt Governor.
LG’s Lack of Accommodation:
◆ LG could have accommodated CM’s views on important matters such as the free rice scheme.
◆ The Union Government did not insist on the DBT mode for relief measures during the COVID-19 pandemic.
◆ It decided to give additional food grains (rice or wheat) free of cost at �ive kg per person a month to ration
cardholders during April-November 2020 as a relief measure during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Common Man Suffers:
◆ The power tussle between LG and CM slows down the daily administrative activities.
◆ Ultimately, the public has to shoulder the cost of delay in government services which he is entitled to.

Solutions:
◆ The Centre must ensure that powers of LGs should not overcome and hinder the working of the elected
government.
◆ Any unresolved issue must be referred to the President with emphasis on making administration smooth and
functioning.
◆ Lt. Governors and Chief Ministers must work in unison as far as possible. LG should recognise the legitimate
requirements of an elected government and try to accommodate CM’s views on important matters
Mould your thought:

1) The discord between Lieutenant Governor and Chief Minister are an obvious consequence of
the political structure of Union Territories. Examine with respect to the standoff in Puducherry.
Approach to the answer:
◆ Introduction
◆ Write about the tussle between LG and CM
◆ Write about the scheme of government in UT’s and its problems
◆ Solutions to these
◆ Conclusion

Source : The Hindu
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LAW AND POLICY

Farmers’ Protests: Right to Protest ,
iolence & Damages To Public Property

The Supreme Court had said farmers have a constitutional right to continue with their “absolutely
perfect” protest as long as their dissent against the three controversial agricultural laws did not
slip into violence. However, groups of protesting farmers broke off from planned Republic Day
tractor parade routes and swarmed into the heart of Delhi, hoisting a farm union �lag and a Sikh
religious �lag on the ramparts of Red Fort.

In news: Delhi Republic Day unrest: FIR �iled against rioters involved in farmers’ tractor rally violence
Placing it in syllabus: Law & Policy

Dimensions
◆ Right to Protest: Constitutional Provisions
◆ SC judgements on Right to Protest
◆ Provisions against Damages to Public Property
◆ Prevention of Damages to Public Property Act
◆ SC rulings on Recovery of Damages
◆ Nariman and KT Thomas Committee recommendations

Content:

Right to Protest: Constitutional Provisions
◆ The word ‘protest’ is not explicitly mentioned in the constitution
◆ The right to protest peacefully is derived from the following articles in the Indian Constitution:
• Article 19(1)(a) guarantees the freedom of speech and expression;
• Article 19(1)(b) assures citizens the right to assemble peaceably and without arms.
◆ However, Articles 19(2) and 19(3) place reasonable restrictions on such freedom of speech. sovereignty and
integrity of India
◆ Reasonable restrictions can be applied in case:
• If the security of the state is in jeopardy;
• If the friendly relationship we share with a neighbouring country is at stake;
• If public order is disturbed;
• If there is contempt of court;
• If the sovereignty and integrity of India are threatened.
◆ the security of the State, friendly relations with foreign States, public order, decency or morality or in relation
to contempt of court, or defamation or incitement to an offence
◆ Thus, Article 19 is meant for protection of freedoms of citizens against the actions of State only not Private
Individuals
◆ It is critical to remember that all protests are legal only if they are non-violent and carried out with appropriate permissions.
◆ Fundamental duties that are enshrined in the constitution require that the rule of law is followed and that
public property is not destroyed.
Legal restrictions on Right to Protest
The legal provisions and avenue available to police for handling agitations, protests, and unlawful assemblies
are covered by:
• the Code of Criminal Procedure (CrPC), 1973
• the Indian Penal Code (IPC), 1860, and
• The Police Act, 1861.
◆ The CrPC’s Sections 129-132 deal with “Dispersal of assembly by use of civil force”, use of the armed forces in
situations of civil unrest, and protection against prosecution for acts done under these sections.
◆ The IPC’s Sections 141-158 deal with unlawful assembly, and the responsibilities, liabilities, and punishments
related to this offence.
◆
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SC judgements on Right to Protest
◆ Supreme court in numerous cases has time and again interpreted the constitution preferring a political reading of Article 19 to include the implicit right of protest
◆ In the case of Ramlila Maidan Incident v. Home Secretary, Union Of India & Ors.(2012), the Supreme Court had
stated, “Citizens have a fundamental right to assembly and peaceful protest which cannot be taken away by an
arbitrary executive or legislative action.”
Other examples where the Supreme Court clari�ied the Right for Peaceful protest as a fundamental right are as
follows:
◆ R.M. Lohia Vs. State of Bihar case
◆ Ramesh Thapar Vs. State of Madras
◆ Himmat Lal vs. Commissioner of Ahmedabad
◆ Babulal Parekh Vs. State of Maharashtra

Right to Strike
◆ Right to strike is not a fundamental right but a legal right.
◆ Several statutory restrictions are placed on the right to strike under the Industrial dispute Act, 1947.
◆ The trade union Act, 1926 for the �irst time provided limited right to strike by legalizing certain activities of a
registered trade union in furtherance of a trade dispute which otherwise breach of common economic law.
◆ The right to strike in the Indian constitution set up is not absolute right but it �low from the fundamental right
to form union under Article 19(1)(c)
◆ Under the Industrial Dispute Act, 1947 the grounds and conditions are laid down for the legal strike and if
those provisions and conditions are not ful�illed then the strike will be illegal.

Provisions against Damages to Public Property
◆ Incidents of rioting, vandalism, and arson have been common during protests across India.
◆ The state governments have regularly resorted to stricter provisions of IPC to book the offenders in such cases
despite the existence of a speci�ic law to punish these offences.
◆ Many states felt that an agitation invariably takes a violent turn because of the wide coverage by TV channels
with news bulletins �lashing the faces of agitators while in the act of destruction of public property.
◆ A bench headed by Justice Arijit Pasayat, before constituting the Thomas and Nariman committees, had said:
“The offenders feel, as is shown in the TV channels, that they have done something very heroic or laudable
because when the TV cameras focus on them, they show their beaming faces.”
Prevention of Damages to Public Property Act, 1984
The Prevention of Damage to Public Property Act, 1984 punishes anyone “who commits mischief by doing any
act in respect of any public property”.
◆ Public property under this Act includes:
• any building, installation or other property used in connection with the production, distribution or supply of
water, light, power or energy, oil;
• any sewage works;
• any mine or factory;
• any means of public transportation or of telecommunications, or any other property used in connection therewith”.
◆ The Act also prescribes a jail term of up to �ive years and a �ine.
◆ Provisions of this law can be coupled with those under the IPC.
◆ However, the Supreme Court has on several earlier occasions found the law inadequate, and has attempted to
�ill the gaps through guidelines.
◆

SC rulings on Recovery of Damages
In 2007, the Supreme Court took suo motu cognizance on the issue of public and private properties’ destruction and set up two committees to suggest changes to the law.
◆ The Committees were headed by former Supreme Court judge Justice K T Thomas and senior advocate Fali
Nariman.
◆ In 2009, in the case of In Re: Destruction of Public & Private Properties v State of AP and Ors, the Supreme
Court issued guidelines based on the recommendations of the two expert Committees.
◆
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Apart from holding rioters liable and imposing costs, the court also issued guidelines including:
• directing High Courts to order suo motu action, and
• to set up a machinery to investigate the damage caused and award compensation wherever mass destruction
to property takes place due to protests.

◆

KT Thomas Committee recommendations
◆ The Committee recommended reversing the burden of proof against protesters.
◆ It suggested that burden can be shifted to the accused to prove his innocence.
◆ The prosecution should be required to prove that public property had been damaged in direct action called by
an organisation and that the accused also participated in such direct action.
◆ The Supreme Court accepted this recommendation.
◆ It added that the law must be amended to give the court the power to draw a presumption that the accused is
guilty of destroying public property, and it would then be open to the accused to rebut such presumption. (this
is similar to burden of proof applicable in cases of sexual violence cases)

Nariman Committee Recommendations
◆ Committee’s recommendations dealt with extracting damages for destruction.
◆ It suggested that the rioters should be made strictly liable for the damage, and compensation would be
collected to “make good” the damage.
◆ The Supreme Court accepted these recommendations.
◆ Now, persons who are part of a protest which turns violent and results in damage to private or public property
are deemed to be strictly liable for the damage caused.
◆ The damage may be assessed by the ordinary courts or by any special procedure created to enforce the right.
Mould your thought:

1) Is Right to Protest a fundamental right? Discuss the statutory provisions and Supreme Court
observations related to damages caused during violent protests.
Approach to the answer:
◆ Introduction
◆ Discuss the Article 19 and reasonable restrictions regarding Right to protest
◆ Discuss Prevention of Damages to Public Property Act, 1984
◆ Write about Thomas and Nariman Committee Recommendations and Supreme Court judgements
◆ Conclusion

Source : Indian Express, The Hindu & TOI
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SCIENCE AND TECH
Science and Tech

Nanomicelles
The applications of nano-technology are widening. Nanomicelles have emerged as a ray of hope for
ef�icient drug delivery. In this context, one has to study its different applications from examination
point of view.
In news: A team of scientists has created a nanomicelle that can be used for effective drug
delivery to treat various cancers.
Placing it in syllabus: Science and Tech

Dimensions
◆ What are different generations of nanomaterials?
◆ What are nanomicelles?
◆ What are nanoshells?
◆ How do all these make drug delivery ef�icient?

Content:

What are different generations of nanomaterials?
Generation 1: Passive Nanostructures
◆ It is the creation of materials where we control their structure on a molecular level, but the actual product
doesn’t “do” anything.
◆ It has material properties that are useful or even revolutionary, but that’s as far as it goes.
◆ This includes the creation and addition of nano-scale particles that change the properties of existing materials.
◆ Additive that turns paint into radio-blocking material is an example.
◆ These types of nanotechnology are delivered suspended in liquids (colloids) or sprayed from an aerosol.
Generation 2: Active Nanostructures
◆ The second generation of nanotechnology is one into which we are now moving.
◆ They are active in some way and make changes to other objects or materials.
◆ Nanomedicines are a prime example.
Generation 3: Systems of Nanosystems
◆ The third-generation of nanotechnology is one that we have yet to reach.
◆ This is where we see various nanomachines working together.
◆ Nanofactories assembling molecules or complex large-scale machines and materials are examples.
Generation 4: Molecular Nanosystems
◆ Fourth-generation is the perfection of this technology.
◆ At this level we have complete control of the actual molecules that make up our nanomachines.
◆ A fourth-generation nanomachine is made from different molecules with speci�ic structures, with each molecule having a speci�ic structure and function.
What are nanomicelles?
◆ Nanomicelles are formed when amphiphilic molecules assemble themselves to create a globular structure that is only around 5 to 100nm in diameter.
◆ The particles may be formed in aqueous or non-aqueous solutions where the nonpolar region forms the
interior and the polar region forms the exterior.
◆ Because of this, nanomicelles are able to take on both hydrophilic and hydrophobic agents.
◆ Nanomicelles are typically spherical, but can sometimes take other shapes, such as cylinders and ellipsoids.
◆ The small size and shape of nanomicelles is only possible due to the molecular geometry of the particle.
◆ The shapes formed also depend on the ionic strength, surfactant concentration and pH strength of the solutions they are placed in.
◆ Different agents are used to create nanomicelles, however, they are usually made through surfactant molecules that may be non-ionic, ionic, and cationic detergents. Some nanomicelles may also be developed from a
mixture of lipids and detergents.
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Uses of nanomicelles:
◆ Micelles are used primarily as solutions for membrane proteins.
◆ Research shows that nanomicelles are more effective in studying the capabilities of such proteins, than bilayer
vesicles because of their relatively smaller size.
◆ Nanomicelles could be used as therapeutic interventions involving protein and peptide delivery.
Advantages of nanomicelles:
◆ The primary advantage of nanomicelles is its core-shell structure.
◆ The hydrophobic contents within the nanomicelle shell facilitates the solubilization of hydrophobic drugs in
water. At the same time, the hydrophilic shell itself acts as a protection for the drug by eliminating the MPS
that enables prolonged circulation.
◆ Another advantage of nanomicelles is their low toxicity, ability to minimize drug degradation, ability to
permeate tissues easily for drug delivery, and lower adverse drug side effects.
Disadvantages:
◆ Inef�icient drug-loading capabilities (smaller than liposomes)
◆ Poor physical stability in vivo.
◆ Insuf�icient cellular interactions with neutral micelles.

What are nanoshells?
Nanoshell (NS) is de�ined as the product of catalytic carbonization of polymer with transition metals, it
is a type of nanocarbon that has a characteristic shape of hollow sphere with a diameter ranging from 10 to
50 nm.
◆ There are two types of nanoshells: oxide nanoshells (e.g., hollow silica nanoshells) and metal nanoshells
(e.g., gold and silver nanoshells).
◆ The most signi�icant applications of nanoshells include
• biomedical imaging,
• Cancer and spectroscopic applications,
• therapeutic applications,
• �luorescence enhancement of weak molecular emitters,
• surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy,
• surface-enhanced infrared absorption spectroscopy,
• protective waterproof coatings for wood, metal, and stone,
• ion-selective �ilms,
• gold nanoshells for blood immuno assay and cancer detection and therapy
How do these make drug delivery ef�icient?
◆ Nanomicelles are colloidal constructs composed of amphiphilic monomers and have two parts, a small hydrophobic head and a long hydrophilic tail.
◆ The hydrophobic core interacts with hydrophobic drugs/agents, whereas the hydrophilic tail helps surrounding with water and enhances solubility.
◆ Therefore nanomicelles can encapsulate hydrophobic drugs as well as imaging agents to improve the sensitivity of imaging and diagnosis.
◆ They have high structural stability, less toxicity, ability to entrap large amounts of hydrophobic drugs/contrast agent and solubilize in water.
◆ The current form of drug delivery through intravitreal injections are not patient-compliant and therefore
poses a challenge on patient care and treatment.
◆ Researches on bioengineering have found the use of nanomicelles as a smart and ef�icient drug-delivery
system.
◆

Mould your thought:

1)Explain the generations of nanomaterials. What are the applications of nanomicelles?
Approach to the answer:
◆ Write about the generation of nano materials.
◆ Write about nanomicelles
◆ Write its applications
◆ Explain its application in drug delivery and give conclusion.

Source : The Hindu
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Science and Tech

Tejas 1A
The concept of airpower need not be measured in terms of numerical superiority in today’s world.
For any air force, it undergoes transformation with advanced aeronautics technologies and aircraft
mid-life upgrades. The recent proposal to buy Tejas LCA (Light Combat Aircraft) �ighter jets is a
feather on the crown for IAF.
In news: IAF to buy Tejas 1A.

Placing it in syllabus: Science and Tech
Static dimensions
◆ IAF squadron strength over the year

Content:

Current dimensions
◆ What is Tejas 1A?
◆ Features of Tejas 1A
◆ Signi�icance for India

What is Tejas 1A?
◆ The Tejas Mk-1A LCA is an indigenously designed and manufactured fourth-generation �ighter with critical operational capabilities.
◆ It is an advanced version of LCA Mk1 (FOC), which is in service with the IAF currently.
◆ The new aircraft comes with four major capabilities over the current variant of LCAmid-air refuelling,
improvement in operational roles,
enhancing the combat ability,

maintainability improvements through incorporation of Active Electronically Scanned Array (AESA) Radar, Elec
tronic Warfare (EW) suite and Beyond Visual Range (BVR) missile capabilities.

◆
◆
◆
◆

LCA is a tail-less compound delta aircraft, which is equipped with Quadruplex Digital �ly-by-wire.
The aircraft is built with advanced composite materials with reduced weight, increased life and reduced
signature.
It is a supersonic �ighter at all altitudes for air combat, which can carry a payload of 3,500 kg and is best
suited for offensive air support.
The aircraft has a service ceiling of 15 km.

HAL has outsourced signi�icant works on the Tejas Mark 1A to Indian �irmsFront fuselage of Mark 1A – Dynamatic Technologies,
◆ middle section – VEM
◆ rear section – Alpha Design
◆ Wings for the next generation of the Tejas aircraft will be manufactured by Larsen and Toubro.
◆

◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆

LCA Mk 1A will have inbuilt capability to �ire BVR missiles such as Derby missile and is already integrated on
current Tejas itself.
It is the �irst ‘BUY (Indian-Indigenously Designed, Developed and Manufactured)’ category procurement
of combat aircraft.
LCA-Tejas incorporates a large number of new technologies many of which were never attempted in India.
The indigenous content of LCA-Tejas is 50% in Mk1A variant which will be enhanced to 60%.
With the introduction of podded Self-Protection Jammer (SPJ) and AESA radar in LCA Mk 1A, the survivability
of the aircraft is further enhanced.
According to the plan, the �irst �light of the Tejas Mark 1A will take place by the end of 2022 and the �irst
squadron would be completed by 2024.
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Features of Tejas 1A:
AESA radar◆ It will be electronically scanned agile beam radar based on Transmit/Receive Modules (TRM) and support
multi-mode operation in X-band with a bandwidth of 600 MHz or more.
◆ It will have improved range than the regular system.
◆ It will enable near simultaneous missile �iring for multiple targets ( 16 targets at a time in air-to-air,
air-to-ground and air-to-sea modes) and increased situational awareness.
Electronic warfare suite◆ EW suite will provide capabilities for electronic counter measures with extended band of operation for
threat detection and jamming capability.
◆ The EW capability will increase survivability of the aircraft in a networked environment.
◆ With the integration of an external jamming pod, the aircraft will be able to do its duty as an offensive air
combat platform.
Other key additionsThe LCA Mk 1A comes with Digital Moving Map with 2D maps and 3D perspective view
◆ provision for Global Navigation Satellite System
◆ Indian Regional Navigation Satellite System-based positioning system
◆ GPS Aided Geo Augmented Navigation
◆ Satellite Based Augmentation System
◆

Signi�icance for India:
◆ HAL would deliver 73 Tejas Mk 1A and 10 Tejas Mk 1 trainers by 2026.
◆ The deal worth about Rs 48,000 crore will strengthen IAF’s �leet of homegrown �ighter jet LCA Tejas.
◆ Tejas would have the highest level of indigenisation in comparison to any programme of this scale.
◆ LCA Tejas will be the backbone of the IAF �ighter �leet in years to come.
◆ This deal will be a game changer for self-reliance in the Indian defence manufacturing.
◆ The deal expands the current LCA ecosystem and helps in creating new job opportunities and changing the
Indian aerospace manufacturing sector.
◆ The aircraft would become a potent platform to meet the operational requirements of the Indian Air
Force.
◆ As the cabinet has approved infrastructure development to enable repair or servicing of the aircraft at duty
stations, it will reduce turnaround time for mission-critical systems and lead to increased availability
of aircraft for operations.
◆ The Cabinet has also approved infrastructure development by the IAF under the project to enable them
handle repairs or servicing at their base depot so that the turnaround time would get reduced for mission
critical systems and would lead to increased availability of aircraft for operational exploitation.
◆ This would enable the IAF to sustain the �leet more ef�iciently and effectively due to availability of repair infrastructure at respective bases.

IAF squadron strength over the years:
The IAF has 33 �ighter aircraft squadrons.
◆ Each squadron has 16 aircraft plus two trainer aircraft, which are two-seaters.
◆ This amounts to over 500 �ighter aircraft, which is adequate strength to ensure the air defence of Indian
airspace against both Pakistan and China.
◆ The IAF’s sanctioned strength is a force level of 42 �ighter squadrons to �ight a two-front war, with Pakistan
and China simultaneously.
◆ In the 1960’s the mainstay of the IAF’s 42 squadron strength was the Soviet-era MiG-21 aircraft.
◆ The IAF’s �ighter �leet now consists of 12 Sukhoi-30MKI squadrons, three MiG-29UPG squadrons, six Jaguar
squadrons, three Mirage 2000 squadrons, one Tejas squadron, and the last three MiG-21 squadrons.
◆ The MiG-21 BIS, Jaguar, Mirage 2000 and MiG-29 have all undergone mid-life upgrades, which involved
embedding their avionics with superior hardware and software to improve weapon payload, navigation and
radar capabilities.
◆ These provided the aircraft with superior �irepower, accurate weapon delivery, modern avionics for
pilot-friendly navigation and better communication with ground and other �lying platforms.
◆ They are categorised as fourth-generation �ighters.
◆
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◆
◆

◆
◆
◆
◆
◆

The Rafale, with superior armament and avionics capability, is a fourth-plus generation �ighter
aircraft.
Except the three MiG-21 BIS squadrons, all these aircraft have mid-air refuelling capability, a tanker
aircraft can refuel them in air to enhance their �lying range, aimed at long-range strike against enemy
targets.
The Sukhoi-30 MKI aircraft which have replaced MiG-21 BIS can carry a 8.5-ton weapon payload, while the
MiG-21 BIS carries only two tons of armament.
In 2009, the IAF acquired AWACS (Airborne Warning and Control System) aircraft equipped with
radars, sensors and computers.
The AWACS are effective ‘force multipliers’ that strengthen aerial combat capability.
The IAF’s air defence role can be supplemented with air-to-surface missiles like the S-400, which India
has contracted from Russia, besides the ongoing Indo-Israeli joint missile development.
The IAF has US-built Apache helicopters, besides the Soviet-era Mi-25/35, and the HAL-made
advanced light helicopter adds to air-to-ground capability.

Mould your thought:

1)Brief about the strength of IAF squadron. What has India done in recent times to further strengthen
the capabilities of IAF?
Approach to the answer:
◆ Write about the present strength of IAF squadron
◆ Write about recent Tejas Mk LAC proposal
◆ Write about its specialties
◆ Conclude by stating its importance for IAF

Science and Tech

Decoding a meteorite
Meteorites are common to mankind. Every year, tens of thousands survive the plunge through
Earth’s atmosphere. They are made of different compositions and their study is of prime importance to know about the origin of the solar system.
In news: Scientists are decoding a meteorite that fell in Mukundapura village near Jaipur in 2017.
Placing it in syllabus: Science & Technology

Dimensions:
◆ Composition of meteorite
◆ How is it relevant to recent asteroid studies?
◆ How is it relevant to solar system exploration?

Content:

A new study carried out has shed light on the mineralogy of the meteorite.
Composition of meteorite:
◆ The meteorite named Mukundpura CM2 is classi�ied to be a carbonaceous chondrite.
◆ It is a type of stony meteorite, considered the most primitive and a remnant of the �irst solid bodies to accrete
in the solar system.
◆ The composition of carbonaceous chondrites are also similar to the Sun.
◆ The meteorites are broadly classi�ied into three groups – stony (silicate-rich), iron (Fe–Ni alloy), and
stony-iron (mixed silicate–iron alloy).
◆ Chondrites are silicate-droplet-bearing meteorites, and Mukundpura chondrite is the �ifth carbonaceous
meteorite known to have fallen in India.
◆ The study has revealed that Mukundpura CM2 had experienced varying degrees of alteration during the
impact.
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◆
◆
◆
◆

Some minerals like forsterite and FeO olivine, calcium aluminium rich inclusion (CAI) minerals escaped
alteration.
Few magnetites, sulphides and calcites were also found.
Detailed spectroscopic studies revealed that the meteorite had very high (about 90%) phyllosilicate minerals
comprising both magnesium and iron.
Further X-ray studies showed it also had aluminium complexes.

How is it relevant to recent asteroid studies?
◆ The results of the Mukundpura CM2 study are relevant to the surface composition of near-Earth asteroids
Ryugu and Bennu.
◆ Recently Japan’s Hayabusa-2 mission landed on Earth with samples from Ryugu.
◆ In October 2020, NASA’s OSIRIS-REx mission collected samples from Bennu and is expected to return in
September 2023.
◆ Infrared spectroscopy results have shown that spectral properties of the surface of these asteroids are consistent with CM carbonaceous meteorites.
◆ A better understanding of the nature and evolution of such meteorites would help considerably in the
interpretation of results of the asteroid missions.
Difference between an asteroid and a meteorite
◆ A meteorite is a rock that falls to Earth from space.
◆ They provide some of the only samples of other planets, asteroids and possibly comets in the solar system.
◆ Some meteorites even contain tiny particles that formed around other stars that existed before the Sun.
◆ Because meteorites are ancient pieces of these celestial bodies, scientists rely on them for information about
the history of our solar system.
◆ All meteorites come from inside the solar system.
◆ Meteorites can be huge weighing around 60 tons or can be quite small, about the size of beach pebbles or even
grains of sand.
◆ The vast majority of meteorites are fragments of shattered asteroids.
◆ Asteroids are rocky bodies found in the asteroid belt, between Mars and Jupiter.
◆ Asteroids, which are much smaller than planets, are sometimes pulled out of the asteroid belt by the force of
Jupiter’s gravity.
◆ Many of these asteroids then travel toward the inner solar system where they can collide with Earth.

How is it relevant to solar system exploration?
Asteroids are the remnant debris of the inner solar system formation process and thus offer the formation history or the building blocks of the planets.
◆ Meteorites are representative of asteroids.
◆ By studying meteorites in the laboratory and asteroids by exploration and sample return mission, the activity
of early solar system events can be reconstructed.
◆ As asteroids are rich in volatiles and other minerals, the results can be exploited for future planetary exploration.
◆

Mould your thought:

1) What is the difference between a meteorite and an asteroid? How is the study of such celestial bodies
relevant to know about the solar system?
Approach to the answer:
◆ Brief about the meaning of meteorite and asteroid and their differences
◆ Write about recent study on meteorite impact
◆ Write about the importance of such study
◆ Conclusion
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Science and Tech

FSSAI Regulation of Trans Fats

Industrially produced trans fatty acid is a toxic chemical that clogs our arteries and is a risk factor
for heart attack and other diseases. Eliminating this harmful chemical from our food system can
save many lives. Health being an important focus of UPSC, a thorough understanding of trans fats
is essential.

In news: FSSAI extends deadline for trans fat reduction in edible oils
Placing it in syllabus: Science & Technology
Dimensions
◆ What is FSSAI?
◆ What are trans fats?
◆ Health Risks Associated With Trans Fat
◆ About LDL and HDL
◆ Regulations by FSSAI and timelines

Content:

What is FSSAI?
◆ Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) is an autonomous body established under the Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, Government of India.
◆ The FSSAI has been established under the Food Safety and Standards (FSS) Act, 2006. This Act is a consolidating statute related to food safety and regulation in India.
◆ FSSAI is responsible for protecting and promoting public health through the regulation and supervision
of food safety in India.
◆ The FSSAI has its headquarters at New Delhi.
◆ The authority also has 6 regional of�ices located in Delhi, Guwahati, Mumbai, Kolkata, Cochin, and Chennai.
◆ The FSSAI consists of a chairperson & 22 members.
◆ The non-executive Chairperson appointed by the Central Government who is either holding or has held the
position of not below the rank of Secretary to the Government of India.
The FSS Act, 2006 empowers the Food Safety and Standards Authority of India (FSSAI) with respect to:
◆ Framing of regulations to lay down food safety standards
◆ Laying down guidelines for accreditation of laboratories for food testing
◆ Providing scienti�ic advice and technical support to the Central Government
◆ Contributing to the development of international technical standards in food
◆ Collecting and collating data regarding food consumption, contamination, emerging risks etc.
◆ Disseminating information and promoting awareness about food safety and nutrition in India

What are Trans Fats?
Trans Fats or Trans Fatty Acids (TFAs) are a form of unsaturated fat. They come in both natural and arti�icial
form.
◆ Industrially produced trans fats are created arti�icially during the hydrogenation processes of vegetable oils,
and resulting in partially hydrogenated vegetable oils (PHVOs).
◆ PHVOs are the major source of trans fats in India and are found in vanaspati, margarines, and shortenings.
◆ Vanaspati is used in preparation of Indian traditional sweets (mithais) such as ladoo, imarti, jalebi, and
deep-fried foods such as aloo tikki and bhatura.
◆ Margarine and bakery shortenings are the most common fats used in baked goods such as cakes, pastries, and
puffs.
◆ Some trans fats are also formed during the manufacturing process when a high temperature re�inement
process is used to create vegetable oils.
◆
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Types of Trans Fats:
Naturally-occurring trans fats
◆ These are produced in the gut of some animals and foods made from these animals.
◆ Some microorganisms occurring in the guts of ruminants can synthesize trans fats through the process of
biohydrogenation.
◆ These microorganism-produced trans fats are found in dairy products, such as cheese and butterfat, and in
certain types of meat, including lamb and beef.
Arti�icial trans fats
These are generated from the industrial process of hydrogenation.
◆ The process of hydrogenation adds hydrogen to liquid vegetable oils thereby converting liquid fat to
semi-solid fat that resembles pure ghee or butter.
◆ Arti�icial trans fats are also known as “Partially hydrogenated oils“.
◆

Trans fats are used in in a number of manufactured foods because of the following reasons:
Trans fats are easy to use, inexpensive to generate.
◆ They increase the shelf life of oils. PHVOs can be stored for a longer time than vegetable oils.
◆ They are an easy and cost effective substitute for ‘Pure Ghee’.
◆ They provide a desirable texture and taste to food.
◆ Several restaurants and fast-food outlets use trans fats to deep-fry foods because oils with trans fats can be
used multiple times in commercial fryers.
Various countries including Denmark, Switzerland, Canada, etc., and US jurisdictions including California, New
York City, Baltimore, etc. have reduced or restricted the utilization of trans fats in foodservice establishments.
◆

Health Risks Associated With Trans Fat
Trans Fats are found to be the cause of several non-communicable diseases
◆ Scienti�ic evidence concludes that trans fats carry a higher risk for heart disease than saturated fats.
◆ The consumption of trans fats causes an increase in levels of low-density lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol.
Increased LDL levels result in the accumulation of fat in blood vessels, which can lead to atherosclerosis, heart
disease, and stroke.
◆ Trans fats also lower levels of high-density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol, which plays an important role
in transporting cholesterol from cells and blood vessels to the liver, where cholesterol is metabolized for
excretion.
◆ According to WHO, 11 out of 15 coronary heart disease deaths are caused due to Trans fats and it is necessary
to take actions to eliminate the substances.
◆ It also increases the risk of developing obesity, metabolic syndrome, insulin resistance and type 2 diabetes, infertility, certain types of cancers and can also lead to compromised fetal development that can
cause harm to the yet to be born baby.
◆ Recently, the World Health Organisation (WHO) had warned India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Nepal and Bhutan
were among countries that need to act urgently against trans-fat.
◆ Cardiovascular diseases along with diabetes are proving fatal for COVID-19 patients also.
◆ According to 2017 estimates, India has one of the highest burden of heart disease deaths due to high trans-fat
intake out of all countries in the world.
◆ More than 1.5 million deaths take place each year due to coronary heart disease, and nearly 5 percent of these
deaths each year (71,000) can be attributed to trans fats intake.
◆

About LDL and HDL
◆ There are two main types of cholesterol: high-density lipoprotein (HDL) and low-density lipoprotein
(LDL). Lipoproteins are made of fat and protein.
◆ LDL cholesterol is often called bad cholesterol. If there is too much LDL cholesterol in the blood, it builds
up in the walls of the blood vessels, causing them to narrow and stiffen.
◆ A buildup of LDL cholesterol reduces blood �low and can increase the risk of heart attack or stroke.
◆ HDL or good cholesterol can move LDL cholesterol from the blood to the liver, which breaks it down for
disposal as waste.
◆ HDL therefore prevents the buildup of plaque, protects our arteries, and protects us from atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease.
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◆
◆

HDL cholesterol is referred to as good cholesterol because it reduces the level of cholesterol in the blood.
Higher HDL levels are linked to a reduced risk of heart attack and heart disease.

Regulations by FSSAI and timelines:
The World Health Organisation (WHO) had called for global elimination of trans fat by 2023. According
to WHO’s REPLACE second annual report released in September 2020, around 40 countries have already
enacted the best practice policies to eliminate trans fats.
◆ India �irst passed a regulation in 2013 that set a Trans Fatty Acid (TFA) limit of 10% in oils and fats which was
further reduced to 5% in 2017.
◆ In 2018, a REPLACE campaign was launched by WHO for global-level elimination of trans-fats in industrially
produced edible oils. India and FSSAI have made commitments to this campaign.
◆ A new mass media campaign is also launched by FSSAI named “Heart Attack Rewind” to eliminate industrially-produced trans fat in the food supply by the year 2022. It is a followup to an earlier campaign called
“Eat Right”, which was launched in July 2018.
◆ A “Trans Fat Free” logo has been launched by the FSSAI for voluntary labeling to develop TFA-free products. The label is often used by bakeries, local food outlets, and shops for preparations containing TFA not
exceeding 0.2 per 100 g.
◆ In September 2020, FSSAI announced that all edible re�ined oils, vanaspati, bakery shortening, margarines,
vegetable fat spreads and mixed fat spreads may only contain up to 3 percent trans fats by January 2021
and 2 per cent or less trans fats by January 2022.
◆ The edible oil industry has cited the outbreak of the Coronavirus and the subsequent lockdowns as a reason
for it it’s inability to prepare for the reduction of trans fat to 3% by January 2021.
◆ In view of representations received from the industry and to facilitate smooth transition from the industry to
the new norms for the trans fatty acids (TFAs), FSSAI modi�ied the date for enforcement for the limit of
3% by weight to 1st April, 2021
◆ The deadline to reduce trans fatty acid to 2%, however, remains the same – January 1, 2022.
◆ Eliminating industrially produced trans-fatty acids can save 17 million lives over the next 25 years.
◆ WHO has recommended that trans-fat intake as a % of energy should not exceed 1%.
◆

Mould your thought:

1) Why are trans fats considered harmful? What steps has FSSAI taken to regulate the use of
trans fats in food?
Approach to the answer:
◆ De�ine trans fats and their use in brief
◆ Write about the health risks of trans fats
◆ Give an account of FSSAI initiatives
◆ Conclusion

Source : The Hindu, ET

Science and Tech

Rare Earth Metals

From cellphones to missile guidance systems, rare-earth metals are an essential component of
thousands of consumer products and military weapons. China dominates the global trade, acquiring exclusive mining licenses around the world. Rare-earth mining is notorious for the environmental hazards it poses and while the challenges of cleaning up the environment are steep.

In news: Increasing use of rare earth metals in renewable technologies
Placing it in syllabus: Science & Technology
Dimensions
◆ What are rare earth metals?
◆ Uses in clean energy technologies
◆ Harmful effects of Rare Earth Metals
◆ Challenges in handling and disposal
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Content

What are Rare Earth Metals?
◆ Rare earth metals or rare earth elements comprise seventeen chemical elements — 15 lanthanides
(anthanum, cerium, praseodymium, neodymium, promethium, samarium, europium, gadolinium, terbium,
dysprosium, holmium, erbium, thulium, ytterbium, and lutetium), scandium and yttrium.
◆ Rare earth metals are actually not as rare as their name might imply. They are found abundantly in the Earth’s
crust.
◆ However, they are widely dispersed and found in low concentrations. So they are not economically exploitable.
◆ These dif�iculties, combined with the demand for the metals for use in high-tech applications, introduces
economic and political complications

Chinese monopoly in Rare Earth Metals
◆ Until 1948, India and Brazil were the world’s primary producers of rare earth metals.
◆ The countries with the most rare earth metals currently are China (the largest reserves in the world), the
United States, Brazil, India, Vietnam, Australia, Russia, Myanmar, Indonesia.
◆ China is home to some of the world’s largest deposits.
◆ The mining of rare earth metals occurs mainly in southeastern China, in provinces like Jiangxi and Fujian. But
there is also mining as north as Inner Mongolia and as west as Sichuan.
◆ According to the United States Geological Survey, as of 2018, China produced around 80% of world
demand for rare earth metals (down from 95% in 2010). Their ores are rich in yttrium, lanthanum, and
neodymium.
◆ Since August of 2010, fears over Chinese dominance of crucial rare earth supplies have lingered as China
restricted export quotas of the metals with no of�icial explanation, immediately sparking debate over decentralization of world rare earth production.
◆ There are high possibilities of caterlization happening to global rare earth metal reserves and supply
chains.
◆ China’s intents of hegemony, non-solidarity with other nations and aims of controlling various sectors and
aspects of the world’s energy landscape creates new challenges for geo-politics and global renewable energy
usage

Uses in clean energy technologies:
Rare earth elements are used in several technologies to generate cleaner, renewable energy.
◆ These include wind turbine magnets, solar cells, smartphone components, cells used in electric vehicles,
among others.
◆ These metals are also used in magnets, lasers, GPS satellites, photoluminescence, computer components,
lighting, and electronics.
In order of increasing atomic mass, the 17 rare earth metals and some of their common applications are
given below:
◆ Scandium: Used to strengthen aluminum alloys.
◆ Yttrium: Used in superconductors and exotic light sources.
◆ Lanthanum: Used in specialty glasses and optics, electrodes and hydrogen storage.
◆ Cerium: Makes an excellent oxidizer, used in oil cracking during petroleum re�ining and is used for yellow
coloring in ceramics and glass.
◆ Praseodymium: Used in magnets, lasers and as green color in ceramics and glass.
◆ Neodymium: Used in magnets, lasers and as purple color in ceramics and glass.
◆ Promethium: Used in nuclear batteries. Only man-made isotopes have ever been observed on Earth, with a
speculated 500-600 grams naturally occurring on the planet.
◆ Samarium: Used in magnets, lasers and neutron capture.
◆ Europium: Makes colored phosphors, lasers, and mercury-vapor lamps.
◆ Gadolinium: Used in magnets, specialty optics, and computer memory.
◆ Terbium: Used as green in ceramics and paints, and in lasers and �luorescent lamps.
◆ Dysprosium: Used in magnets and lasers.
◆ Holmium: Used in lasers.
◆ Erbium: Used in steel alloyed with vanadium, as well as in lasers.
◆ Thulium: Used in portable x-ray equipment.
◆ Ytterbium: Used in infrared lasers. Also, works as a great chemical reducer.
◆ Lutetium: Used in specialty glass and radiology equipment.
◆
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Harmful effects of Rare Earth Metals
◆ It’s challenging to mine and process rare earths without harming the environment.
◆ They are extracted by removing the topsoil, transporting it to a leaching pond, and adding chemicals (such as
ammonium sulfate and ammonium chloride) to separate out the metals.
◆ The chemicals used in this separation process can create air pollution, cause erosion, and leach into
groundwater.
◆ The minerals that contain rare earth elements (such as monazite or bastnaesite) invariably contain some
thorium and uranium – both radioactive elements. This mildly radioactive waste slurry creates a safety
hazard.
◆ A series of environmental problems including water and soil loss, landslides, cracked ground and settlement,
destruction of fertile land, water eutrophication in the mining area, heavy metal pollution and so on will
follow one after another.
◆ The pollution resulting from rare-earth mining has created soil incapable of supporting crops and water
supplies have been contaminated in China.
◆ These metals are mined using extremely energy-intensive processes, spewing carbon emissions into the
atmosphere and toxins into the ground.
◆ Many of these metals, which include mercury, barium, lead, chromium and cadmium, are extremely damaging
to the health of several ecosystems, including humans.
◆ A survey done by United Nations University (UNU) and the World Health Organisation (WHO) on the
impact e-waste has on child health, raised concerns around chemical burns, cancer and stunted growth.

Challenges in handling and disposal
◆ Hundreds of thousands of tons of rare earth compounds are being produced and manufactured into products
each year.
◆ Recycling rare earth materials is challenging because once embedded in devices, they’re dif�icult to take
out. (extraction is dif�icult and costly.)
◆ Recycling them is a lengthy process which involves demagnetisation (by heating), crushing and roasting,
followed by a leaching process and a separation method before a �inal roasting to produce a mixed rare earth
oxide.
◆ For this reason, much of the e-waste exported to the developing world under the pretence of being reused
or refurbished ends up being dumped.
◆ Therefore, instead of discarding phones or IT equipment after a couple of years, consumers should aim to get
the most out of the technology they have invested in through repairing or refurbishing
Mould your thought:

1)Why have rare earth metals gained importance in recent times? What are the challenges in
using these metals?
Approach to the answer:
◆ De�ine Rare Earth Metals
◆ Write about their increasing use in newer technologies
◆ Write about monopoly of China
◆ Mention the environmental and health hazards
◆ Conclusion

Source : Down To Earth

Science and Tech

Monsoon Forecast Models
`
Monsoon is referred to as the lifeline of India. It greatly in�luences the agriculture yield, economy,

water resources, power generation and ecosystem.The accurate prediction of monsoon rainfall is
a basic need for India but remains a challenge over the decades.
In news: India Meteorological Department (IMD) may introduce new monsoon models
Placing it in syllabus: Science and Tech
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Dimensions
◆ Monsoon forecast models
◆ LPA method
◆ Indian monsoon mission
◆ Megha tropique satellite
◆ New models

Content

Monsoon Forecast Models
◆ Monsoon has always been critical for India’s economy.
◆ If variations in monsoon rainfall are known well in advance, it would be possible to reduce the diverse impacts
related to excess or de�icient rainfall.
◆ A reliable monsoon forecast with suf�icient lead time is essential for policy makers and farmers for planning
and sowing of crops, as well as making long-lead plans for the future.
◆ There are several methods to assess the likelihood of Monsoon rainfall.
◆ Currently, IMD relies on an ensemble model for forecasting monsoon. This traditional model uses a statistical technique.
◆ It uses an average of 6 meteorological values correlated to the monsoon such as sea surface temperatures in
the Paci�ic, and North Atlantic sea level pressure.
◆ These meteorological values are traditionally derived from century-old meteorological data linked to the
historical performance of the monsoon.
◆ This model equates relationships of physical parameters, such as for instance sea surface temperatures,
snowfall, the temperature of landmass etc with the actual observed rainfall in the past.
◆ India currently operates a global model on a 12-km grid size — that is, information is gathered every 12
km. This is the highest resolution ensemble system, and at present India has the best model in the world.
◆ However, this traditional approach has failed to predict monsoon recent decades (for instance in 2002 and
2004) leading meteorologists to call for a new, modern forecasting system.
Dynamical Monsoon Model
◆ The dynamical monsoon model simulates the weather on powerful computers (supercomputers) and extrapolates it over particular timeframes.
◆ This modern forecasting model is being tested at the Indian Institute of Tropical Meteorology (IITM),
Pune.
◆ The dynamical monsoon model is also called the Coupled Forecast System version 2.
◆ So far it has achieved only 60% accuracy in forecasting the monsoon.
◆ This method is widely used in forecasting weather over a few days. But using it to forecast the annual monsoon over 3 or 4 months has proved dif�icult.

LPA Method
◆ LPA of rainfall is the rainfall recorded over a particular region for a given interval (like month or season) average over a long period like 30years, 50-years etc.
◆ It acts as a benchmark while forecasting the quantitative rainfall for that region for a speci�ic month or
season.
◆ For example, LPA of south west monsoon rainfall over Kerala for the months June, July, August and September
are 556mm, 659mm, 427mm and 252mm respectively.
◆ Current LPA of all India south west monsoon rainfall based on the average rainfall over the period 1961 -2010
is 880.6mm.
Indian Monsoon Mission (NMM):
◆ The accurate prediction of monsoon rainfall remained a challenge for decades. The conventional forecast in
use so far is based on the statistical approach and is low skilled in forecasting rainfall anomalies.
◆ Several new approaches (high resolution, super parameterizations, data assimilation etc.) developed in
recent times have shown that the variability in tropics can be reasonably resolved
◆ The National Monsoon Mission (NMM) was envisaged in 2012 by the Ministry of Earth Sciences (MoES)
to develop a dynamical coupled prediction system specially suited for the Indian region.
◆ The main objectives of NMM are to improve Seasonal and Intra-seasonal Monsoon Forecast and to
improve Medium Range Forecast.
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To achieve its objectives the NMM envisages to:
◆ Build a working partnership between the academic research and development organisations and the operational agency to improve the monsoon forecast skill;
◆ Set up a dynamical modelling framework for improving prediction skill of seasonal and extended range
prediction system, and short and medium range prediction system; and,
◆ Set up the infrastructure and train manpower required to improve the prediction skill in all time scales.

Megha-Tropiques satellite:
◆ The main objective of the Megha-Tropiques mission is to study the convective systems that in�luence the
tropical weather and climate.
◆ The satellite was launched in 2011 into a non-sun synchronous orbit (Low Earth Orbit), unlike other IRS
spacecraft.
◆ Megha-Tropiques provides scienti�ic data on the contribution of the water cycle to the tropical atmosphere, with information on condensed water in clouds, water vapour in the atmosphere, precipitation, and
evaporation.
◆ The Megha-Tropiques is a unique satellite for climate research that also aids scientists seeking to re�ine
prediction models.
◆ It is operated as part of a joint programme between the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) and
France′s Centre National d′Etudes Spaciales (CNES).
◆ This Megha-Tropiques satellite carries four payloads namely, MADRAS-a microwave imager, SAPHIR-scanning radiometer instrument, SCARAB-scanner for radiative budget and GPS occultation receiver for atmospheric studies.

New models
◆ The India Meteorological Department (IMD) may introduce new monsoon models this year to better forecast
changes in rainfall.
◆ Three different models would be tested this year. Two of them were dynamical models and one a statistical
model.

The three models under consideration are:
12 global circulation models (dynamical) : The outputs these models would be combined into a single one
◆ a model that gauges rainfall based on the sea surface temperature in the tropics (developed by Prof. Sumant
Nigam, University of Maryland, U.S.) and
◆ the statistical model based on climate variables observed during the pre-monsoon.
◆

All of them are ‘ensembles’ meaning smaller models are combined to arrive at an average value.
Mould your thought:

1)Why do we need a Monsoon forecast? Discuss different monsoon forecast Models used in India.
Approach to the answer:
◆ Introduction
◆ Uses of Monsoon Forecast
◆ Mention different forecast models used by IMD
◆ Mention their strengths and weaknesses
◆ Conclusion

Source : The Hindu, Indian Express
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Science and Tech

Agriculture and Biotechnology
With the world population expected to top nine billion people by 2050, it is critical to create and
implement sustainable agricultural practices and technologies. Farmers will have to produce
about 70% more food on less land. Using modern biotechnology to grow more productive and
nutritious crops is essential for meeting the growing needs of both farmers and consumers.

In news: Year Ender 2020- Achievements of Department of Biotechnology (DBT)
Placing it in syllabus: Science and Tech
Dimensions
◆ Biotechnology and seeds
◆ Pest control and management
◆ Livestock and diseases
◆ Future potential

Content:

Biotechnology and Seeds:
◆ Seed is a basic input in agriculture. Seeds have been the crucial factor in the establishment, diversi�ication and
improvement of crops.
◆ Better the seed, better will be the crop produce. Response of other inputs in crop production largely depends
on the quality of seed material used.
◆ Farmers have manipulated plants and animals through selective breeding for decades of thousands of years
in order to create desired traits.
◆ Agricultural biotechnology quickens this process through the selection of traits like the increased yield,
pest resistance, drought resistance, and herbicide resistance.
◆ It uses scienti�ic tools and techniques, including genetic engineering, molecular markers, molecular diagnos
tics, vaccines, and tissue culture.
◆ The Department of Biotechnology has made tremendous efforts in promoting Bioscience research, translational education and entrepreneurship.
◆ Mission mode programme on “Minor Oilseeds of India Origin” in various crops was launched which is
aimed at sequencing/re-sequencing and phenotypic characterization of available germplasm resources of
Minor Oilseeds (Sesame, Linseed, Saf�lower and Niger) in the country along with exotic lines from diverse
agro climatic regions & elite lines of International Institutes.
◆ Mission mode programme on “Characterization of Genetic Resources” in various crops was initiated for
sequencing/re-sequencing and phenotypic characterization of available germplasm resources of Chickpea in
country along with exotic lines from diverse agro climatic regions & elite lines of International Institutes has
been supported.
◆ “India-UK crop science fellowship (INcrops)” was launched to create a skill set of trained manpower in
cutting edge technologies in crop sciences. It is aimed to send ten (10) post-doctoral fellows per year to the UK
institutions.
◆ DBT-NGGF “National Genotyping and Genomics Facility” (NGGF) a “single-window service system” for
advanced genomics technology services was established to offer affordable and competitive genotyping and
genomics services to Public and Private Institutions. Crop breeding companies and seed companies (205)
involved in the regular breeding process and activities will be a source of revenue for this facility.
◆ Three improved maize hybrids have been developed by Enrichment of Nutritional Quality in Maize through
Molecular Breeding.
• Pusa HM4 Improved: has been released and noti�ied for North Western Plain Zone.
• Pusa HM8 Improved: has been released and noti�ied for Peninsular Zone [Maharashtra, Karnataka, Andhra
Pradesh, Telangana & Tamil Nadu]
• Pusa HM9 Improved: has been released and noti�ied for North Eastern Plain Zone [Bihar, Jharkhand, Odisha,
West Bengal & Eastern Uttar Pradesh].
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Biotechnology Industry Research Assistance Council (BIRAC), established under the Department of Biotechnology in 2012, continues to play a crucial role in the development of the biotech sector in India. BIRAC brings innovators and funders on to a common table, enabling ideas to become a reality and facilitate technological advances that
make human progress possible.

Pest Control and Management:
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆

Scientists and world leaders believe that crop biotechnology holds the key to food security and poverty reduction in the developing world.
With GM crops, genes that confer certain traits are inserted into existing varieties and modify their genetic
content. For example, a gene may provide resistance to a disease or enhance the nutritional value of a crop.
Genetically Modi�ied (GM) crops tend to increase crop productivity primarily where pest pressure is high
and existing pest control treatments are losing effectiveness.
Bt cotton, which protects cotton against key damaging insects, is India’s �irst and only commercially
approved biotech crop.
Cotton in India is grown under more humid conditions than in the US, and is likely to suffer severe pest pressure.
From farmers’ perspective, adoption of GM varieties is simpler and less dangerous than the adoption of toxic
chemicals to control pests.
Multiple studies have attributed between 30-60 per cent increases in cotton yields in India to the adoption
of GM varieties
GM varieties provide new means to increase crop productivity and are essential in the transition to a renewable, bio-based economy.

Livestock and Diseases:
◆ Various biotechnology methods are used in improving the breeding stock of animals.
◆ These include arti�icial insemination (AI), embryo transfer (ET), in-vitro fertilization (IVF), and somatic cell nuclear transfer.
◆ Biotechnology has allowed the scientists to detect defective genes which cause infection in animals before
they are bred.
◆ Many DNA tests are now available through which inherited weaknesses can be detected in cattle. Some
conditions which are identi�ied by this test are Leukocyte Adhesion De�iciency (LAD) and Factor 13 De�iciency.
◆ Another advantage is the development of the vaccines. These vaccines act against the diseases and help them
cure.
◆ Vaccines developed through biotechnology techniques are more effective and cure disease within less time
than the traditional vaccines.
◆ Genetically developed vaccines stay stable at room temperature and they do not need refrigerated storage.
Recent initiatives of Department of Biotechnology in animal biotechnology:
Developed a urine based early pregnancy diagnostic kit for cattle and buffalo.
◆ Consortium for One Health to address Zoonotic and Transboundary Diseases in India was established
to contribute to (a) the availability of state-wise and nation-wide data on the selected zoonotic diseases and
transboundary animal diseases (TADs)
◆ Genomics for conservation of indigenous cattle breeds and for enhancing milk yield: The whole
genome sequencing data of 176 animals was generated for �ive major breeds – Gir, Tharparkar, Kankrej, Red
Sindhi and Sahiwal. The draft genome sequence for 4 major milch breeds (Gir, Sahiwal, Tharparkar & Kankrej)
has been assembled.
◆ A whole virus vaccine against nodavirus of �ish was produced using seabass kidney and grouper eye cell
lines.
◆ Nano-Immuno Rapid Test to detect Mycobacterium avium subspecies paratuberculosis in milk samples
◆ New method of diagnosis of Johne’s disease in the domestic live stocks
◆
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Future potential:
◆ Biotechnology occupies a strategic position in the socio-economic advancement and development of
Indian agriculture.
◆ The favourable location of the biotech hubs will be crucial. It depends on critical factors like research and
technology development competence, market, industry policies, infrastructure, investments.
◆ The Government needs to harness the potential of biotechnology through innovative initiatives like
Biotech-Kisan
◆ To mitigate the effects of climate change, biotechnology needs to be used to develop Climate-resilient crops
that can sustain in adverse climatic conditions.
◆ Biotechnology has a place in ensuring Swasth Bharat, Swachh Bharat, Start-up India, Make in India and
Digital India.
◆ The challenge for mitigation of COVID Pandemic by supporting vaccines, therapeutics, diagnostics, genomics,
biorepositories and a National Platform (NBRIC) for achievement of Atma Nirbharta.
Mould your thought:

1) How can biotechnology enhance ef�iciency, productivity and cost-effectiveness in the areas of
agriculture? Give evidence from recent achievements of the Department of Biotechnology (DBT).
Approach to the answer:
◆ Introduction
◆ Write about advantages of biotechnology
◆ Write about recent achievements of DBT
◆ Way forward
◆ Conclusion

Source : PIB, Indian Express
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SOCIETY
Society

RMNCAH +N

COVID pandemic has affected the whole population irrespective of gender, religion and age. In this
regard, one has to know the performance of different government schemes in 2020.
In news: Ministry of Health & Family Welfare’s (MoHFW) 2020 achievements.
Placing it in syllabus: Health
Dimensions
◆ RMNCAH+N

Content:

Reproductive, Maternal, Newborn, Child, Adolescent Health Plus Nutrition (RMNCAH+N):
Immunization◆ Electronic Vaccine Intelligence Network (eVIN) rollout: Till FY 2019-20, eVIN system was functional in 24
States/UTs and in FY 2020-21, eVIN has been expanded to the rest of the States/UTs to cover the entire country.
◆ Pneumococcal Conjugate Vaccine (PCV), till FY 2019-20 was available in Bihar, Himachal Pradesh, Madhya
Pradesh, Rajasthan and 19 Districts of Uttar Pradesh and Haryana.
◆ In FY 2020-21, PCV was expanded to all the Districts of UP, thus covering the entire State.
Maternal Health◆ As per the report of Sample Registration System (SRS) released in July 2020 by the Registrar General of India
(RGI), Maternal Mortality Ratio (MMR) of India has declined from 122 per 100,000 live births in
2015-17 to 113 per 100,000 live births in 2016-18.

Surakshit Matritva Aashwasan (SUMAN): MoHFW launched the SUMAN Initiative on 10th October 2019 with the
aims to provide assured, digni�ied, respectful and quality healthcare, at no cost and zero tolerance for denial of
services, for every woman and newborn visiting the public health facility in order to end all preventable maternal
and newborn deaths and morbidities and provide a positive birthing experience. Under SUMAN, all existing
schemes for maternal and neonatal health have been brought under one umbrella in order to create a comprehensive and cohesive initiative which goes beyond entitlements and provides a service guarantee for the entitlements.
◆

◆
◆

Pradhan Mantri SurakshitMatritva Abhiyan (PMSMA): Since inception, more than 2.60 crore Ante-Natal
Care (ANC) check-ups conducted, more than 19.61 lakhs High risk pregnancy identi�ied and more than 6,000
volunteers registered under PMSMA.
LaQshya: Since the inception (December 2017) 263 Labour Rooms and 229 Maternity OTs have achieved
National Certi�ication under LaQshya.
Comprehensive Abortion Care (CAC): More than 14,500 MOs have been trained in CAC trainings upto June,
2020. Virtual training of trainers (ToT) on CAC has been conducted for Ladakh Union Territory in the month
of November 2020.

Child HealthFacility Based Newborn Care (FBNC) program:
◆ 894 Special Newborn Care Units (SNCUs) at District/ Medical College Level and 2,579 Newborn Stabilization
Units (NBSUs) at the level of FRUs/ CHC levels are functional to provide services to sick and small newborns.
◆ The country has recently celebrated “National Newborn Week-2020” with the commitment of “Ensuring Quality, Equity and Dignity of Newborn Care at Every Health Facility and Everywhere”.
◆ Two very important harmonized training packages under Facility Based New-born Care Program – “Navjat
Shishu Suraksha Karyakram (NSSK)” and “New-born Stabilization Units (NBSUs)” for capacity building of
health care providers were released.
Intensi�ied Diarrhoea Control Fortnight (IDCF), 2019:
◆ 10.01 crore children up to �ive years of age were provided with ORS and Zinc against the target of 13.37 crore
children of the same age group.
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National Deworming Day (NDD):
◆ During the 10th round of NDD conducted in February 2020, around 11.02 crore children in the age group of
1-19 years had been provided Albendazole tablets against the target of 11.66 crore children of the same age
group.
◆ 11th round of NDD is being implemented in 34 States and UTs during the period of August-November, 2020.

Nearly 2.25 Lakhs Severe Acute Malnutrition (SAM) children with medical complications received treatment at
1,072 Nutrition Rehabilitation Centres during 2019-20. Around 17 Lactation Management Centres (LMCs) are
established in 7 States.

Rashtriya Bal Swasthya Karyakram (RBSK):
19.31 Lakhs newborn screened at Delivery points under RBSK Program during April-September, 2020.
Social Awareness and Actions to Neutralize Pneumonia Successfully(SAANS):
◆ SAANS Campaign rolled-out in the States/ UTs from 12th November, 2020 – 28th February 2021 with aims at
accelerating action against Childhood Pneumonia by generating awareness around protect, prevent and treatment aspects of Childhood Pneumonia and to enhance early identi�ication and care seeking behaviours
among parents and caregivers.
◆

The Reproductive and Child Health (RCH) Programme was launched throughout the country on 15th October, 1997. This programme aimed at achieving a status in which women will be able to regulate their fertility,
women will be able to go through their pregnancy and childbirth safely.

The second phase of RCH program i.e. RCH – II was launched on 1st April, 2005. The main objective of the program
was to bring about a change in mainly three critical health indicators i.e. reducing total fertility rate, infant mortality rate and maternal mortality rate.
RMCH+A approach has been launched in 2013 and it essentially looks to address the major causes of mortality
among women and children as well as the delays in accessing and utilizing health care and services.

The RMNCH+A strategic approach has been developed to provide an understanding of the ‘continuum of care’ to
ensure equal focus on various life stages. It appropriately directs the States to focus their efforts on the most
vulnerable population and disadvantaged groups in the country. It also emphasizes on the need to reinforce efforts
in those poor performing districts that have already been identi�ied as the high focus districts.

Objectives:
◆ Reduction of Infant Mortality Rate (IMR) to 25 per 1,000 live births by 2017
◆ Reduction in Maternal Mortality Ratio (MMR) to 100 per 100,000 live births by 2017
◆ Reduction in Total Fertility Rate(TFR) to 2.1 by 2017

Family planningMission Parivar Vikas (MPV):
◆ MPV was launched in November 2016 for substantially increasing access to contraceptives and family planning services in 146 High Fertility Districts in seven high focus States with Total Fertility Rate (TFR) of 3 and
above.
◆ These Districts are from the States of Uttar Pradesh, Bihar, Rajasthan, Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh,
Jharkhand and Assam which constitutes 44% of the country’s population.
◆ The performance in FY 2020-21 (upto November 2020) is as follows:
Number of Sterilizations – 34,633
Number of PPIUCD insertions – 1.38 lakh

Rashtriya Kishor Swasthya Karyakram (RKSK):
◆ 12.85 lakh adolescents received counselling and clinical services at Adolescent Friendly Health Clinics
(AFHCs).
◆ 47.73 lakh adolescents had been provided Weekly Iron Folic Acid Supplementation (WIFS) every month
besides Nutrition Health Education till October 2020.
◆ Signi�icant progress has been made in implementation of the Peer Education program with selection of
78,098 Peer Educators in FY 2020-21.
◆ 10,934 Adolescent Health Days (AHDs), a quarterly village level activity to create awareness about adolescent health issues and available services were conducted till September 2020.
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Pre-Conception and Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (PC & PNDT):
◆ As per Quarterly Progress Report (QPR) of June 2020, submitted by the States/UTs, total 68,818 diagnostic
facilities have been registered under the PC & PNDT Act.
◆ So far, a total of 2,220 machines have been sealed and seized for the violations of the law.
◆ With the continuous and consistent efforts of the Centre along with the cooperation of States and other stakeholders, the sex ratio at birth is beginning to show an upward increase.

Pre-Conception and Pre-Natal Diagnostic Techniques (PCPNDT) Act, 1994 is an Act of the Parliament of
India enacted to stop female foeticides and arrest the declining sex ratio in India.

Objectives:
The main purpose of enacting the act is to ban the use of sex selection techniques before or after conception and
prevent the misuse of prenatal diagnostic technique for sex selective abortion.
Main provisions in the act are:
◆ The Act provides for the prohibition of sex selection, before or after conception.
◆ It regulates the use of pre-natal diagnostic techniques, like ultrasound machine by allowing them their use
only to detect :- genetic abnormalities, metabolic disorders, chromosomal abnormalities, certain congenital
malformations, haemoglobinopathies, Sex linked disorders.
◆ No laboratory or centre or clinic will conduct any test including ultrasonography for the purpose of determining the sex of the foetus.
◆ No person, including the one who is conducting the procedure as per the law, will communicate the sex of the
foetus to the pregnant woman or her relatives by words, signs or any other method.
◆ Any person who puts an advertisement for pre-natal and pre-conception sex determination facilities in the
form of a notice, circular, label, wrapper or any document, or advertises through media can be imprisoned for
up to three years and �ined Rs. 10,000.
Mould your thought:

1)What is RMNCAH +N? Assess the performance of different parameters of the programme.
Approach to the answer:
◆ Write about the RMNCAH +N programme
◆ Put subheadings and brie�ly write how the sub schemes have performed
◆ Conclude on a positive note

Source : PIB

Society

Gandhian Paradigm of Indian Villages
Mahatma Gandhiji was not an academic economist whose contribution to economics could be seen
in terms of one theory or the other. He wrote on wide ranging issues of signi�icance in economics.
But from the point of economic development, his writings on ‘Swadeshi’ and ‘Gram Swaraj’ are of
great importance.
In news: Gandhian philosophy and relevance to Indian society
Placing it in syllabus: Society

Static Dimensions
◆ Gandhiji – an Economist?
◆ Gram Swaraj
◆ Ideal Village
◆ Basic education
◆ Hygiene and health
◆ Antyodaya to Sarvodaya
◆ Cooperation
◆ Khadi, Village Industries and Technology
◆ Economic Equality and Sustainable Development
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Content

Gandhiji – an Economist?
To summarize the quali�ications of being an economist, Neo-Classical economist Alfred Marshall said that
nearly all founders of modern economics were men of gentle and synthetic temper, touched with the enthu
siasm of humanity. They cared little for wealth for themselves; they cared much for wide diffusion of
wealth among the people.
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆

Gandhiji incorporated goodness of common people in his speech, writing and action.
He wrote about the challenges of practising what one preaches.
He also thought of hundred ways to realise his dreams for a healthy and a better society.
Gandhiji realised that reconstructing villages from the grassroot level was one of the important ways of
removing poverty in rural areas and improving the quality of life of people.
He took up the cause of farmers and tried to revive the village economy.
He clearly saw the tendency towards urbanisation and the exploitation of villages for the bene�its of urban
areas.
According to him, If villages perish, India will also perish.

For these reasons, E F Schumacher termed Gandhiji as the greatest people’s economist.

Gram Swaraj:
Gandhiji called self-governance of villages as ‘Village Swaraj’ or ‘Gram Swaraj’.
◆ Gram Swaraj, or village self-rule, was the centerpiece of his vision of economic development in India.
◆ Gandhiji’s Gram Swaraj was not the reconstruction of the old village but the formation of fresh independent units of villages having self-suf�icient economy.
◆

The basic features of Gandhiji’s Gram Swaraj are as follows:
The government of the village should be conducted by the panchayat of �ive persons annually elected by
the village adults, men or women, possessing minimum prescribed quali�ications.
◆ It is decentralisation of power and the power is in the hands of the people of the village.
◆ The village is a complete republic independent of its neighbor for its basic needs, and yet interdependent
for many others in which dependence is a necessity.
◆ The basic concern of every village is to grow its own food grains, fruits and vegetables, leafy vegetables,
pulses, herbal plants and cotton for its clothes.
◆ The village should have Gomalas, a reserve for its cattle; recreation and playground for adults and children.
◆ In the village, there is no provision for harmful plants such as ganja, tobacco, opium and the like.
◆ The village should maintain a village theatre, school and public hall.
◆ It should have its own waterworks ensuring safe and clean water supply. Education should be made compulsory up to the �inal basic course.
◆ Every activity in the village should be conducted on the co-operative basis – bringing harmony among the
people
◆ Only after providing all of the above, if enough land is available then, the village can grow essential commercial crops.
◆

Therefore, self-reliance and self-suf�iciency of every village is the cornerstone of Gandhiji’s conception of
Gram Swaraj.
Concept of Ideal Village:

Gandhiji had pictured to himself an India continually progressing along the lines best suited to the country’s
genius.

Gandhiji’s concept of ideal village:
Consists of about 1000 persons
◆ Has cottages with suf�icient light and ventilation built of a material obtainable within a radius of �ive
miles of the village
◆ Has village lanes and streets that are free of all avoidable dust
◆ has wells according to its needs and accessible to all
◆
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◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆

◆

has houses of worship for all
Also has a common meeting place, village common land for grazing its cattle, a cooperative dairy
has primary and secondary schools in which industrial education will be central fact
will have panchayats to settle disputes
will produce its own food – grains, vegetables and fruits; and its own Khadi
will have intellectuals and open minded people. Those people will not live in dirt and darkness. There will
be village poets, village artists, village architects, linguists and research workers, village architects, linguists
and research workers
In short, an ideal village is organised on the basis of self-reliance and self-suf�iciency

Concept of Basic Education:
According to Gandhiji, education should be aimed at harmonious development of the body, mind and soul
of the people.
Gandhiji called his scheme of education – ‘basic education’.

Concept of ‘Basic Education’ is centered on the following:
◆ It is about the art of living and creation of productive labor.
◆ It is basic and craft-oriented education.
◆ Along with vocational training, rural people receive instruction in elementary history, geography and
arithmetic.
◆ Craft-centred education is self-supporting in which academic subjects are to be taught through productive activities in the form of organic farming, gardening, rural industries, cooperative cattle farming, etc.
◆ Students learn the principles of self-help, self-reliance, and dignity of labor along with their academic
subjects
Thus, Gandhiji desired that the medium of education should be creative labor and not
textbooks. He felt that job-oriented education is very much needed in rural areas.

Concept of Health and Hygiene:
According to Gandhiji, the �irst step to rural reconstruction is undoubtedly attention to every person’s
health and hygiene. According to him, most of the diseases occur to people on account of insanitation and unhy
gienic living.

He suggested the following measures for ensuring health and hygiene in villages:
The judicious utilisation of waste to keep the surroundings neat, dirtless and clean.
◆ Conversion of excreta of animals and people into organic manures. He said that “organic manures ever
enriches; never impoverishes cultivable land”.
◆ Maintaining cleanliness because it promotes health of the people
◆ Living according to the laws of nature in regard to diet, fresh air, exercise, clean surroundings, and a pure
heart.
◆ Wholesome and balanced diet as an integral part of natural cure – by adding leafy vegetables in food to
build up immune system, and get vitamins
◆ Relying less on drugs and doctors; and more on nature.
◆

He had always been in favour of vegetarian food. He did not oppose meat eating, and said that people
cannot practise non-violence in full. Also, he did not consider it violence to permit the �ish-eater to eat
�ish.
Antyodaya to Sarvodaya:
Antyodaya for Gandhiji was the Swaraj for the poorest man.
For the swaraj to become poor man’s Swaraj the following must be achieved:
◆ All people should ful�ill their basic necessities.
◆ Everyone should have enough clothes, enough food including milk and milk products, decent accommodation,
healthcare and cultural facilities.
◆ In a village organised on the principle of Swaraj, everybody occupies the same status.
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For achieving Antyodaya Gandhiji advocated for �ixation of minimum wages. It must be suf�icient to ensure
all workers- a reasonably balanced and adequate nutritive food; minimum clothing needs and better accommo
dation and ordinary comforts.

The Sarvodaya is a comprehensive concept because:
◆ It includes all aspects of rural life and activity in the sphere of sustainable rural development.
◆ Rural development does not only involve agricultural development. It has to include all productive activities of primary sector, secondary sector, and tertiary sector.
◆ His idea for rural development is known as Samagra Grama Seva.
◆ It includes integrated and multiple cropping organic agriculture, animal husbandry, forestry, �isheries, basic
education, adult education, development of weaker sections, empowering of women, education in public
health sanitation/hygiene, social harmony, prohibition, naturopathy, infrastructure development etc.

Gandhiji felt that the society should attain Sarvodaya after the attainment of Antyodaya. Thus, his intention
was to establish Sarvodaya through Antyodaya.

Thoughts on Cooperation:
◆ According to Gandhiji, cooperation is a means for achieving economic equality and the common good
for all.
◆ People should live in cooperation and should work for the common good.
◆ Gandhiji advocated cooperative farming for getting full bene�its of agriculture.
◆ He told that selected and improved varieties of seeds should be sown by farmers for getting higher agricultural productivity.

Ideas on Khadi, Village Industries and Technology
◆ Gandhiji advocated Khadi and Village Industries (KVI) for solving problems of poverty, unemployment
and rural backwardness.
◆ He felt that Khadi could not make progress without the revival of village industries like beekeeping,
soapmaking, pottery, carpentry etc.
◆ So revival of village industries was an extension of Khadi program.
◆ Gandhiji desired that technology should promote full employment, economic growth and social justice.
◆ Technology must not be allowed to displace necessary human labour – i.e. machinery should subserve
the interest of all.
◆ Any machinery that helps the individual and adds to his ef�iciency and which man can handle at will without
being its slave has a place.
◆ He felt the individual should be the supreme consideration of technology, saving labour of the individual
should be just an object.
Ideals of Economic Equality and Sustainable Development:
◆ Gandhiji accepted that material things are of real importance but only to some extent.
◆ There are three distinct economic conditions – Paucity, Suf�iciency and Surfeit.
◆ According to Gandhiji, economic condition of paucity and surfeit are undesirable
◆ Suf�iciency is the ideal and appropriate economic condition that man could enjoy.
◆ Beyond suf�iciency, it becomes evil, destructive and uneconomic.
◆ He also believed that humans should live in harmony with nature.
◆ He wanted people to plant trees and add to the forest wealth of the country.
In this way, the Gandhian paradigm promotes the welfare of all.
Mould your thought:

1) Elaborate on the dimensions of Gandhiji’s concept of Gram Swaraj. How do they promote the
welfare of all people?
Approach to the answer:
◆ Concept of Gram Swaraj in brief
◆ Dimensions under Gram Swaraj
◆ Write about Antyodaya as a means for Sarvodaya
◆ Conclusion

Source : The Hindu, Indian Express
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